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1.1

General Background

This is the Final Report by Reclamation (Bureau of Reclamation) for a multi-year project which
investigated the effectiveness of an operational weather modification (cloud seeding) project in Utah.
This applied research was done in cooperation with the NOAA (National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration) AMP (Atmospheric Modification Program) and the Utah Division of Water Resources.
While the Utah portion of the NOAA AMP (hereafter NOAAlUtah AMP) began several years earlier. the
cooperative program discussed herein began late in 1989. At that time, Reclamation agreed to a Utah
Division of Water Resources request that the author serve as the Principal Investigator for the
NOAAlUtah AMP. The author continued in that capacity through 1996. at which time NOAA AMP
funding was terminated by the U.S. Congress. Some additional analyses were performed after 1996 as
reflected in this report.
The NOAA AMP program was conducted for several years in cooperation with the stales of Arizona,
Illinois. Nevada, North Dakota, Texas, and Utah as discussed by Golden (1995). The Navajo Nation
joined the program in 1994. However, the late 1996 program termination effectively ended federall y
funded weather modification research in the United States for the time being. This is very unfortunate
considering the potential importance of this emerging technology wh ic h may be able to provide
significant rainfall and snowfall enhancement under favorable circumstances.
Operational (applied) weather modification (often called "cloud seeding") continues at many locations
within the United States, especially in the western states and the Great Plains. Many other nations have
been increasing their involvement in weather modification research as well as operations. The potential
importance of rain and snow augmentation through properly applied cloud seeding is sufficient to
stimulate progress in this complex field (Bulletin American Meteorological Society 1992). For example,
the Seventh World Meteorological Organization International Scientific Conference on Weather
Modification will be held in Thailand during February 1999 to discuss continuing progress.
It was agreed at the onset among the three cooperating agencies of the NOAAlUtah AMP that preference
would be given to publication of results in the open refereed literature, such as the 10urnal of Applied
Meteorology and 10urnal of Weather Modification. and in papers presented at scientific conferences.
Production of large and detailed project reports, with their limited readership, was avoided by
Reclamation scientists. Accordingly, this report consists of a program overview (sections 1-7) plus a
compilation of summary information from the 29 journal articles and conference papers published in
recent years under the sponsorship of the NOAAlUtah AMP. These publications resulted from research
done by a number of groups involved in the program during th is decade. In addition to Reclamation,
those groups included the University of Nevada DRl (Desert Research Institute). the University of North
Carolina at Asheville, the University of Utah, NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) and
NA WC (North American Weather ConSUltants). NAWC is the private company which has conducted the
Utah operational cloud seeding program since 1974 (Griffith et al. 1997).

The NOAA ERL (Environmental Research Laboratories) also had a major role in this program. This
agency provided an instrumented cloud physics and plume tracking aircraft for two r.lajor field programs,
including pilots and technical personnel needed to support the sophisticated instrumentation systems.
The NOAAlUtah AMP program was gneatly enhanced by the NOAA ERL involvement.

vi

1.2

Objectives and Research Reported

The research reported herein is based on the last several years of the NOAAlUtah AMP when field work
was conducted on the Wasatch Plateau (hereafter Plateau) of central Utah, approximately between the
towns of Fairview and Price. Earlier work was conducted on the Tushar Mountains of southern Utah.
That work, which has its own body of publications (e.g., Huggins and Sassen 1990), is not discussed in
this rqx>n. The single exception is the paper by Sassen and Zhao (1993), which is quite relevant to the
Plateau findings and was published during the Plateau phase. A review of the earlier years of NOAA
AMP work, with an extensive list of references, is given by Reinking (1992).
The NOAAlUtah AMP had two main objectives. First, the program was designed to physically evaluate
the effectiveness of the Utah o~:rational seeding program which has been partially funded by the State of
Utah. Second, the program was to recommend to the Utah Division of Water Resources any changes
which might improve future effectiveness of the operational seeding program. The operational
program' s goal was to increase the high mountain snowpack, which should lead to spring and summer
streamflow augmentation (Super and McPartland 1993). Numerous findings and recommendations
which could improve the operational program are to be found in the articles and papers summarized
herein. Any decisions to implement such recommendations are the responsibility of the Utah Division of
Water Resources and cooperating local water management agencies which jointly fund the operational
program.

1.3

Problems with Statistical Evalua1lons

Three statistical evaluations of the operational program have been reponed by Thompson and Griffith
(1981), Griffith et al. (1991), and recently by Griffith et al. ( 1997). The reader is referred to these same
articles for details of the operational program which used valley·based AgJ generators, typically spaced
on the order of 16 km apart (Griffith 1996). A small minority of all generators were sited in or near
canyon mouths which could help transport and dispersion over mountainous terrain.
While all three of the statistical evaluations have suggested seasonal snowfall inc~ in the
I D-20 percent range, one should be vety cautious about occepting such indication' 3riffrth et aI. (1997)
correctly point out that their (statistical) techniques, ~are not as rigorous or s.oienh.lcally acceptable as is
the random ization technique used in research." A sizeable body of literature exists which discusses the
many diffICUlties of after·the·fact statistical analysis of operational seeding programs and why such
attempts should be viewed with caution. Dennis (1980) and Gabriel (1981) diS(;usses some of the
problems that can result from improperly applied statistical approaches. Most of these arguments will
not be repeated here. However, a major problem is the lack of any randomization with operational
seeding programs, considered by many statisticians and meteorologists as essential for valid statistical
testing. Target-<Olltrol ""alysis of the type applied to Utah' s operational seeding program must assume
that precipitation relationships are stable over decades. This assumption presents a major difficulty
(Dennis 1980). In the Utah analyses, these relationships are assumed stable over long distances, from
central and southern Utah tal%et gag"" well into Nevada and Arizona where control pges were selected.
But it is well known that pruipitation relationships can change over time and space for a variety of
reasons ranging from large scale climatic changes (e.g., EI Nino) to local changes in the environment of a
precipitation gage (e.8n growth of vegetation affecting gage catch).

The three analyses cited above were done by the company hired to conduct the operational seeding.
While it is common practice for cloud seeding operators to analyze their programs, statisticians have
pointed out that this approach can lead to bias, favoring positive results. Dennis (1980) discusses a

number of ways of reducing bias in analysis of operational programs so that some useful information can
be gleaned. For example, target and control gages should be selected and made known 'Jefore a project
starts.
Each of the three analyses cited above used a markedly different set of control gages and target gages.
For example, two Arizona control gages were used in the 1981 analysis, none in the 1991 analysis and
four totally different Arizona gages in the 1997 analysis. Some changes in gage selection may be
necessary as gages are discontinued or relocated. However, such changes are unfortunate because
consistent results from each analysis, based on the same target and control gages, would be more
convincing.
Because of these and other problems with post·hoc statistical analysis of the Utah operational program.
the Utah DIVISIon of Water Resources decided that physical evidence was needed to better evaluate the
operational program. Accordi ngly, the NOAAlUtah AMP wa~ heavily based on physical observations
and reasoning, including sophisticated numerical modeling.

1.4

Selection of Wasatch Plateau Experimental Area

Soon after the author began to serve as Principal Investigator for the NOAAlUtah AMP, late in 1989.
observational emphasis was shifted from the Tusbar Mountains of southern Utah to the Wasatch Plateau
of central Utah. This shift in the experimental area occurred because of several pl?ctical consideration;,
which significantly improved field observations. A limited winter field program was conducted during
early 1990 on both the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah and the Wasatch Range just east of Salt Lake
City (Super and Huggins 19923, I 992b). Both are long nOrth·south mountain barriers wh ich should
minimize transport of valley·re leased seeding material around them. However. the Plateau offered
several advantages for field observational studies including less rugged terrain which permitted in-<:.ClUd
aircraft sampling much closer to the barrier top, and aJl·weather roads across and along the Plateau.
permitting widespread surface sampling by instrumented vehicles and access to fIXed installations. The
importance of low·level instrumented aircraft sampling and instrumented vehicle sampling aleng the
Plateau ' s all weather highways, cannot be overemphasized. II has simply not been practical to obtain
such observations for other mountain regions, with a few exceptions like the Grand Mesa of western
Colorado (Super and Boe 1988). Aircraft sampling over the Plateau was conducted under special
waIvers from the Federal Aviation Administration. This procedure allowed night to within 300 m of
nearby high~sr terra in. while standard flight rules require 600 m minimum separation over mountainous
terrain. Mo.reever. lowest sampling passes were made in a terrain·following mode, rather than flying at a
constant altItude (Super 1995), which required exceptional piloting and navigation by the NOAA pilots.
This practice and the special waivers resulted in lowest airt:raft observations typically within 600 m of
the Plateau top. In spite of the unusually low level sampling, the aircraft often could not descend into
ground·released seeding plumes or significant SLW cloud because both were in shallow layers over the
terrain.

The relat ive uniformity of the Plateau. with the broad Sanpete Valley to the west and parallel barrier
farther westward (San Pitch Mountains), provided simpl ici ties for ai:f1ow trajectories and numerical
modeling efforts compared with more complex and rugged terrain. Nevertheless. the Plateau is believed
to be reasonably typical of most of Utah 's north·south oriented mountains targeted by the Utah
operational seeding program.

1.5

Section 6. Miscellaneous Associated Work.

Experimental Field Projects

During the years under discussion, three limited and two major field programs were held. The lim ited.
early 1990 program was conducted on the Wasatch Range and Wasatch Plateau. as discussed by Super
and Huggins(l992a. 1992b).
Major field programs were held for 2 month periods on the Pldteau during early 1991 and early 1994
(both mid-January to m' ·March). Major equipment used during these programs included:
The NOAA Beechcraft King Air C·90 (N46RF) cloud physics and plume detection aircraft
fixed and mobile microwave radiometers for monitoring vertically integrated liquid water and
water

vapor

weather radar
fixed and mobile ground-based detectors for AgJ (silver iodide) and SF, (sulfur hexafluoride)
tracer gas
valley and high altitude AgJ seeding generators and SF, release equipment
recording precipitatioo gage networks

IocaJ rawinsonde releases
automated weather stations

More information 00 these programs is provided in several papers summarized herein (e.g., Super 1994,
1995).

Limited field programs took place 00 the Plateau during the 1994-95 and 1995-96 winters. These
programs used a single, high aJtitude release srte with AgJ and SF, release capabilities and automated
weather observations. A singJe target to detect the effects of seeding was operated 00 the west edge of
the Plateau top, as discussed by Super and Holroyd (1997). The target statioo was equipped to observe
AgJ, SF" ice puticle cbaracteristics (by 2D-C laser probe), and supporting weather informalioo.

1.6

Report Structure

The remainder of this report is made of 8 sec:tioos followed by references. The section titles are:

Section 2. Availability of Supercooled Liquid Water.
Section 3. Transport and Dispersion of Ground-Released Seeding Agents and Tracer Gas.
Section 4. Results of PbysicaJ Cloud Seeding Experiments.
Section 5. Numerical Modeling Results.

4

Section 7. Summary and Recommendations.
Section 8. Selected Portions of the 29 Articles and Conference Papers.
Section 8 makes up the bulk of this report. It summarizes the 29 published articles and conference papers
by several authors associated with the NOAAlUtah AMP. These articles and papers were pub lished from
1992 to 1998. Most summaries consist of the abstracts or introductions. plus any summary, conclusions.
and recommendations sections from each paper. These abb.-.viated versions of ·.he original publications
provide an overview of the considerable and wide-ranging research done durin~ he Plateau program.
References cited in the various publications are often not listed in this report ' s reference list. which
contains only the 29 summarized papers and articles plus the additional references cited in sections 1-7 .
The reader is referred to the original publications for the substantial additional detail provided in them.
The original published form of the 29 articles and papers summarized herein would total hundreds of
pages of text and figures, representing a significant body of work. In addition. numerous project reports
and field program operations plans were produced during the NOAAlUtah AMP. This ac!ditional
information is not discussed here.

2.

2.1

AVAIL~BILITY

OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUID WATER

Background Information

It is well known that a necessary (but not suffic ient) condition for winter orograph ic cloud seeding to be
effective is the availability ofSLW (Supercooled Liquid Water) in excess of that naturally converted to
snowfall. Successful seeding also requi,",s transport and dispersion of seeding agents into the SL W
clouds in suffic ient concentrations to convert significant quantities of SL W to ice panicles. Moreover.
the conversion must take place where sufficie nt time and distance remain for the seeded particles to grow

to snowflakes sizes which settle to the mountain surface before sublimating in the lee subsidence lone.
All of this must happen in an ever-changing and complex airflow and cloud .nviron ment. While it is
sometimes convenient to consider winter orographic clouds as semi steady·state entities. they are acruall y
changing rapidly on a wide range o~ IpatiaJ and temporal scales.
Many operational winter orographic cloud seeding programs and a number of experimental projects have
assumed the presence of abundant SLW. However. few programs have made significant effortJ to test
this crucial assumption. The NOAAlUtah Alli\P put considerable effo n into investigating spatial and
temporal SL W distributions. usi ng both observations and sophisticated numerical modeling. Indeod.
documentation of SL W was the first major scientific obje<=tive of this program.
Several of the studies later summarized dealt with the important topic ofSL W. These include Huggins
( 1992). Sassen and Zhao ( 1993 ). Super and Huggins (1 993). Super ( 1994). Huggins (1 995). Super
( 1995a). Huggins (1 996). ",. ~ Wetzel et al. (1 996). Observations of SL W were made by , wer· mounted
icing rate meters. sensors carried by tole NOAA instrumented aircraft. and by both fixed and mobile
microwave radiometers. A mobile microwave radiometer was first deployed in the field during the
NOAAlUtah AMP. as discussed by Huggins ( 1992. 1995) and Wetzel et al. (1 996). It proved invaluable
in mapping SL W distributions over the Plateau.
The general portrayal of SL W over the Plateau in the articles just noted is similar to find ings fro m other
mountainous regions. as reviewed by Super (1 990). He noted that. "Then: is remarkable simi larity among
the research results from the vaJ; ous mountain ranges. In general. SL W is available during at least
portions of many stonns. It is usually concentrated in the lower layers. and especially in shallow clouds
with warm tops. Average integrated amounts are nonnally limited implying low cloud liquid water
contents. in agreement with aircraft obserlations."
The articles cited herein agree with the Super ( 1990) portrayal and expand upon it. Seasonally ~
significant portion of the SL W flu;, is not converted to snowfall dur ing passage over the Plateau. This
finding suggests the avai labil ity of sufficient "raw material'" for seeding to have z significant impact on
snowfall. provided that seeding can convert a significant portion of the ;L W flux to snowfal l. The
seasonal SLW flu;, is concentrated in a few large stonns that are efficient snowfall producers dunn g
portions of their passages but inefficient during other ph'l5eS. Super and Huggi ns (1 993) considered the
SL W flux .cross a number of mountain barriers. They concluded that seeding may be appropriate both
when SL W is abundant and when it is limited. The relatively rare hours with large SL W amounts produce
significant flu.'I.. But the numerous hours with small SL W amounts also produce significant flux over the
course of an entire winter.

2.2

Field Observations of SLW

Huggins (1995) pn:.;ented seasonal aver3fe P' nrayals of the cross-barrier SLW distribution over the
Plateau. That work and other anicles hen: .. ~emonstrale the expected fonnation of SLW by forced
orographic .plift over the west ("indward) slope of the Plateau. Embedded convection, usually weak,
enhances SLW production during some stonn phases, and maximum SL W amounts are found above the
windward slope. The gravity wave mechanism can also enhance SLW production as discusse<l in
section 5. Snowfall often begins to n:duce SLW amounts by the time cloudy air ,.,.ches the Plateau top's
west edge, and the reduction continues as air flows eastward across the top (~Iuggins 1995). Both
snowfall and subsiding airflow during passage across the Plateau lead to substantial SL W n:duction. The
SLW is largely depleted by the Plateau top ' s east (downwind) edge, approximately 10 km from the west
edge.
Sasson and Lh.o (1993) useU lidar, microwave radiometer, and other observations to investigate SL W
ov.. the Tushar Mountains, about 175 km southwest of the Plateau experimental area. They demonstrated
that SLW was usually fount! at barrier levels in the 0 to - 10 ' c raJ.ge. Sassen and Zho" (1993) concluded
that SLW cloud thickness was often only 500 to 800 m, with some SLW clouds near ly 1,000 m thick.
That finding, along with layer tempet1lrure observations, led to their important conclusion that then: was
only a limited "window" fOf AgI seeding s~ccess. This "window" involved the upper portions of
relatively warm SLW clouds with base tempet1ltun:s warmer than -7 ' C. Clouds with tops colder Lian
-12 ' c appeared to efficiently convert SLW to ice panicles. Silver iodide is not effective for ice pan,c1e
fonnation for tempet1ltures warmer than ~ 'c even when high AgI concentrations an: pn:sent. With the
limited in-cloud AgI concentrations n:sulting from opet1ltional seeding, then: is often little opportunity for
the seeding to be effective.
Super (1994) discussed the implications of almost continuous observations during the early 1991 two
month field program. Measun:ments included SLW by microwave t1Idiometer, gage p=ipitation, AgI by
acoust ical ice nucleus counter, and supporting observations. Super (1994) concluded that the SLW flux
over the Plateau top's windward edge well exceeded the avCt1lge snowfall over the Plateau top, suggesting
that seeding might have the potential to convert some of the "excess" flux to additional snowfall.
Mon:over, many of the wetter hours had no detectable snowfall. These findings indicated significant
seeding potential if a large fraction of the excess SLW flux could be converted to snowfall.
To put microwave radiometer vertically-integrated SLW amounts into perspective, Super (1994)
compan:d them with observed hourly snow water equivalents. Accumulations for all 179 h with at least
0.01 inch observed by one or mon: of the three Plateau top gages provided the medillll hourly
accumulation value of 0.015 inch. Half the total snowfall fell during the 83 percent of the pn:cipitating
hours with hourly accumulations of 0.05 inch or less. These data illustrate that mountain snowfall usually
occurs at Ii;;';,. t1I!es over numerous hours as has been shown at a number of Rocky Mountain locations.
Super ( 199.;) calculated the equivalent snowfall t1I!e if all SLW flux was converted to snowfall which fell
unifonnly across the 10 km wide Plateau top with a typical cross-barrier wind speed of 10m s·' . He
showed that a vertically-integrated SLW amount in excess of 0.10 mm was needed to produce the median
hourly snowfall accumulation of 0.0 15. Sixty-five percent of all hours with detectable SLW over the
Plateau top' s west edge were less than 0. 10 mm. A significant portion of the SLW will be naturally
converted to snow. Then:fon:, it follows that even when AgI seeding is successful, typical hourly
accumulations would be limited. Mon:over, hours with SLW amounts less than about 0.05 mm have very
limited potential for snowfall production by seeding.
Super ( 1995a) pre<ented the n:sults from all six early 1991 experiments during which valley-n:leased AgI
was detected at lowest aircraft sampling levels over the Plateau. Observations of SL W were pn:sented

from a Plateau top microwave t1Idiometer and from airct1lft sensors. Tempet1ltun:s ofSLW cloud n:ached
by the AgI wen: usually only mildly supercooled, and estimated AgI ice nucleus concentrations wen: quite
small. Airct1lft measun:ments of ice partide concentrations and gage observations of snowfall indicated
that any snowfall incn:ases caused by seeding wen: at limited t1Ites and occurred only when seeded clouds
were colder than -9 ' c at airct1lft sampling altitudes.

2.3

Summary of SLW Findings

In summary, excess SLW often existed over the Plateau during at least portions of stonn passages. During
the early 1991 and early 1994 major field prognuns, SLWexisted during post-frontal southwest flow and
typically disappean:d after frontal passage, as soon as Plateau top winds shifted to northwest. The SI .W
was confined to a shallC'w layer less than 1,000 m thick (often considet1lbly less) above the Plateau when:
temperatures were typica:Jy mildly supercooled. Maximum SLW amounts were over the windward slope,
in the orographic uplift zone, and amounts t1Ipidly decn:ased during passage over the Plateau.
This genet1l1 portrayal of SL W availability implies that effective seeding must c,.,.te significant ice
panicle concentt1ltions in the SL W cloud very soon after condensate is produced during transport of moist
air up the Plateau' s windward slope. Otherwise, growth times will be too limited for much snowfall
production before the SLW is depleted. Accomplishment of ground-based seeding under these
circumstances presents a significant challenge, espec,ally with AgI, because the condensate is fonned at
only slightly supercooled tempet1ltun:s. This challenge is not limited to the Plateau, as much of the Rocky
Mountain region has similar shallow, slightly supercooled liquid water zones as n:ported by a number of
authors.

3. TRANSPORT AND DISPERSION OF GROUND-RELEASED
SEEDING AGENTS AND TRACER GAS

3.1

Background Information

Once the generalized distribution of SLW is known over a mountain balrier, it is of obvious interest to
consider the transpon and dispersion of seeding material to detennine when, where, and in what
concentrations the seeding material creates ice particles within the SLW cloud. Such transpon and
dispersion investigations were the second major research objective of the NOAAlUtah AMP.
The Utah operational seeding program has used Agi for many years, and that seeding material was given
priority in the Plateau experiments. Liquid propane seeding, which can create ice crystals at higher
temperatures than AgI, was also given signifteant attention, since it was found that much of the SLW was
too warm for Aglto be effective. Sulfur hexafluoride tracer gas was often used to simulate seeding
material lranspon and dispersion because it can be detected in small concentrations by fast-response
instruments.
Unless otherwise stated, Agi in this repon refers to the aerosol produced by burning AgI-NH,I-acetonewater solutions in seeding generators. This solution has been used in the Utah operational seeding
program, and it was used during the experiments discussed herein, including use of high altitude
generators. This aerosol is known to operate by the contact nucleation mechanism, known to be a
relatively slow process in typical orographic clouds that have limited cloud droplet concentrations.

3.2

Field Investigations of Transport and Dispersion

Super and Huggins (1992a, 1mb) considered the targeting of ground-released Agi during the field
program of early 1990 from three different approaches. Silver-in-snow analysis was done with bulk sno'"
samples from 10 sampling sites that should have been affected by the operational seeding program. There
was little evidence that snow silver concentrations from seeded periods were greater than from nonseeded
periods. These results were similar to earlier flndinp from the Tushar Mountains, but quite different
from some projects in other states where seeding clearly increased snow silver concentrations by about an
order of magnitude (e.g., Super and Heimbach 1983).
Real-time ice nucleus sampling was conducted well up Big Cononwood Canyon while Agi releases were
made with two generators in and above the canyon mouth. The Agi was routinely observed at the surface
sampling location, which was about SOO m higher in elevation than the highest Agi generator. However,
estimated Agi concentrations were small at prevailing SL W cloud temperatures.
The third ftpproach reponed by Super and Huggins (1mb) used aircraft sampling of ground-released Agi
and SF. during near-storm prefrontal conditions. Sampling was during times when VFR (visual flight
rules) flight operations were permissible, allowing sampling near the terrain. Four of the five aircraft
missions of thi. type showed the Agi and tracer gas were confined to the lower atmosphere and were not
transponed over the Plateau. Plumes were found over the Plateau during part of the fifth mission, but
estimated ice nucleus concentrations at prevailing cloud temperatures were quite limited.
Griffith et al. (1992) reponed on IFR (instrument flight rules) aircraft sampling during the early 1991
program. Two case studies were selected for detailed discussion. Tracer gas released at the mouth of a
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major canyon was found ov.,. the Plateau during the two aircnlft missions at temperatures near -12 to
-17 'C, respectively. Ice particle concentrations, calculated from SF. measurements, were sufficIent for
seeding to have been effective. Howev.,., it is suspected that natural cloud processes were qUIte efficIent
during the unusually cold cloud tempemtures of one (March 6, 1991) of the two missions, as very little
SLW existed above the Plateau top' s west edge or at aircraft levels. Moreover, Super (1995a) reported
that the maximum snowfall accumulation for the three Plateau top gages was only 0.01 inch during the
entire 3 h experimenL Therefore, even if seeding increased the snowfall from this cold, weak storm, any
enhancement was at the trace level.
The Plateau top snowfall during the second mission of March 2, 1991 , was also quite limited, even though
all eight valley Agi generators had been on for many hours, and Agi was abundant at relatively cold
tempemtures where SLW was plentiful. SupCT (I 995a) reported only two of the three Plateau top gages
detected snowfall during the experiment, and only at trace levels, in spite of a noticeable increase in the
aircraft obsCTved!PC (ice particle concentration) within the Agi plume(s). This finding is not
encouraging for the valley seeding mode of opCT&tion. Even though the March 2 mission was flown under
apparently nearly ideaI conditions of seeding potential, and the valley-released Agi was transported to .
sufficiently cold SLW levels, any resulting snowfall was insignificant. It is speculated that Agi nucleatIon
occurred too late for snowflake gJOwth and fallout to occur on the Plateau.
SUpCT(I994) examined SLW, snowfall, and Agi during 12 experimental days of~ early 1991 season
when valley seeding was being conducted. He concluded that the Agi concentratIonS measured on lOp the
Plateau were insufficient for effective seeding unless the Agi ~hed SLW colder than about-12 ·C.
HowevCT, based on a later Agi generator calibration reported by D<,Mott et al. (1995), the estimated
concentrations were too low as discussed by SupCT (1995a).

3.3

Analyses based on Recent Laboratory Studies

A subset of the early 1991 data reported by SUpCT (1994) has been reexamined for this report using the
latest calibration data for the NAWC Agi generator from DeMott et aI. (1995). Values were used for
"natural draft" conditions typical of light valley winds during seeding. An even 100 b from seven
different relatively wet storm episodes met the criteria that the eight valley Agi generators had been on for
at least 2 h to allow for transport time, microwave .-diometer SLW equaled or exceeded 0.05 mm above
the Plateau top' s west edge, and the co-Iocated NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter opCTated properly
with its cloud chambCT tempemture near -20 ·C.
The NCAR counter mean INC (ice nucleus concentration) observations for the 100 h were multiplied by
3.0 to bring them in line will. the CSU (Colo.-do State UnivCTSity) calibration of this device based on the
isothCTmal cloud chambCT results, also at -20 ·C. A correction was applied to the cloud chambCT values to
compensate for dilution airflow (DeMott et aI. 1995). For the uncorn:cted values usually provided by
CSU gtnerator calibrations, the two NCAR counters tested were found to indicate about two-thirds of the
INC obsCTved in the IsothCTmal Cloud ChambCT, and there was excellent cross consistency beTween the
two counters tested at CSU. A third NCAR counter, not tested at CSU, had been used during the Plateau
experiments: Periodic side--by-side compuisons showed consistent results among all three units in the
r",ld.

An adjUSled INC exceeding 10 L" at -20 ' C can be considered clear evidence of Agi presence becaus:e the
naturaI beckgJOUnd obsCTved during many hours without seeding was rarely that great, usually being ID the
oto 5 L" (adjusted) range. Ninety pOTeent of the 100 sampled hours meeting the stated criteria showed
evidence of AgI, with the adjUSled INC exceeding 10 L·' . Half the hours exceeded 500 L" , effective at
12

-20 ' C, and 10 pOTeent of the hours exceeded 2,000 L" . Therefore, the Agi was usually transported from
the valley up to the canyon head, a vertical distance of over 900 m. This is remarkable when is it realized
that valley-based inversions are common during winter storms. Most hours with SLW amounts of
0.05 mm or greater had weak embedded convection present, which likely assisted vertical Agi transport.
As discussed by Super (1994, section 8.3) these 100 sampled hours may be optimistic of typical hours
with SLW present because of the frequency of embedded convection and associated large SLW amounts.
Many other hours of observations were made that have nOI been reported when very large Agi
concentrations were confined to a shallow lay.,. ov.,. the Sanpete Valley. A large fraction of these hours
also had SLW present above the Plateau, although avemge amounts were more limited than the 100 h
sample just discussed. During a numbCT of experimental periods, the only Agi that could be found with an
instrumented vehicle carrying an NCAR counter were within about 100m elevation of the valley floor.
During a number of experiments when only background INC were found along the Plateau top, the vehicle
was driven down a major canyon toward the town of Fairview in the valley. The INC effective at-20 'C
would abruptly shift from backgJOund levels of 1-3 L" within the canyon to many thousands per liter as
_the vehicle passed below the canyon mouth just above Fairview. The NCAR counter would become
salUr1lted with ice crystals so absolute INC cannot be quantified beyond stating that they were at least
thousands per liter. Clearly, as the eight valley generators were operated hour aft.,. hour, they produced
vast quantities of Agi aerosol, trapped in a shallow lay.,. above their valley elevations. Valley winds
during these events were no more than a light northward drift.
In spite of observations of trapped Agi during a number of experiments, it appears that the valley-released
Agi was often transported to Plateau top altitudes when SLW was reasonably abundant as represented by
the 100 h data set discussed above. However, it is necessary to consid.,. the adjusted NCAR count.,. INC
values in the context of typical Plate3u top tempenltures which are much wanner than the -20 ' C cloud
chamber operating tempemture. For example, the median tem~ture during all 100 h was a mild
-2.6 'C, while the median for the 50 wettest hours, with SLW exceeding 0.16 mm, was an even warmer
-1.5 · C. The latest calibnltion of the NAWC genenltor shows that the effective INC at -6 'C, the warmest
tempenlture sampled in the CSU Isothermal Cloud Chamber, is only 1/4 of I percent of that at -20 ·C.
Hence, even an adjusted NCAR counter INC of 2,000 L" yields an estimated effective INC of 5 L" ,
considered too low for significant snowfall production (Super 1994, section 8.2). Furthermore, only 9 of
the 100 h was colder than -6 'C at the Plateau top altitude of 2700 m.
A more recent data set by Holroyd and Super (1998) showed that the Plateau top tempemture was coldOT
than -7 ' C during only 20 pOTeent of Agi seeding experiments conducted during the 1994-95 and 199596 winters. Tempenltures were even warmer during r-any other experiments when liquid propane seeding
was attempted. These large data sets leave no doubt that tempenltures near the Plateau top are typically
only mildly supercooled during storm episodes.
The CSU genenltor caIibnltion showed that at-8 'C the effective INC was 8 percent of that at-20 ' C ,
while the effective INC increased to 33 percent at -10 · C. If the Agi concentnltions measured on the
Plateau existed at higher altitudes corresponding to these tempenltures. the median effective INC would
be 40 and 165 L" , respectively. Such concentnltions would be considCTed sufficient for effective seeding.
Howev.,., for typical ilK loud lapse nltes, the stated tempenltu'" would be about 800 and 1, 100 m above
the Plateau for the median Plateau top tempenlture of -2.6 · C.
Aircnlft observations were made during six experimental days when valley-released Agi was transported
to the lowest permissible aircnlft sampling altitude, about 600 m about the avenlge Plateau top termin as
reported by SupCT ( I 995a). Four of these experiments were conducted on some of the same days which
provided the 100 h Plateau top data set just discussed. The aircraft missions showed that Agi
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c:onc:cntrations 600 m above the Plateau were typically more than an order of magnitude less than those
measured on top of the Plateau, both at the fixed canyon head site and by an instrumented vehicle driven
along the Plateau top's west edge. Some of the lowest aircraft passes failed to detect any Agi during these
experiments. On some other experimental days the aircraft failed to detect any Agi even though many
passes were made while abundant Agi concentrations (at-20 0c) were being monitored on the Plateau.
11Ie considerable body of ain:raft observations from many experimental days has shown that Agi is rarely
transported as high as 1,000 m above the Plateau, and then only in weak concentrations.
Another important factor to be considered is the rate at which Agi activates ice particles. 11Ie discussion
above presents the most optimistic case in which calculations of effective Agi concentrations assume tota l
nucleation by the aerosol. However, CSU Isothermal Cloud Chamber Agi generator calibrations are done
over extended periods, often tens of minutes, to allow aerosol the time necessary to nucleate. NCAR
counters are operated at very high cloud droplet c:onc:cntrations to enhance nucleation during their limited
cloud chamber residence time. But orographic clouds have limited droplet c:onc:cntrations.

DeMon et al. (1995) show that the Agi aerosol produced by the NAWC generator and theAgi 'H,Iacetone-water solution operates by contac:l nucleation, a slow process. They calculated thaI, for a constant
temperature, only about 7 percent of the potential yield would be realized during a 20 minute transit of
this Agi aerosol through a natmaI cloud of 100 droplets cm-3. Simple calculations of transport times
within SLW cloud over the Plateau show that Agi will be exposed to liquid cloud on the order of
20 minutes. Tberefore, prior calculations of INC effectiveness, based on NCAR counter measurements
and the CSU generator calibntion, are probably overestimated by more than an order of magnitude. The
sooner ice puticles are formed within SLW cloud, the gneater their probability of growing to snowflake
si2les and settling to the surface before being transported beyond the mountain barrier.

These INC observations indicate a limited "window of opportunity" for effective Agi seeding since
~ have shown little evic!enU of significant ice particle enhancement in cloud warmer than
-9 ·C. This finding is in agreement with the Tushar Mountains observations presented by Sassen and
Zhao (1993). Boch data sets demonstrate the diffICUlty of effective ground-based Agi seeding with mildly
supercooled orographic clouds typical of Utah' s mountains. Seedable opportunities are limited to the
colder "tail" of the distribution ofSLW temperatures.
Further evidence on this point is provided by the Bridger Range Experiment conducted in the colder
c limate of southwestern Montana. Statistical analysis of that experiment by Super and Heimbech (1913),
later supported by ain:raft microphysical observations (Super and Heimbech 1988), SIrOngly suggested
that Agi seeding from high ahitude sites was effective only when ridge top (equivalent to Plateau top)
temperatures were colder than -9 ·C. About half the Bridger Range periods were that cold. But if one
assumes similar vertical transport of As! over the Bridger Range and the Plateau, as ain:raft observations
have indicated, a much smaller fraction o r Utah storm periods would be seedable with Agi. This
cornpuison further indicates th.'It effective ground-based Agi seeding in Utah is limited to a fraction of the
time that SLW is available. Moreover, at least a portion of the apparent success of the Bridger Range
seeding may have been due to Ibo. frequent in-<:Ioud operation of the Agi generators, with instantaneous
ice perticle production caused by the supersaturated conditions very near the generators (Finnigan and
Piller 1988). It is !mown the Agi generators produce abundant quantities of water while consuming
JXOI*M' fuel and the acetone in which the Agi is mixed. This can lead to local condensation-freezing as
soon as the Agi aerosol is exposed to the supenatwated but supercooled cloud. This rapid ice nucleation
mechanism will not occur with valley-releasecl Agi.

I.

3.4

Seeding-Caused Snowfall Calculations

Laboratory observations have indicated that the NCAR counters used in the Plateau studies were in
reasonable agreement with CSU Isothermal Cloud Chamber results. Plateau-top and aircraft observations
of ice particle cOrJCentrations have been shown to be in reasonable agreement with NCAR counter
estimates of effective ice nucleus concentrations using CSU generator calibrations to extrapolate to
temperatures wanner than the -20 ·C used by the NCAR counter. Therefore, it is reasonable to use CSU
generator calibration data to calculate upper limit snowfall increases possible with the Utah operational
seeding.

It will be assumed in the calculations to follow that seeding-caused ice crystals do not participate in any
secondary ice " multiplication" process. That is, any single Agi aerosol particle will h.,ve the poIentialto
produce only one ice crystal. 11Iere is ample justification for this assumption. 11Ie co . ditions necessary
for significant ice particle multiplication to occur are reasonably well understood (Mossop 1985). Such
conditions are not characteristic of Rocky Mountain orographic clouds, especially at the colder
temperatures where Agi can be effective.
The latest CSU calibration of the NA WC generator, for the Agi solution used in Utah's operational
seeding, can be used to show that it is highly unlikely that the operational seeding produced the snowfall
increases suggested by NAWC' s published statistical analyses. 11Ie normal April 1st snow water
equivalent found at snow courses in or near the Plateau' s experimental area is about 50 cm. 11Ie most
recent statistical analysis by the seeding operator (Griffith et al. 1997) suggests that about a 15 percent
seasonal increase was achieved, equivalent to 7.5 cm for a normal winter. Using the typical Agi generator
spacing of 16 km (Griffith 1996) and approximate Plateau top width of 10 km provides an estimated area
per generator of 1.6 X 10" cm' . The water volume provided by a 7.5 cm increase would be 1.2 X 10"
cm', equivalentto 1.2 X 10" g of water mass.
We will make the highly optimistic assumption that all the Agi aerosol reached SLW cloud at a relatively
cold temperature of -8·C. This is contrary to the large NOAAlUtah AMP data Set which indicates that
only limited Agi reaches cloud temperatures that cold. 11Ie CSU calibration indicates the generato: output
at-8 ·C is 1.4 X 10" crystals g.' for natural draft conditions. We will make the additional highly
optimistic assumption that all the available aerosol nucleated ice crystals at thattemperalU!e . Then the
resulting seasonal output of ice crystals can be calculated as 2.8 X 10", since generator output is 8 g h·'
(Griffith et al. 1992), and the generators are operated for about 250 h per 5 month winter (Super and
Huggins 19928, table 2). These crude but conservative calculations yield an average mass per ice crystal
of 0.04 mg per crystal. But as discussed by Super and Huggins (19920) and Super (1994), observations
from a number of locations show that the mass of a "typical" natural ice crystal is less than half that value.
Furthermore, seeded ice crystals are likely to be smaller because of less in..,loud residence time.

These calculated results wc>uld require that all Agi reached a significantly colder temperature than
supponed by the multitude of field observations. In reality, Agi was sometimes trapped in the upwind
valley and did not reach SLW cloud. When it was transponed over the Plateau, the bulk of the Agi was
typically in a thin layer where temperatures were too warm for significant ice crystal fC'rmation . Often.
this layer contained nt:gJigible SLW because it was consumed by natural snowfall processes. 1"..,loud
residence times provided a further limitation to Agi nucleation ability. Finally, natural snowfall could be
expected to sweep out some Agi aerosol. For all these reasons, the above calculations of the typical ice
crystal mass which Agi would need to produce to achieve a IS percent seasonal snowpack increase are
absurdly low. During the fraction of the time when storm conditions made it possible for seeding to create
ice crystals, they would have to grow to unrealistically huge sizes (masses) to produce the claimed
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4. RESULTS OF PHYSICAL CLOUD SEEDING EXPERIMENTS

15 percent increase. Therefore, those supposed increases could not be the result of the Utah operational
seeding program occording to CUlT'e1lt physical understanding.
Additional information on transport and dispersion is provided ,n the following two sections. It will be
shown that release from high altitude locations, well up the windward slopes of the barrier, results in
much more consistent transport over the Plateau. However, plume widths may be reduced as compared to
valley releases. The vertical dispersion "f the high altitude releases is not believed to be markedly
different from valley releases. Both plume types were often found at, and limited to, the loweo t aircraft
sampling levels and below. Both plume types were sometimes too shallow for detection at even the
lowest permissible aircraft sampling altitudes.

4.1

Background Information

There is no doubt that AgI released into sufficiently cold SL W cloud will produce multitudes of
embryonic ice particles. The same result is achieved wben liquid propane is expanded into even slightly
supercooled liquid cloud. The cballenge is to create the seeded ice particles at such locations that their
subsequent trajectories will be within SLW cloud for 0 sufficient time (distaDce) to permit growth to
precipitation sizes such that the particles will fall to the mountain surface before sublimating in the Ice
subsidence zone. Ideally, the tiny seeded crystals should be formed very soon dter SLW condensate is
produced as air is forced up a mountain barrier, is carried upward by embedded convection, is transported
upward by gravity waves, or ascends by some combination thereof. Releasing AgI even at cloud base will
not result in immediate nucleation unless the temperature is colder than -6 ·C.
Numerous attempts were made to document the effectiveness of AgI and propane seeding in creating ice
particles and snowfall during the Plateau experiments. Most emphasis was placed on such documentation
during the limited programs of the 1994-95 and 1995-96 winters, as SUIIIJIl&rind by Super and Holroyd
( 1997) and Holroyd and Super (1998).
With two exceptions previously noted (March 2 and Marcb 6, 1991) and discussed by Super (19950). all
Agi and propane seeding experiments which demonstrated IPC enbancements used high altitude release
sites well up the windward slope of the Plateau. Unless specifically mentioned 0Iberwise, it can be
assumed that high altitude seeding sites were used in the cases to be discussed.

4.2

Case Study Analyses

The fim article in this series to document seeding<aused ice particles was by Super and Holroyd (1994).
A several-fold enhancement in IPC was shown at aircraft levels for the February 17. 1991 , experiment.
The co-Iocated Agi and SF. were both detected with aircraft instruments. Measurement of SF. with • fastresponse detector allowed for precise delineation of the seeded zones. Seeding<aused IPC was near
70 L' \ at cloud temperatures of -13.0 to -15 .5 · C over the Plateau top's west edge.
Holroyd et aI. (1995) presented • detailed analysis, with numerical modeling support. of the February 21 ,
1994, experiment. It was shown that high con.:entrations of ice particles were associated with measured
and predicted plwne locations sampled OIl the Plateau top with a 4-wbeel drive vehicle, and above the
Plateau with the NOAA aircraft. Ice particle concentrations and precipitation rates were enhanced by a
factor of about 10 along the Plateau top's west edge highway, and by about a factor of40 according to
aircraft sampling above the west edge. Most growth was upwind of these sampling tracks, above the
windward slope where SL W was concentrated. Aggregation of high concentrations of ice particles
appeared to be the primary snowfall mechanism. Plateau top observations suggested that only limited
precipit-..tio~ reached the surface, perbaps 0.5 mm accumulation over a few hours at some gages. But no
gages were available near the windward edge where most seeded snow likely fell.
Super (1995b) presented detailed analyses that demonstrated an obvious increase in IPC and snowfall
associated with the propene seeding experiment of March 5, 1995. Less obvious but still fairly convincing
evidence of fPC and snowfal I enhancement was presented from an experiment on March I I. 1995. Light
DIIlUraJ snowfall "contaminated" the impacts of propane seeding during the latter experiment.
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Super (1996) showed another obvious case of !PC and snowfall enhancemenl C&U!ed by AgJ seeding
c!uring relatively cold Plateau lOp lemperatures (- 10.7 .C). Th is seeding, on December 15. 1994,
produced about I mm additional snowfall on the Plaleau lop'S west edge durin g the h'"J< of seeding. The
successful March 5, 1995, propane experimenl al a Plaleau lop lemperature of -4.5 · C was again
reviewed, and it was shown that AgJ seeding soon after the propane seeding was ineffective under similar
conditiOll$.
Significanl doc:umenwion of seeding-aused IPC and snowfall resuhed from the 1994-95 and 199596 winter field programs. This could be expected since these limiled, economical experiments were
designed for that purpose. Mo=ver, il was practical 10 conduct many such experiments with only limiled
ground equipnent and TWO to three field technic ians. The basic design was 10 release seeding material,
AgI or propane, in a brief "pulse" of one-half hour or one hour duntion. The release poinl was on a bigh,
exposed ridge only 4.2 kin horizontal distance and 315m below the instrumented "target" sile located at
the bead of a major canyon. Prevailing southwest winds funneled the seeded cloud up the canyon and past
the target. Ice puticle cbaractcnstics and snowfall rates could be examined before, during, and after
"plume" passage by the target.

(1 998) confmn thaI view as their figure 3 shows only a small fraction of the many hours with significant
nat'J ral snowfall al the target had IPC less than 10 L·'. The target !PC during natural snowfall was usually
between 20 10 200 L·' . Some operalional programs have attempted 10 enhance snowfall with eSlimaled
!PC near I L·' . Such an approacb would have a negligible chance of success in Utah and probably
e lsewbere.
Cases with target lemperatures colder than -4 · C were usually seeded with Agi. but no evidence of AgJ ice
particle production was evidenl with target temperatures warmer than about -0 ' c. As noted, periods with
SL W cloud infrequendy have Plateau top temperatures colder than ~ · C, wh ich seriously limits the
"window of op:'Onun;~J " for ground-based AgJ seeding unless significant veni....1 dispers ion occurs.
These experiments did nol sample above the target (Plateau lap) elevation, bUlearlier work demonstrated
venical d ispersion of AgJ was limited.

Some experiments provided obvious !PC enhancement, and sometimes snowfall augmentation, when
examined on a case study basis. However, seeding effects were not obvious in most of the experiments.
Some of the failures to clearly cIernonsIrate !PC increases were caused by cloud temperatures 100 warm for
seeding agent effectiveness, especially when AgJ was used. Other failures were due to shon-lerm natural
variability in snowfall rates wbich often masked the seeding-aused ice puticles. II is likely that many of
the seeding experiments created tiny crystals which were swept out by larger natural snowflakes and,
therefore, were undetectable by the experimental design. Furthmnore, abundant natural snow may have
consumed all available SLW, thereby starving the embryonic seeded crystals. This series of experiments
showed the difficulties of clearly demon.nating ice particle and snowfall production in the presence of
even ligbt natural snow. Orographic c1nuds are anytitmg but steady-state. and natural snowfall rates often
vary considerably over a few tens of minutes or ;ess.

4.3

Statistical Analysis of P\llsed Seeding Experiments

When natural snowfall was nil to very light and seeding potential existed, obvious effects of seeding could
be demonstmed (Super and Holroyd 1997). But such conditiOll$ occur during a minority of the time that
orographic cloud is presa!t. However, swistical analysis provided an overview of all similar experiments
conducted during the 1994-95 and 1995-96 winters (Holroyd and ~,.!peT 1998). There were indications of
AgJ effectiveness in c:rearing small ice puticles for target (plateau top) temperatures colder than about
~
However, the number of sucb cases was limited because less than 20 percent of.1I .eeding
expeo imeuts had target temperatures colder than -7 · C. Stronger evidenc:e existed of propane-caused
small ice puticles. and even the difference between using one propme nozzJe ( 1994-95 winter) and two
( 1995-96 winter) was rndenL SnowfaU increases caused by the seeded crysIaIs were limited, as might be
expected from the limited diswx:e (4.2 kin) and travel time (median 17 min) between seeding release and
the target. This disranu was purposely limited to maximize successful targeting as the seeded c loud was
funne led up a major canyon.

0c.

Perhaps the most important ftnding o f these "pulse seeding" experiments was that propme seeding was
effective in producing ice partICles even with slightly supercooled cloud al the dispenser site (~.4 to
-3.4 · c)' About 10 ice puticles V' was typicaJ at the target with one propme nozzle releasing about
3 gal b", one! 20 L" with two nozzJes releasing twice that rate. As argued by Super ( 1994 >- a seeded !P':
over l tarJ!Ot in excess of 10 L" has the potential to produce mean ingful snowfall. Holroyd and Super
1&
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5. NUMERICAL MODEUNG RESULTS
5.1

Background Information

Numerical mode ling provided significant insight into the physical processes involved during winter
orographic stanns over dle Plateau. The model used in these investigations was the sol'histicated. threedimensional, time dependent numerical model developed by T. Clark and asoociates at the National Center
for Atmospheric Research.
Modeling results should be treated with caution until it is demonstrated that they are in reasonable
agreement with observations. However, observations are limited in time and space and are impractical to
make in some very imponant locations. Therefore, model results can '"fill in" where observations do nlot
exist. provided model result. and observations are in good agreement where both exist.
The Clark model was applied to the Mogollon Rim of Arizona, as discussed by Bruintjes et al. (1 995).
They showed the model was quite successful in reproducing observed plume dispersion. The importance
of gravity wave dynam ics in the transpon and dispersion of seeding material was demonstrated by their
work.

5.2

Model Applications to the Wasatch Plateau

Heimbach and Hall (1 99-1 ) discuss the Clark model and its application to the Plateau. They compared
model results .. ith ... ell-<>bserved case from the early 1991 field season which involved seeding wiLl
valley AgJ generators. Reasonable agreement was found with Agl plume positioning. Considerable
cooling of ASI occurTCd .. ithin the valley, but a shallow layer was eventually transponed over the Plateau.
The importance of g:ra~ I~ .. aves for the vertical transport of seeding agent was demonstrated in
agreement with the results of Bruintjes et aI . (1 995 ). Gravity waves were also found to be influen tial in
the production of liqUid '4ater and its subsequent downw ind depletion in zones of subsidence. The
horizontal and venlcal posit"'" of the seeding release point was critical in determining whether the model·
simulated seeding agent .. as transponed over the Plateau fo r particular conditions.
Modeling results also su!l$e5led that seeding from the San Pitch Mountains. the next barrier west
(upw ind) of the PLateau. mIght provide broader plumes. earlier nucleation. and opportuni ty for gneater
vertical transport. These factors might increase seedine effectiveness if embryonic seeded crystals that
formed ov"" the San P,tch Mounta ins were transported into the SL W condensate zone over the Plateau 's
west slope. where funher sro",th and fallo ut could occur. A similar approach was apparently successful
during the Bridger Range bperiment (Super and Heimbach 1983), although the valley between the
barriers was narrower. The approach of seeding on the windward slopes of one barrier to affect another
farther downwi nd should receive funher consideration in view of limited growth times fo unJ over the
Plateau (e.g, Huggins 1995 ).
Reasonable model agreement was found in the case of a high altitude ground release of AgJ from the early
1991 field season reported by Holroyd et .J. ( 1995). This experiment produced mark.... !PC enhancement
on and above the Plateau top and apparently limit"" accumlliations of snowfall. The ~<ights to which
model·simulated AgJ plumes reached were in good agreement with aircraft messurements. The model's
smooched terrain failed to simulate some of the sma ll·scale but important effects of major canyons whIch
funnel the airflow. The model produced weak and shallow clouds wh Ich were driven orogrnphically with
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linle buoyant contribution. Gravity waves were shown to be imporlJUlt for transport over the Plateau and
produced a secondary maximum of tracer over the eastern portions of the Plateau.
H.imbach and Hall (1996) and H.imbach et al. (1997) mod.l.d a w.II-observed case study during which
released from three vall.y g.n.rators and tracer gas was released in a major canyon mouth. In
spi:. of a surfac. inversion, the AgI was transported up and ov.r the Plateau in a shallow lay.r, below
minimum aircraft sampling I.v.ls. Th. mod.1 results sugg.st the initial v.rtical impetus for v.rtical
transport was by the gravity wave mechanism. This was followed by orographic forcing h a more
organized west.rly flow. Th. observed confinem.nt ofth. AgI to a shallow lay.r was predicted by the
model simulation.
.~g1 was

5.3

Modeling of Generalized Weather Classes

Valley AgI seeding was modeled for five g.n.... I;z~~ ·Neath.r classes by H.imbach et al. ( 1998). A total
of 46 rawinsonde observatiops from the early 1991 and early 1994 fi.ld programs w.re grouped into five
classes according to temperature profiles. (Nineteen additional soundings did not fit within the five class
criteria.) In ger•• ral, the modeled results w.re in agreement with well observed case studi.s select.d to
represent each sounding. Some of the important results from the mod. ling inc Iud.:
a.

A gravity wave m.chanism som.tim.s aided the vertical AgI transport .v.n in the presence of inv.rsions.
The positioning of the gravity wav.s relativ. to the t.rrain and AgI g.n.rator locations was critical in
determining wh.ther v.rtical AgI transport occurred, Since gravity wave positioning vari.s with tim., and
AgI g.n.rators are at fixed locations, it can be argued that gen.rators .hould be located at various
distances w.st ofth. Plateau across the broad upwind valley. This lan.r approach was mod.led by
H.imbach and Hall (1994).
.
During more unstabl. ' onditions, the vall.y·released AgI was consistently transported over the Plateau.
Th. AgI plum.s w.re consist.ntly shallow ov.r the Plateau top, oft.n below low.st aircraft sampling
lev.ls just 600 m above av.rage Plateau top .Ievations. Prevailing cloud t.mperatures within the shallow
plumes w.re frequ.ntly too warm for .ffective ice nucleation by the Agl.
It has be.n d.monstrat.d by mod.l·simulations and observations that valley-released AgI is transported
ov.r the Plateau during ..,nly a minority of hours with storm conditions. Wh.n transport does occur, the
AgI plum.s are oft.n too warm for much ic. nucleation. These two factors are in agreem.nt with previous
docum.ntation from the Tushar Mountains of south.rn Utah ( • .g., Sassen and Zhao 1993). Th.se findings
sugg.st that vall.y AgI releases should be augm.nted or replaced with other treatm.nt technologi.s (• .g.,
high-altitud. AgI releases and propane seeding) in ord.r to increase the .ffici.ncy of the Utah operational
cloud seeding program.

A frequent tendency .xisted for a 10w·lev.1 northward drift ofth. vall.y-rel.ased AgI, parall.1 to
rather than over the Plateau.

b. Poor targeting resulted from valley releases during the two most stabl. classes. Thirty-sev.n
percent of the classified soundings w.re in th.,.. two classes.
c. Th. best targeting was with the most unstable class, which also had the cold.st temperatures,
th.reby resulting in greater AgI .ffectiv.ness in ice particle production. Tw.nty·six percent ofth.
classified soundings were in this class.
d. Frequ.nt n.gligibl. AgI .ffectiveness resulted ev.n wh.n AgI was transported ov.r the Plateau
because of warm prevailing temperatures.

5.4

•.

Strong upward motion .xisted ov.r the valley und.r some stability and wind conditions because of
gravity wave transporl- This mechanism can significantly .id the transport of vall.y·released AgI,
but its presence, magnitud., and location vary markedly with tim•.

f.

Mechanical forcing is important for AgI transport ov.r the Plateau.

g.

In some conditions, there can be a westward and north westward drift of valley·released trac.r in
spite of organized westerly flow aloft.

Summary of Model Results

In summary, the Clark mod.1 results were in good agreem.nt with fi.ld observations. Vall.y-released AgI
was often trapped by surfac.-based inversions and usually drifted northward, parall.1 to the Plateau, rath.r
than over it. Sometimes the drift was westward or north westward, contrary to flow aloft. Very larg. AgI
concentrations w.re modeled (and observed) along the valley floor on sev.ral occasions aft.r generators
had been operated for sev.ral hours.

n

c

-
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6. MISCELLANEOUS ASSOCIATED WORK
A number of topics were explored during the Plateau program that do not fit under the above section
headings. Consequently, these are included here.

6.1

Effect of Type II Statistical Errors on Experimental Duration

Heimbach and Super (1992, 1996) explored the important problem of encountering type n statistical
errors in past randomized weather modification experiments. A type n error occurs when an experiment
fails to detect an actual response to seeding, usually because the experimental unit population is too
limited. Many experiraents did not estimate the duration (population size) needed to achieve an
acceptably low probability of encountering a type n error, say 10 percent. If an experiment failed to
indicate a seeding effect upon completion (usually determined by the sponsor's patience and available
resources), the "failure" may have been caused by a type n error. 11le only valid conclusion from such an
experiment is that it failed to demonstrate anything about seeding effectiveness. Unfortunately, the
incorrect interpretation is often given; that is, that the seeding approach did not produce the desired effect.
When attempts were made to estimate the experimental duration needed to demonstrate real seeding
effects, it was usually assumed that each treated unit would respond in the same manner. But a
considerable body of physical evidence shows this assumption to be improbable. The effectiveness of
seeding can be expected to vary widely depending upon cloud and airflow conditions. Heimbach and
Super (1992, 1996) investigated the more likely possibility that different experimental units (storms or
days) bave different responses to treatmenL They demonstrated that this more realistic response leads to
much longer experimental durations than if every treated unit responded uniformly. This important
fmding raises the question of whether many of the past seeding experiments that were interpreted as
failures were simply too brief to demonstrate real seeding responses. Of course, if their physical design
was flawed, they should have failed whatever their duration. But the point is that little can be gleaned
about the seeding effectiveness of many past statistical experiments because of the uncertainty of whether
they had type n errors. While Heimback and Super (1996) made recommendations for possible
improvements in future statistical experiments, their main recommendation was that such experiments be
postponed until a much improved physical understanding emerges. An improvt<l physical understanding
was the main goal of the Plateau work.

6.2

Runoff Increases Associated with Snowfall Enhancement

Super and McPartland (1993) reported on an investigation of likely runoff increases from an assumed
seasonal snowpack increase of 10 percent. Cloud seeding programs are usually evaluated in term of
seasonal percentage increases of snow water equivalent, but water users are interested in streamflow
enhancemenL Historical snow water equivalent and streamflow measurements were used from high
elevation watersheds in the tIpper Colorado River Basin. Drainages were selected for which streamflow
measurements were not significantly affected by upstream diversions and were not regulated by upstream
reservoirs. A simple linear regression analysis predicted seasonal streamflow increases between 6 and
21 percenL Ten percent or more additional runoff was estimated for most drainages for the assumed
10 percent snow water equivalent increase, an encouraging result. Reasons for differing responses were
discussed which included variations in geology, vegetation, drainage slope, and aspect.
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6.3

New Instruments and Observational Approaches

A number of new inSlruments and observational approaches were developed and deployed during the
NOAAlUtah AMP. For example, the mobile microwave radiometer (Huggins 1992, 1995, 1996; Wetzel
et al. 1996) provided a useful new way to map SL W over a mountain barrier. This approach is
particularly important when it is recognized that safety concerns often prevent instrumented aircraft from
flying low enough to monitor the orographic cloud SLW field in the region where most snow panicles
grow.
Truck-mounted NCAR counters and SF, detectors were used in tracking plumes up and over the Plateau.
One truck carrying plume detection equipment also had a vane-mounted 2D-C laser probe on a mast above
it. The vane kept the probe pointed into the resultant wind as the truck was driven along the Plateau top,
while the 2D-C strobe rare was controlled by an anemometer. Tower-mounted 2D-C probes, also pointed
into the wind by vanes, provided similar ice panicle observations at fixed locations (Super and Holroyd
1997). Use of vane-mounted 2D-C probes provided a new and more accurate means of observing ice
crysIaIs caused by seeding. As it became available, GPS (Global Positioning System) equipment was used
to record truck and aircraft positions.

obtained simply by switching seeding solutions. It is strongly recommended that such a change be made

in the operational program.
Considerable development, testing. and improvement of liquid propane dispensers was accomplished
during the Plateau program. These tlispensers were used during many of the seeding experiments.
Propane dispenser development was based on important earlier work by Reynolds (1991) in California. A
totally automated propanc seeding system was constructed (Super et aI. 1995). An icing rate meter
detected SL W at the main propane dispenser site, and that dispenser and two satellite dispensers were
turned on and off as appropriate by programmed data loggers. All propane dispensers were on high
exposed ridges well upwind of the main barrier. This automated system remains in operation in the
mountains east of Ephraim, Utah, and a similar dispenser was reuntly deployed to the Wind River Range
of Wyoming (Roger Hansen, personal communication).
Cripps and Abbott (1997) deveioped a prototype icing rate meter for possible use with propane dispens-:-s.
Ideally, each dispenser would ~ controlled by its own icing rate meter detecting SLW presence at the
dispenser. It was hoped that mOl e economical units could be developed, using direct current electrical
power from solar panels. While initial tests were promising. additional field tests and possible
modifications would be required before the device could be considered operational.

Super (1993) reported or. testing of an automated, self-antifree7e-recharging. recording precipitation gage
in a winter mountain environment. The gage was shown to be as accurate as the conventional Belfon
Universal gage which requires manual service and chan reduction.
Two methods of estimating AgI ice nuclei concentrations effective at cloud temperatures sampled by
aircraft were discussed by Super and Holroyd (1994). One method used tracer gas concentration
measumnents while the OCher was based on NCAR counter observations. Both methods were compared
with the preferred, but often unavailable, approach of directly observing resulting ice panicle
concentrations with a laser probe. The methods were found to provide reasonable first approximations for
the AgI aerosol and cloud conditions sampled by the study.
The tracking of AgI and SF, tracer gas with instruments on aircraft and ground vehicles was important in
many of the reported studies. The sometimes maligned NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter was shown
to closely approximate AgI observations made by the "standard" CSU Cloud Simulation Laboratory
(DeMott et aI. 1995). Of course, the counter must be in good condition and must be maintained by
someone knowledgeable in its proper operation. Several past applications used faulty NCAR counters or
insufficiently trained counter operators. The three NCAR counters used during the Plateau experiments

were often cross com~ and fOUDCl to be in good agreement.
Considerable effort was expended into calibrating and comparing fils! response SF, detectors during the
field programs. Known concentrations of the gas were injected into the detectors at frequent intervals.
Like NCAR counters, these instruments also require significant maintenance and knowledgeable
operators.
The CSU laboratory studies by DeMott et aI. (1995) provided a new calibration of the NAWC AgI
generator. It demonstrated that improvements had been made since the last calibration because warmer
temperature ice panicle yields were significantly enhanced. Beside the generator calibration with the
standard AgI-NH.I-acetone-water solution used in Utah, one was made with a solution also containing

sodium iodide and panodichlorobenzene. This latter solution "'as expected to produce a condensationfreezing ice nuclei. Laboratory tests showed that ice crystal production rates were much faster with the
latter solution. The results imply that an order of magniw!e increase in ice crystal formation could be
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7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Overview

SIJIIIIIl&li=I results of the final several years of the NOAAlUtah AMP program, conducted on central
Utah·s Wasatch Plateau from early 1990 through early 1996, are presented in this report. Considerable
earlier work .:omplishcd on the Tushar Mountains of southern Utah has been presented elsewhere.

.<

The main goals of the NOAAlUtah AMP have been to investigate the effectiveness of the Utah winter
operational (applied) cloud seeding program and to recommend ways to improve that program's
effectiveness. Findings and recommendalioos have been reported to the NOAA AMP and to the Utah
Division of Water Resources. The latter agellcy partially sponsored the operational program in
cooperation with local Wlter user groups. The operational program sponsors have the decision making
authority concerning implementation of any of the suggested changes.
Findings and recommendations have been provided in various levels of detail. A less detailed overview is
given within this and previous sections of this report. ~ore detail is provided in section 8, to follow. The
reader is referred to the original 29 articles and conference papers summarized in section 8 for complete
discussions of the various investigations. Finally, for anyone interested in greater detail, various
contractor reports and field operation plans exist which are not listed herein.

7.2

Key Physical Questions

The NOAAlUtah AMP did not pursue statistical cvahutions of the operational seeding program because
of the many d ifficulties and uncertainties involved with :;ucb analyses IS referred to in section I . Rather,
the NOAAlUtah AMP used physical observations and reasoning, including sophisticated nwnerical
modeling, to investigate the key processes involved in winter orograph, - cloud seeding aimed at snowfall
augmentation. The key physical questions involved in evaluation of su~b seeding can be briefly stated IS
follows:
I . When, wh-!re, and in what quantities does SLW exist within orographic clouds in excess to that
r. ..rurally .:onverted to mountain snowfall?
2. When, where, and in what quantities does the seeding agent affect the SLW cloud, converting
portions of it to embryonic icc particles? In Utah, the operational seeding agent has been AgJ
produced by valley generators using the acetone-silver iodide-ammonium iodide solution.
3.

When, where, and in what ql:.lDtities II<- the seeded ice crystals grow to snowflake sizes and fill to
the mountain surfaces?

Most of the investigations reported during the NOAAlUtah AMP addressed one of more of the above
questiO!lS.
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7.3

was trapped near !be valley for extended periods. However, storm periods with relatively
abundant SLW over !be Plateau and embedded convection present usually also bad vall~ Agi
transport to !be Plateau top. But effective ice nuclei concentrations fr.lm valley-released A~' were
usually quite small at prevailing cloud tempenrures.

Key Physical Findings

Brief onswas to !be ab<m: questions, based largely on !be work reported herein, are now stated:
L

A considerable body of evidence from !be Plateau investigations and some other work shows that
signiflCallt SLW cloud exists over western mountains in excess of that naturally converted to
snowfall. This " euess" SLW flux represents a Iar..e fraction of seasonal snowfall amounts.
While !be exisImce of " excess" SLW water cloud has been assumed for decades, and is necessary
for opentionaI seeding to have any potential, adequate documentation has been provided only
during !be ~ several years. Field deployment of microwave rad iomet= has been especially
important in this documentatioo.

i.

j.

and resulting"'" particles from high altitude generators were usually mucb greater, as monitored
along !be Plateau top and above !be Plateau by aircraft. The results of model simulations were in
agreement with these observations. In addition, high altitude Fenton were usually IocaIed
within cloud or just below cloud base. The Agi generators produc:c a large _
by-product from
combustion of propane and acetone. The resulting high supersaturation very near !be generators
allows for instantaneous activation by !be condensa1ion-fieezing mechanism (Finnegan and Pitter
1988, DeMon et aI. 1995). Thus, under favorable conditions, embryonic ice crystals may be
formed immediately downwind of the generators, providing important additional time for gro",th
to snowflake sizes. The condensation-freezing mechanism is unlikely to occur with valleyreleases cf Agl, and if ice crystals .."" occasionally formed because valley fog is present, they will
not survive to orographic cloud altitudes.

Orographic cloud SLW is usually found over !be windward slopes and crests and rapidly
diminishes further downwind, even as cloudy air moves .cross !be relatively flat Plateau top,
about 10 km wide. The SLW is depleted by a combination of snowfall production and subsidenc:e
of !be airflow.

d. The SL W cloud is confined to a shallow layer above the tertain. Most SL W condensate exists in
the lower 500 m above the terrain and SLW amounts are usually negligible at an altitude of
1,000 m above the terrain. Forced orographic uplift, weak embedded convection, and gravity
waves all combine to produce !be liquid condensate.
c.

The SLW cloud found near !be mountainous terrain is typically mildly supercooled over Utah's
mountains. Frequently, the SLW cloud is too warm for significant ice nucleation with Agl, except
perhaps in its upper portions. Often natural ice nucleatioo processes become efficient as cloud
tempenrures become cold enough for effective Agi nucleation. Consequently, the "window of
opportunity" for effective Agi seeding is limited to a frxtioo of !be periods with "excess" SLW.
To reswe this important point, most SLW periods cannot be effectively seeded with !be present
type of operIlionally applied Agl, especially when it is t>'leased from !be ground with resulting
limited vertical dispenion.

f.

The frequetIc:y of successful transport of Agi plumes over !be Plateau is directly related to
generator elevation relative to !be mountain bmrier. Plumes released from high altitude sites
within 300 to 500 m of the Plateau top were routinely transported over !be bmrier when winds bad
a cross-barrier component, necessary for si!inifican: SL W production. Similar results have been
demonstrated at several ocher mountainous locations, including Montana, Colorado, and Arizona.
High altitude release sites on !be Plateau were usually just below or just above cloud base.

g.

While experimental cases ar:: limited, a defmite impression developed over the course of the
experiments that canyon mouth releases have a signifJallltly greater probability of over-Plateau
transport than valley releases.

h.

Plumes released from the valley floor are less likely to be transported over mountain burien than
plumes released from higber elevation sites. A number of experimental periods showed that Agi
30

High altitude Agi genr.a:or:: have at least two advmtages over valley-re1eased generators in

addition to !beir ability to routinely Wgct !be intended cloud:rones. The coac:entnotions of AgI

b. Orographic cloud SLW vvies rapidly in time and space. Some of !be greatest SL W amounts have
been found during storms with strong synoptic support which are oaturaIly very efficient snow
procIucers during some phases but inefficient ....ring other phases. Conversely, weaker localized
storms typically produc:c lesser SLW amounts b.rt these peniS! over many hours per winter. BoIh
storm types are important in total seasonal SLW flux production.
c.

On some occasions, the gravity wave mechanism 1ranSpoc1cd valley-re1eased Agi over the Plateau
in spite of valley-based inversions. The timing and frequetIc:y of gravity ,..-,yes, and !be specific
surface locations affected by them, are all uncertain. but this mechanism is sometimes impntUnt
in vertical transport of the Agi aerosol.

Ie. Disadvantages of high altitude Agi generators include !be practical difficulties of installing and
maintaining them at remoIe locations, and limited borimntal plume dispersion. While aerosol
from high altitude generators will rout'.nely be transported over the mountah bmrier, cross-wind
spacing ofsucb generators should not exceed perhaps 5 km if most of!be SLW condensate mne is
to be affected. However, it may be more important to routinely seed a portion of !be SLW cloud
than to sometimes seed more of it, but only with weak Agi concentrations. Vertical dispersion
from the high altitude generators appeared similar to that from the valley-based generators, but
this impression may be partially based on !be much greater INC found during aircraft sampling
within high altitude released plumes. Valley-released plumes generally bad weak INC at aircraft
altitudes.

I.

A seeding solution different from that used in !be operational seeding program was tested in the
CSU laboratory. This solution produces an AglCI-O. I 25NaCl rather t!.an Agi aerosol. It can
nucleate ice crystals by the condensation-freezing rr ",han ism rather than the contact nucleatioo
mechanism by which operationally used Agi aerosol operates (in !be absence of supersaturation).
This fast-acting aerosol was shown to increase !be number of effective seeded ice nuclei by over
an order of magnitude in !be limited time available for transport through orographic SL W c1ouJ.
It is strongly recommended that the operational seeding program use this improved solution. This
is one of a number of actions which could increase concentrations of effective ice nucle i over
Utah ' s mountain barriers.

m. Numerous physical seeding experiments demonstrated that sufficiently great Agi concentrations
exposed to suffICiently cold SL W cloud wi ll produce abundant ice particles. Ice particle
concentrations were similar to those expected. based on earlier laboratory results. tending to
verify laboratory fmdings in actual orographic c loud. When obvious seeding-caused snowfall
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occlllftd, l11li:5 wae tight as is typical of natunl soowfaJis. The heaviest hourly accumulation
observed duriDg the seeding experiments was I mm liquid equivalent.
n. Prooene releases 11_ of 3-7 pi h·1 were clearly demonsttated IS capable of producing 10 to
20 ~ crystal per liter even during slightly supercooled conditions. This approach offers a
prKtic:aJ odjUDCt or aItanative to Agi seeding during the mildly supen:ooled episodes .typlcal. of
Utah winter orographic 5IOmIS. Mc=ver, propane seeding was toully autOmated. uslDg an IClDg
rue meter to detect SL W cloud and a dIla logger to " decide" to release the liquid propane only
during seedable conditions.

e.

Use high altitude generators on barriers just upwind of the intended target barriers, such as the
Sm Pitch Mountains in the case of the Wasan:h Plateau. This approKh would provide imporWlt
additional time for seeded ice particles to grow and fall '" the surface.

f.

Consider whether aircraft seeding can provide AgI aerosol to sufficiently cold SLW regions
during .... latively warm stonn periods. However, aircraft seeding with Agi generators may often
be impnctical wilen the SLW is contained in a shallow, mildly supercooled layer just above the
mountain barrier. That is, aircraft with attached Agi generators may not be able to safely oper.w:
at sufficiently low altitudes during many stonn episodes. Dropping of Agi flares is an altemarive
which may be cost prohibitive when duration and volume of coverage arc considered.

Summary of FIndings and Recommendations

7.4

III SUIIIIMI)' SLW the necessary "JaW materiaJ" needed for cloud seeding to be efl"'!CIive, is frequently
present in Uw, ' s ~ clouds. Amounts ofSLW lire adequate to provide the l'OtentiaJ for artific ial
nuclellioll by cloud seeding to enbance the mountain snowfall 11 higher elevations. iiowever, numerous
pby5icaJ1y-t.sed in~gIlions reported herein SIrongly suggest that the current opentoooaJ seedIng
program is unlikely to convert much o.-the available SLW to additional snowfall.
The main problem with the Utah operatiooaJ seeding program is that observed c~ :' _:: :ns of effecti'/e
AgI in nuclei arc too low for significant snowfall enhancement from ~ mildly supen:ooled clouds. Much
of the time. the entire SLW lay",- is too warm for effective seeding with AgI, whICh begins to nuc lelle ,ce
crystals ...,... .0 'C, but which is ineffect've in the coocentnrions observed until the SL W cloud IS colder
Ibm obout ·9 ·C. UDder such circumstances, a different seeding agent is needed. such IS liquid propane.
When colder SLW cloud does exist, the "window of opportunity" is quite narrow before natunl processes
produce sufficient ice pmticles for effective snowfall.
A number of Sb:p5 aimed 11 increasing the operatiooaJ program' s effectiveness can be taken. Admittedly,
most oftbem would increase the program' s cost. However, in tftmS of snow enhancement. these
iJDpovemems may make economic sense. It is beyond the scope of this wori< to provide such economic
evaluatioos.

7.4.1

hal

If the Utah operatiooaJ program is to continue to rely on Agi seeding. some of the following possible Sb:p5
ought to be consider-ed because they should improve program effectiveness.
L .

Couvert to a seeding solution Cli*>1e of producing an Agi ...-osol that nuc~ by the
condematioo-freezing mechanism rather than relying on the contact-freezing mechanism.

b.

Significantly increase the density of seeding generators and the ice nuclei output per generator.

c.

PI.-:e generators in canyon mouth rather than valley floor Iocabons.

d.

Use high altitude generators located 11 least half way up the windward slope of the wgeted
mountain t.rriers.
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In addition. it is recommended that automated liquid propane seeding be expanded from the three
disperoser operation already in use east of Ephraim, Utah. This approach would profit from the use of
direct current icing meten which could be operated in the foeld with solar panels and storage banaies.
Available commercial models employ an alternating current healer requiring field use of an inverter.
However, accord ing to persooaJ communication with one of their representatives, cin:uit changes could be
mode by the manufacturer. This approacb should be affordable and has the several odvantages previously
discussed. Unlike automated Agi generators, propane dispensers arc simple, reliable. and economical
devices.
As a sepante recommendation. numerical model ing studies should be used to determine optimum seeding
locations and source strengths of both Agi generators and liquid propane disperosers. The CIari< model has
been shown to produce reasonable simulations of SL W cloud and Agi aerosol transport. The model is set
up on a workstation and simulations can be produced at limit cost. The model should be run with various
seeding configurations and under the range of stonn conditions found in Utah. An abundance of sounding
observations aJrcody exists fer model initiation. Such modeling investigations should lead to improved
Agi generator and propane dispenser placement. Reasonable estimates could be mode of the Agi ice
nuclei production and propane ice crystal production needed to affect the range of SL W cloud
temperatures typically found over Utah ' s mountains.
Finally, it is strongly recommended that any future evaluations of the Utah operatiooaJ program. whether
statistically or physically based. be conducted by tou.I ly disinterested parties. This wou ld add o bjectivity
and credibility to the evaluations. In fact, it is recommended that any meteorologists or , tatisticians tasked
with such evaluations should have had " 0 prior involvement in the Utah operational or experimental
programs, or any financial stake in the operational program. Anyone with prior involvement likely
aJrcody has firm opinions obout the operational program' s effectiveness. These opinions might inject bias
into future evaluations as might any financial interest.
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8. SELECTED PORTIONS OF THE 29 ARTICLES
AND CONFERENCE PAPERS
The follow ing articles and conference paper.; are listed alphabetically within each year. The years listed
are from 1992 through 1998. In general, the followi ng was directly extracted from each paper: author(s ).
title and publ ication~ abstract and/or introduction section. and summary andlor conclus ionsl
recommendations sections.

1992 articles and papers:
&.1. HrimbtM:", J. A., Jr. , IIIId A. B. S~r, 1992: TIre IfIllllMr of t!%{Hro-lIJJIl WliI:s nquind to
adt~r .. stJItisticaJ sirtiflCturcr ",it" dijf#:n"t srrding nspOIfS#:S Ut a ",ilttu orograpltic ccpuimou..

Sy1ftPOSi,.". 0" ptarrnrd and 11U1d11rnrlft Wratlru ModifICatio". AtUurlJz, GA, A-ncllll M~rologic.u
Society. J32-JJ5.

INTRODUCT10N
Several investigators have used Monte Carlo tech niques to investigate the number of ex.perimental units
needed to ach ieve statistical significance in simulated cloud seeding experiments. For exa mples. see
Schickedanz and De1:ker (1 969). Heimbach and Super (1 980) and Medi na and Rasm ussen \ 1989). A
common approac:l is to randomly choose ex.perimental units (stonns. clays. "!te.) From a non-a-eated
DOpulation. Another rand~m decision detennines whether each unit's response variable is modified by a
"'treatment" or is left untreated. The treatment usually is a fixed percentage change to the natural
observation. As additional experimental units are sele1:ted and treated or not. the two subpopu lations are
repeatedly tested fo r the null hypothesis. (The use of a nonparameterized stati,rical test eliminates
assumptions about the distribution of the observations). This procedure io continued until the null
hyoott '!jis is refuted at a desired level of significance~ a. after a total number of experimentaJ un its. N.
have been chose.. The value of'" is typically specified at 0.05. indicating a 5% probability )f concludin g
there is a seeding effect when none exists (a Type I statistical error).
The same randomized procedure is repeated many ti mes to estimate the ~ levels fro m the resulting
distribution ofN values. Il is the probability of concluding no seeding effect e"ists when one is actually
present (Type II statistical error). For example. if 1000 simulations are run and 900 of them show the
required ",·Ievel within N, experimental units or less. then the J}-Ievel is estimated as 0.1 fo r an experi ment
that obtains N, units. The power of the test is I· ~ .
Observations of supercooled liquid water (SL W) from storm to storm and during individual storms have
ind icated significant variabil ity (Rauber et al .. 1986: Super and Holroyd. 1990). It is also likely that
effective ice nuclei concentrations in the SLW zone vary markedly ""th changes In silver Iodide (Ag!)
generator output related to wind speed. atmospheric stability. airflow interactions with local topography.
temperature of the liquid cloud and other factors. The combination of variatiolls In SL W and in effective
ice nuclei concentration. as well as other factors. should resu lt m large differences in seeding responses.
T!,e question of winter orographic cloud seedi ng effective ness still is an open one (AMS. 1985) altnough
several statistical evaluations have indicated net snowfall Increases of about 10· I 5%. For example. the
Bridger Range Experiment (BRE) conducted in southwestern Montanu , uggested approxi mate ly 15%
~ snowfall increases by evaluation of both snow course and preci pitation gauge data. according to
the ~ exploratory evaluation of::4 h penods by Super and Hei mbach ( 1983). However. the,.
analysJs mdicated that seeding effects were confi ned to the colder storm s. The mean double ratio
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statistical techniques could be very useful, but their development may be difficult in view of uncertainties
of just. how seeding responses vary among the population Qf treated units. Fourth, and most important, •
much Improved physical understanding is needed prior to development of any future statistical design. A
decade ~go Braham (1981) m.de a strong case for improving our physical understanding before
conductong any further "black box" experiments that h.ve a m.jor emphasis on demonstrating
precIpItatIon changes.t the ground. His advice is as valid today.

suggested a 56% of snowf.1I increase for the seeded storms when the temperatures on the main ridge were
-9 ·C or colder. Later physical observations (Super and Heimbach, 1988) lent credibility to the statistical
findings. Further exploratory analysis by Super (1986), limited to 6 h periods with main ridge
temperatures of -9 ·C and colder suggested th.t, "the seeding method used was highly effective during'
small portion " i all seeded episodes, bu: had little or no effect for the other periods" . It is noteworthy that
a double ratio of2.22 (122% increase) was calculated by Super (1986) for the warm cloud top partition.
This suggests that large increases may be realistic for particularly seedable cases and these are responsible
for most of the seasonal increase detected. If the .bove statistical indications .pproximate reality, the
• pp....ent seasonal snowf.1I increases of .bout 15% in the BRE were due to large percentage increases
from. small fraction of all units, and little or no increases (or decreases) from all the rest. No evidence of
decreased snowfall due to seeding was found .

8.2. Huggins, A,/~n Wo, 1992: Mapping SIIfHTCoo/~d Liqllid Wat~, ",111t a MobiJ~ Radio"'~I~'•
Sy",posiu", on Plann~d and 1nadv~n~nl W~atlt~, Madifkation, Atlanta, GA, A-.iaur Md~O""loglca/
Socidy, 102-107.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to examine how the duration of a statistical winter orographic cloud seeding
experiment might vary with different assumed responses. Several previous investigations using Monte
Carlo simulations h.ve assumed that each treated experimental unit (case) has the same percentage
response. There is increasing evidence th.t this simple model is unrealistic. It seems more likely that
seeding results in large percentage increases from a fraction of cases th.t are particularly amenable to
treatment, but has little or no effect on the remainder.

Throughout the 1980's, and continuing into the early 1990's, ground-based microwave radiometers have
been used on numerous wintertime weather modification projects to verify the presence of supercooled
hquld water (SL W) on orographic clouds that have been the target of cloud seeding experiments or
operatIons. Although the instrument is transportable, in the past radiometers have been stationary during
data collection periods.

Monte Carlo techniques were applied to nonseeded 6 h data blocks from the Bridger Range Experiment in
the simulated expe. iments. For simplicity, only the probability levels (1= 0.05 and II'" 0. 1 were run.
Following the res,Jlts of the exploratory statistical an.lysis of Super (1986) for the cold partition, a ~
precipitation increase of 66% was approxim.ted in each experiment. However, this increase was achieved
by six different assumed responses to seeding. First, it was assumed that each "seeded" case resulted in a
66% precipitation increase. Second, only h.lf the cases randomly chosen to be " seeded" had their
precipitation increased. but by 132% (2 x 66%). Similar procedures were followed until the final
simulation provided increases for only 1/6 of the "seeded" cases, but each was given an increased of396%
(6 x 660/.). These simul.tions were calculated for both • "cold" partition (all .v.ilable cases with main
ridge temperatures of -9 ·C and colder) and a "warm" partition (.11 cases colder than, 0 .C).

It was found th.t the number of units required to .chieve statistical significance varied considerably with
~~e different seeding effects. For the cold partition only about one winter season would be required if
each "seeded" case resulted in the assumed 66% increase. However, over 5 winters would be require<! if
the s"",,e net increase resulted from 396% increases .pplied to 1/6 of the "seeded" cases.
As might be expected, less time would be required if both the warm and cold cases could be successfully
uuted, because of the large increase in avail.ble cases each winter. However, this was parti.lly offset by
the increased va:iability associated with the warmer cases.

The iMplications of these results are sobering. It may be that the number of experimental units required to
ach iev given (1 and P .evels is far larger than estimated for a number of past experiments. This could
portiall) explain the frequent finding of inconclusive results.
A number of points need to be considered in designing future statistical experiments. First, strong
predictor-<:ovariate relationships with target area precipitation are necessary to reduce the cases needed to
detect a seeding sign.1. Similarly, ~artitioning based on • good physical understanding is necessary to
reduCt: the nurnl.er of experimental units that have minimal response to seeding. Third, improved
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During the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project (Reynolds and Dennis, 1986) a dual-freqllency radiometer was
positioned at several different locations on the windward side of the Sierra Nevada, but for the final four
winter field seasons the instrument was operated in a zenith-pointing mode near the main Sierra Nevada
crest: The reasoning was that, from this vantage point, the radiometer would detect cloud liquid that was
passong over the crest and not entering into the precipitation process. The SLW measured above the crest
location was, therefore, considered an estim.te of the amount th.t might be tapped by an appropri.te cloud
seedong technology. Heggh and Rauber (1988) summarIze SL W occurrence at the crest site for different
types of storms.
Winter storm ~h studies in the mountains of Utah have taken advantage of the scanning capability of
ground-based radIometers. Rauber and Grant (1987) show the temporal evolution of SLW over the
upwind edge of the Tushar Mountains using data from a radiometer located.t the base of the mountains.
whIch was scanned at an elevation angle of 20 degrees. They were able to detect azimuthal variations in
liquid amou~ ..; which were related to local topographic features. Sassen et.1. (1990) used a midbarrier of
the same mountain range to clearly delineate the orographic stages of winter storms and further describe
topographic influences. In both cases, because of the relative shallowness of the liquid layers GIld the
steepness of the antenna elev.tion angle (>20 degrees), the radiometer measured microwave emission
from clouds only a few kilometers from the instrument site, and thus detected only very localized spatial
dIfferences.
In a fin. I example of stationary radiometer applications, Huggins et al. (1990) describe the evolution of
SLW from two locations using two radiometers. They documented differences in cloud liquid that
occ~ned over 8 mountain crest compared to a downvlind valley for various winter stonns stages. and
dur~ng the passage of mesoscale cloud bands. ThIs study revealed the potential for using multiple
radlomete~ to study the water budget of winter storms by measuring the develr pment or depletion of
cloud hquld as a functIon of mountain barrier position.
During the 1991 Atmospheric Modification Research Program conducted cooperatively by 'he state o f
Utah and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adm inistration (NOAA), a new technique of mobile
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raJiometer daIa collection was tested. The experiments took advantage of the mobility of one radiometer,
as well as the measurements of two radiometers, to more completely describe the spatial and temporal
evolution of SLW in winter stonns over mountainous temoin. The barrier under study was a relatively
isolated plateau which had roads open during the winter to allow crossing the barrier by vehicle.
A variety of storm situations were studied, but it was thought beforehand that the orographic stage of a
storm, in the absence of mesoscale bands, would be most conducive to study with a mobile platform since
the cloud foeld might be relatively steady-state, and fixed in position. In this situation the mobile
radiometer was used to develop a profile of liquid depth as a function of position over the windward slope.
Multiple traverses were IIUIde 10 determine the variability of the cloud field . In the presence of mesoscale
cloud bands the intention was to monitor the liquid amounts in the band over the windward slope using the
mobile radiometer, while the stationary radiometer measured the liquid remaining in the band at the top of
the mountain barrier. The mobile radiometer was also used to determine if cloud liquid varied, in a
persistent manner, across the top of the plateau, or along the upwind edge of the plateau. Selective
stationary positioning of the mobile radiometer allowed for a variety of upwind/downwind comparisons
between the two radiometers.

The mobile radiometer will be shown to have an advantage in following the changing spatial
characteristics of a mountain cloud system. In addition the mobile system is shown to offer a better means
of describing topographic influences by providing measurements over a scale generally greater than that
obtained by radiometer scans. The two-radiometer system is covered in oroe example, and this technique
suggests an improvement over the evaluation of a cloud system by one unit, in that both upwind and
downwind liquid evolution can be simultaneously monitored.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A new technique for studying the spatial characteristics of supercooled Iiq!lid water in winter storms over
mountainous terrain has been described. The examples presented focused on main Iy on measuring the
location of liquid water relative to the terrain on the windward slope of the Plateau. Past studies of
supercooled liquid water in the mountains of Utah and elsewhere in the western United States have
documented the temporal variability of liquid from storm to storm and on a smaller scale within the same
storm. In a few cases, radiometer scan daIa have been used to determine the spatial variability of SLW
(Sassen et a1., 1990). Mesoscale phenomena have been shown to sometimes produce a periodic variability
in cloud liquid (Sassen et al. I 990). For these reasons the mobile experiments on the windward slope
(Route I) during this first year of experimentation, were repeated as often as possible (52 traverses during
the 2-month project) to document the spatial variability of SL W more completely. At least one prior study
(Heggli et al.1983) used several seasons of aircraft data to document the spatial characteri~ics of SLW
over the windward slope of the SieTTa Nevada. The limitation with aircraft is the inability to detect SL W
close to the terrain, where other studies (e.g. Heggli and Rauber, 1981) have shown that the bulk ofSLW
exists. Unaffected by this limitation, the complete mobile radiometer daIa set should provide a much
more accurate represenwion of the distribution ofSLW relative to terrain.
A description of four mobile radiometer experiments from three different winter storm periods was
provided. This represents only a small fraction of the experiments conducted during at least 10 storm
periods during the 1991 UtahlNOAA foeld program, but some interesting results were obtained. The
mod ified DR! mobile platform proved to be capeble of measuring liquid and vapor depth. The
measurements were IIUIde at times under adverse weather and road conditions, but data loss was probably
no wane than when a radiometer is operating in a stationary mode. Sorn.. extreme situations with very
poor visibility were avoided.

Liquid water variability above the mountainous temoin was expected and indeed was observed as
sequ.ntial trav..... ov.r the sam. rout. often produced diff.rent spatial profil.s of liquid water.
However, there was consistency in the location of liquid water maxima over midbanicr on the windward
slope. Th.re was also consistency in the observation of smaller liquid depths above the top of the Plateau
compared to regions above the windward slope. This appeaned to be primarily due to removal of SLW by
precipitation but a localized t.moin effect at midbarrier might also have contributed to the result. One
experiment also sugg.sted that the low.r liquid values over the DOT site might MV. been caused by its
location on the downwind side of a local ridge. Analysis of additional cases will be needed to confirm
this.
Th. mobil. radiom.t.r provided important information on the location of the upwind edge ofliquid cloud.
In on. n.utrally stabl. situation cloud edge remained fairly constant over a few hours, whil. during an
unstable case the upwind liquid cloud edge changed markedly. Obviously, propagating mesoscale
ph.nom.na can affect the location of liquid ov.r a barri.r. Sat.llite images and the project radar data will
be used to confirm the presence of such f.atures. The location of cloud liquid and its quantitative spatial
charact.ristics should prove useful to the efforts in mod.ling the cloud ov.r this particular mountain
barrier.
A two-radiom.t.r mo:asurem.nt approach was briefly discussed. On. case appeaned to v.rify the
depletion of cloud water by precipitation processes. With appropriate wind measurements, the tworadiom.t.r systems could pot.ntially provide quantitative estimates of changes in liquid wat.r fluxes
across various ponions of a mountain barri.r. The mobility of on. or more of the radiometers allows for
study of diff.rent ponions of a barri.r without conc.m for pow.r being available at all the sites of interest.
In a future fi.ld effon. the UtahlNOAA program int.nds to focus more on measuring the changes in
supercooled liquid .... ter across the Wasatch Plateau both during natural storm conditions and when
upwind cloud seeding operations are targeting the cloud over the Plateau. One future .xperiment is also
aimed at combining a I"ound-based mobile ice panicl./ice nuclei measurement system with mobil.
radiometric measurements to attempt to docum.r.t microphysical and liquid water changes across the
boundary of. seeding plume. Th. mobile radiom.t.r platform allows for much more flexibility in the
design of .xperiments to either assess the potential for water augmentation by cloud seeding, or to
document ch.nges. Of lac~ of changes, in cloud liquid during seeding operations.

8.J. G'ifflllt, D. A., G. H: Wil'~no", W. J. HallU, a"d D. A. Riselt, 1992: Ob.~rwJIiollS o/grolUld
,r/rasrd Sill/II' ItUllfl_* fNlu, gas pllUMS i"
Ulalt WilIlrr "011flS. J. Wutltrr
Modijie/lJio", U, 4145.
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ABSTRACT
R.search was conducted for a two month period ov.r the Wasatch Plateau ofeentral Utah during the
wint.r of 1990-91 . A ponion of this research was d.voted to tracking sulfur h.xafluoride (SF,) released
from venous ground based locations during winter storms. A NOAA King Air research aircraft was the
primary mode of tracking the SF,. S.ven flights w.re conducted under IFR conditions when SF, was
released from a foothill or vall.y location. SF, was detected on six ofth... flights. Information on SF,
plume width~ concentrations. v.nical .xt.nt, and .stimated numbers of ice crystals that would be possible
,fa stlv.r ,od,de gen.rator had been operated from the SF, ",I.... site are provided for two of the..
flights.
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DISCUSSION (11Itter portion of)
1be SF, was transported over the Wasatch Plateau in these two cases with light surface winds observed in
the upwind valley and at different locations on the windward slope. The SF. plumes reached
temperatures levels considered to be effective lor silver iodide nucleation in both cases (-12 and - 17 °C).
Some of the SF, plumes c:o-existed with low to moderate values of supercooled liquid water, another
ingredient necessary for the production of a seeding effect.
Examination of the individual stacked plots for the March 2 test case indicated that the SF, was frequently
present in regions of supercooled liquid water. These regions appeared to be associated with upward
vertical motion. It is therefore concluded that these regions were as.ociated with convention. 1be SF,
plumes were observed at 1500-1800 m above the Wasatch Plateau. Based upon observed SF.
cooccntrations, it is prot,.ble that these plumes reached higher altitudes. Table 4 indicates that the
estimaled cloud tops on March 2 were at 4 km. 1be plumes would have only needed to rise 250 m to
reach the estimated cloud tops. Estimaled cloud top temperatures were -14°C. Silver iodide had it been
~Ieased from the SF, site, could have produced more ice crystals than the calculated 27 crystals I" if it
was transported to the estimated cloud top heights.

1be March 6 test case was much colder t!wt that of March 2. It was also a much weaker storm system
producing only a few hundredths inch precipitation on the plateau. Aircraft observations of supercooled
were either 0 or occasionally .10 to .20 g m·'. 1be Bureau radiometer at the UOOT site only
liquid _
observed a minimal amount ofsupen:ooled liquid water from 1600 - 1700 MST. 1be Desert Research
Institute' s mobile radiometer was operated along the Wasatch Plateau and also up and down Fairview
Canyon. This mobile radiometer detected very little supercooled liquid water on this day exccp! for a
brief period from 1713 to 1728 MST. 1be mobile radiomelcr was driving down Fairview Canyon duri~g
this time. Liquid water values varied from .03 to .17 mm during :his time. 1be Bureau radiometer on
UOOT did not report any liquid _
during this period. This period could have represented some
seeding potential. This period was, in fxt, being seeded from the valley based ground generator network
as evidenced by NCAR counts considerably above bockground (several 100s of counts per minute). 1be
cold ambient temperatures at which the silver iodide nuclei resided should have resulted in nucleation
whenever the nuclei encountered any supercooled water droplets. 1be angles of dispersion (the last
column in Tables 4 and 5) from the SF, ground based release point to the aircraft flights tracks ranged
from 4 to 46 •. An average of the angles from the four SF, plume encounters in March 2 on the west track
was 35 degrees. A similar average for the eight encounters on the wesI track for March 6 was 17 degrees.
Most of the difference between the two days averages occurred due to a very wide SF, plume being
encountered on the fin! two western flight legs on March 2 (40 and 46 degrees). It does not appear there
is still more lateral dispersion of the SF, on the March 2 versus March 6 case. 1be difference could be
due to mucb stronger convection that was encountered on March 6. An average plume spread angle for
the two days on the western flight track was 23 degrees.
One important question that is not answered by this data set is whether multiple SF, releases from the
valley generator network would merge over the Wasatch Plateau to form a relatively continuous "treated~
volume. The NCAR counter data may provide some infonnation on this question, but the lag time and
nusbinS time of this instrument complicates such an analysis. A related question is, even if SF, and or
AgI is released at multiple valley sites, do the resultant plumes disperse in a relatively uniform fashion
over the Wasatch Plateau, or are they channeled up some of the canyons as these test cases might suggest?
It is assumed that there is a uniform horizontal dispersion of AgI from the valley generators over the
Wasatch Plateau, the mean SF, plwne angle ofn degrees can be used to estimate a desired sl*ing
between the valley generators. 1be .... distance from the ground based silver iodide generators sites to

the western flight track is 10 krn. In order for the plumes released from the valley to be continuous over
the west track would require a generator spacing of 4.4 krn based on an average dispersion angle of
23 degrees. The spacing utilized in the conduct of the Utah operational seeding program is approximately
16 krn. The spacing of the eight generators utilized in the conduct of this research program was
approximately 5-10 krn. Both the Sl*ing on the operational and research program would appear to be too
sparse on the basis of these calculations. Future research needs to address this question in more detail.
The authors believe the best way to gain quantitative information on this question is through mUltiple
valley releases of SF, . Co-location of SF, releases with silver iodide releases would also be very
beneficial. This would allow an analysis of ice crystals concentrations and sizes within and outside SF,
plumes. These SF, plumes would be used to precisely ~g~ the location of the silver iodide seeding
material made pos.;ible by the very fast response time of the real-time SF, analyzer.
It is difficult to ossess how representative the results from this two month research program may be of the
climatology of Utah winter storms. Both of the test cases discussed in this paper was post-frontal. Postfrontal conditions in Utah in winter are frequently more convective than pre-frontal. 1be presence of
convection may be important in the vertical dispersion of ground released seeding material.
It is concluded from this discussion that in these two test cases, silver iodide could have been transported
from a release site at the mouth of Birch Creek Canyon into environmental conditions that would lead to
nuc leation. NCAR counter observations provide independent conftrmation of the transport of silver
iodide nuclei, released from the valley noor, over the Wasatch Plateau.

&4. S~" A. 8., ""d A. W. H"CfUrs, 1992D: Iff_i6l11iDtu o/l"~ l"'6di1rf o/po""~/HSed siI>o
it>t/iM in Utalt, Part I: GTO""d obUTWlliolU 01 SilYu-iff-SffOW Mil i« fflld~L J. W~III"n Modifu:llliDlI,
14, 19-33.

ABSTRACT

During the winter of 1989-90, the Utah Division of Water Resources, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and the Bureau of Reclamation cooperated in a limited sampling project to
investigate the transport and dispersion of silver iodide (AgI) cloud-seeding aerosol over two target areas
in the mountains of Utah. Seeding was done using the ground-based AgI generator network of the Utah
operational cloud seeding program. Transport and dispersion over the Wasatch Range and Wasatch
Plateau were evaluated using a silver·in-snow sampling technique and the real-time detection of AgI
aerosol and sulfur hexaflouride gas.
This report contains an extensive review of past silver-in-snow results from several different regions as a
basis for compArison with the current study. The 1989-90 Utah results indicated that a low percentage
«15 percent) of bulk snow samples from I 0 mountain target area locations had silver (Ag) concentrations
above values for periods when seeding had been conducted. Consistently poor targeting andlor low
seeding generator output could explain the general lack of detectable Ag in the two Utah target areas.
Seeding generator output also forms the basis for estimates of average ice partic le masses requ ired to
achieve the greater than II percent snowfall increase reported from statistical analyses of the Utah
operational program. These estimates are based on very opti mistic assumptions (perfect targeting.
100 percent nucleation, 100 percent fallout. etc.) They indicated that snowfall enhancements of
10 percent or greater are unlikely with the current AgI seeding rate of 6 grams per hour used in Utah.
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ReaJ..time cIeu:ction of ground-released AgI showed thaI seeding malerial was roulinely transported lip a
particular canyon when releascs were made near the bonom nf the canyon. Concentrations of AgI al the
up-canyon observations sile (8djusted for nucleation aclivity al -10 °C) were, however, estimated to
lverage only about one ice nucleus per liter. This relatively low concentration of activt AgI nuclei offers
a J*1ia1 explanation of the observed low percentage of silver-in-snow above backgroun:l al sampling sites
above the canyons wh~re AgI was released.

natural clouds is substantially greater than thaI found in cloud clwr.bers. II is also possible (bul believed
unlilcely) thaI some fann of ice multiplication routinely creates an order of magnitude or more 8lidilional
ice particles without fur1ber nucJeation by Agl. Unless such mechanisms II""! involved. the calculations
strongly suggest thaI the currenl network of Utah generators cannoc produce snowfall enhancements
approaching 10 percenl with the type of seeding solutions used and an AgI release rate of 6 g h· 1 •

SUMMARY

boaom of the canyon, yet snow samples immediately lbove the head of this canyon rarely yielded

Silver-in snow analyses and dell:ction of ice nuclei during the UtahlNOAA winler field program in 198990 Mve produced some insights into the transport and dispersion of AgI aerosols over two of Utah ' s
operational cloud seeding target areas. Because of the lack of accompllllying detailed meteorological and
cloud microphysical cIa1a, I complek: explanation of the results found during this limited field effort will
require fur1ber study.
The results of the silver-in snow investigations II sites in the Wasatch Range and Wasatch Plateau
revealed that background (nonseeded) Ag concentralions were similar 10 those found by lOllg ( 1984) in
the Tushar Mountains of southern Utah. In addition, as long found in Ag samples from 1983, there was
Iiale evidence of enhanced Ag concentration in snow samples from seeded periods.
Possible explanalions for the low frequency of above-background Ag are:
I) consistently poor targeting of the AgI occurTed from the predominantly vaJley-based
generators to the high Ibitude target areas located east (presumably downwind) of the generators,
2) the 6 g h· ' AlII output of the Utah operational generalors was 110( sufflCienllo produce
enhanced Ag concentrations. even if targeting was good.
A compuison with the resubs of the Bridger Range experiments, where seeded snow samples consiSlently
contained enhanced Ag Md where good targeting existed. supports the explanation that generalor output
could account for the different Ag concentration in seeded samples. The mean monthly Bridger AgI
generator output exucdod Utah generator output by I factor of 20, while the Ag concentration in seeded
mow samples in the Monuna experimenl exceeded Utah samples by factors of 10-30. However, given the
reJ.tive1y short periods rqnsented by Utah samples (1-14 days compared to Bridger se8SOII&I dau). one
would expect a IarJcr pn-ccaIIF of "hits" than was observed in the Utah target areas. The low frequency
of the above-backpound AI concentrations brings into questions whether routine targeting was
accompl ished. Pan II of this pnper will8dclress this question in more detail .. will the more
comprehensive transport Md d ispersion studies performed in the 1991 UtahlNOAA program, yet to be
fully analyzed.
The question of seeding FftCTIIor output was liso addrused in the context of 11 .4 percenl precipir.tion
incrases for the Utah operaIional program suggested by statistic:al analysis of precipitation dau (Griffith
et al. 1991 ). A number of optimistic assumptions were empJoyed such as I generator effectiveness of
S x lO" ice nuclei per IIJ"IrII of AgI for the SAW zone, perfect WJe!ing by the valley-baed generators,
nuclalion by all potaIlially active AgI puticJes, and growth and fallout of all nucleated ice crystals onto
the targets. Using these assumpcions, an estimate was made of the Iverage ice particle mass required to
produce the rqIOrted precipitations incrases. The Iverage computed masses of 0 .07 to 0.23 mg were
much ...... than typical ........... masses of neIUrIl snow pertic Ies cIocumented in !eVeI"I1 Joaaions in the
- . . United StaleS. It is possible (but believed unlikely) that generated ice nucleus effectiveness in
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The real-time sampling of AgI and SF, in one canyon several miles above two seeding generators
oroduc:ed puzzling results. AgI was detected in every instance when generators were operated near the
enhanced Ag concentralions. This result mighl be partially due 10 low AgI concellUltion.i. When the
meg" IN concentralion from the acoustical counter (operaled at -20°C) was reduced 10 accounl for
.reased effectiveness at a more typical liquid waler temperature of 10°C, the IN conce,1IrIIion dropped
.!eIf I IN per liler. AI this low concentration, seeding would probably 110( signiflClJltly increase
,l owfall, nor would enharK:ed Ag be detected in the snow downwind. One special experiment using a fast
response SF. deteclor in the canyon supported this low coac:entration explanation. AI the altitudes and
-temperatures where the gas was detected the corresponding AgI concentrations (estimated from SF,
concentration) would have been very low. Nucleation al concentrations of about 10 IN 1. 1 would likely
have occurTed only at higher (colder) lbove crest line altitudes. If these canyon conditions were typical of
most storms, the lack of Ag in snow just above the canyon head is 110( surprising.
Most winter cloud seeding projects have only assumed. bul noIlested. the 8dequacy of their targeting.
Physical eviderK:e continues 10 accumulate that routine targeting of 8dequate In concentralions to SAW
rtgions may be the exception and nol the rule. II is strongly recommended that projects which have nOl
done so, cartfully scrutinize their targeting. We cannot claim to have I eredible technology unless we
demonStrale thaI our seeding methods actually treat the clouds.

1.5. S",-, A. IL, IIIUI A. W. H,,"iIu, IfJ916: I~ 0/ die ~ 0/"..lUIIHdeosd siJHr
idiM iJt UtJIIL P -r 11: Aire"", o~ J. W«IlIer MDdijiaItitHt, 14, JS-4.

ABSTRACT
As pan of a cooperative research program between the Utah Division of Water Resources, the Nllional
Oceanic and Atmospheric AdminiStration, and the Bureau of Reclamation, a series of ain:raft missions
was flown 10 track silver iodide plumes in the Utah operaIional cloud seeding program. Both valley float
and canyon mouth generator sites were tested using releases of sulfur i1exaflouride tracer gas and silver
iodide. Optically-tracked Airsondes provided supporting wind and stability data. Five missions were
flown under atmospheric conditions thaI either simulated, or were the beginning of, the prefrontal phase of
typical Utah winter storms. The silver iodide and tracer gas were confined 10 the lower Itmosphere during
four flights and were not transported over the intended mountain barriers. The plumes did cross the
Wasatch Plateau during pan of the fifth sampling mission. Ice nucleus concentrations were estimaled
from the tracer gas measurements of the fifth mission for typical supercooled liquid water temperatureS.
These estimates ind icated that limited i"" crystal concentralions would be formed with the generators and
seeding agent currently used in Utah.
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SUllllARY
A series of five aircraft missions ttacked AgJ and SF, (simulated AgJ releases) from valley anJ canyon
mouth sites used in the lhah opcmionaJ seeding program. All flights took place in VFR conditions to
permit very Iow-level samplillg over bod> mountainous tem!in and within valleys. Each mission was
flown Imder atmospberi<: conditions typical of prefrontal conditions during winter stonns. In fact,
snowfall was occurring It higher eJev.tions during some sampling flights.
Four of the five aircraft missions found that real and simulated seeding materiaJ was transported along the
IDOUIIIain barrier rather than over it, or the material was trapped by low-level stability and was drifting
about the valley.

The AgI and SF, wae tracked over the WasIldJ Plateau during pan of one mission when the lower
atmosphere likely bad neuuaJ stability. Ice nucleus coocentrllions were '5timated based on the largest
JDeIIII SF, IIDOUII! Ibove the PIaLoau and the cbaractcristics of the AgJ genemors used in Utah. It was
found thM ice nucleus woceubatioos would be very limited at typical SLW temperatures in the prefrontal
storm phase. Acoustical COIDIter measurements of IN supported this conclusion. Thus, even in the single
case where plumes wae transpon..,j ill the layer over the Plateau wbere SL W is known to concentrate,
resulting IN concentrllions appeo: I m.dequIle for effective seeding.
The present seeding opproech may be effective during other storm conditions than those sampled. For
e:x.m\ple, the AgI may pool in the valleys for extended period and then be transported into the SLW region
ill bigher COf"",nbatioos during frontal pusage, a possibility !hit has not been adequately tesIed.
Unpublished observations from early March 1991 showed that storms with embedded convection
transported valley-released AgJ to aircraft ....,pling levels well ab.'Ve the Plateau. It will be interesting to
anaIyzle the resuhing ice nucleus concentrllions.
The observations presented in this ~, togedIer with those described in the Put I companion ~.
stroogIy suggest mquent ineffec:tn.eness in current cloud seeding metbods in Utah. Steps should be taken
to improve the frequency of targeting of the SLW region with AgJ and to increase the concentration of
seeded aystals when the SL W region is wgeted. The technology exists to do both.
Repeating the strong recommendation n...Je in Pan I: winter orographic cloud seeding projects should
follow Utah's example and physically e:x.m\me their targeting iftbey have not done so already. This
question is too impon:ant to ignore.
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ABSTRACT
A polariDtion 100. dual-wavelength microwave radiometer, and radiosonde dataset from 19 winter
storms SlIIdied over the T ushar Mounlains in the 1985 and 1987 Utah-NOAA cooperative weather

modification field C&IIII*JIIIS are used 10 cIw-acteri2le embedded supercooled liquid water (SL W) clouds.
The findinp show the cIomiMnce of t.rrier-level, mildly supercooled (0 • to -10°C) orographic clouds,
os idenlif"1ed by the 100 from a midbOIrrier field site. The combined lidar and radiometer (with liqu id
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water depths greater than or equal to 0.05 mm) data sample indicates an SL W cloud mquency of
occurrence of about 73% of the time the Iidar WIL; operating. although only 5 I ~. of the lidar shots delected
SL W clouds because of the mquent presence of range limiting anenuation from snowfall. A significant
development from this study is the application of a new autonomous computer algorithm for identifying
SLW douds from SIngle normah2Jed lidar shots, using only the height derivative of the returned signal and
the mInImum hnear depolanzatlon ratio. In tenns of operational AgJ cloud-seeding practices, we
conclude that it is mainly the upper portions of SLW clouds with relatively warm cloud-base temperatures
~ -7 . C) that display potential for yielding increased snowfall, since only these clouds regularly produced
SIgnIficant ~ 0.15 mm) radiometric liquid water depths.

CONCLUSIONS
The University of Utah Mobile Polarization LOO has panicipateo in several Utah-NOAA cooperative
weather modification field campaigns with the primary goal of identifying the heights of SL W clouds
embedded in the winter storms over the Tushar Mountains. W ith this knowledge and a large amount of
supporting in situ and remote sensing data, previous basic research using case srudy analyses have
illuminated important connections between orography, SL W clouds, and pm:ipitation (Sassen et al ~ 1986.
1990). In this srudy, we have examined the climatological properties oflidar-<letected SLW clouds for the
applied research objective of assessing the general seedability (using AgJ-compounds) of Southern Utah
wmter mountains storms and have concluded that there appears to be only a limited "window'" for success
involving mainly the upper portions of the relatively warm (greater than -7 ·C cloud base temperature)
SLW clouds containing significant ~ 0. 15 mm) LW depths. In other words. cloud layen with inferred
cloud-top temperatures of colder than about - 12 · C in this fC!!ion appear to be effICient users of
orographically generated SLW.
We have found that the total of Iiquid-<lominated and mixed-phase SLW clouds delected by the lidar with
the radiometrically delected (L W? 0.05 mm) liquid clouds comprises approximately 750/. of the lidar
dataset. The SL W c1oud-base heights during snowf::11 were most mquently observed with in about 0.5 km
of the 2.57 km midbarrier field site. In comparison with the considerably more limited study from the
1983 foeld campaign (Sassen. 1985), these statistics differ SOmewhaL The previous srudy found a bimodal
distribution of SLW cloud-base bights with peaks at 3.0 and 4 .5 !un, and the combined lidar and
radiometer SLW mquency was 960/•. However, the 1983 Tushar Mountain dataset. collected from a
western mountain-b2sed site (1 .89km) inc luded only nonpreci pitating or lightly pm:ipit:lting storm stages.
ThIs probably accounts for the number of layers previously noted at approximately 4.5 km. presumably in
the form of p<efrontal altocumulus layers that did not produce snowfall. The SLW cloud height maximum
at 3.0 !un, on the other hancI, corresponds to an upwind pan of the dominant orographic SLW cloud type
noted here to prevail at the midharrier. Similarly. although the combined 96% SL W frequency from 1983
data may rt '1ect a bias from the absence of snowfall .nentio~ effects. it is possible in view of threshold
L W depth uncertainties that a mqueney of as high as 90% could have been present during tr.~ 1985 and
1987 studies ( i.e .. using a LW> 0 threshold.)

One finding from the current study that deserves elaboration relates to the angular L W depth d istri butions
gIven on fig 8. In agreement with a similar analysis in Sassen et al. ( 1990). wh ich indicated a rather
intimate association of nearby topographical features w ith the SLW distribution in just above-ground-Ievel
orographIC clouds, our averaged spatial LW d istributions tend to display locaJi2Jed concentrations where
low-level flow is forced to ascend over steep topographical features aligned perpendicular to the wind
direction. Thus, in a fairly linear. isolated barrier displaying complex terrain. as with the Tushar
Mountains. SL W concentrations could be found at many locations. dq>end ing on the wind direction.
According to this view. the concept of crosrbarrier wind speed as a cloud seeding criterion has limited
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meaning except wnb reprd 10 the locations of the SL W cloud measurements and seeding material soun:e.
For the Merd>8at Valley measurements. for example, aJthougb no SLW douds were detected during
easter!y flow (mIOUIIIing 10 negative cross-barrier velocities), observa:.ions CNlducted tTom the eastern
Tusbar Mountains would likely have eJICOWIla'ed SL W under such conditions.
rinally, whereas our earlier SLW cloud discriminations were based on • manual inspection of a sequmce
of poIariza:ion lidar reIIImS, we have now developed cornputer-based criteria for the autonomous
identification of _-dominared cloud ~ on a sbot-by-shot basis. Altbough it is true that at th is early
SIage we manually filrered the algorithm-detamined dalaset 10 collaborate the results and identify mixedphase clouds and very Iow-level (less than 200 m above surface) SLW layers (both conditions still defying
..-.omous identifICation due 10 oriented plale c:rysW and lidar beamwidth crossover effects), our visual
shot inspection produced an "error" of only a few percent of the toIal shots. This finding is quite
encouraging in that it provides the foundation for the automated analysis of lidar returns under multipbase
cloud conditions, the worst..,.... sceD8rio for lidar studies. Such methods are of fundamental importance
10 various dimare research programs designed 10 characterm: the cloudy annospbeTe using lidar and adler
.raDOCI: sensor measurements.

1.7. S,.w. A. IJ.. I"J: I'I~ P"P ~ .... ,.~ WGMd n--.
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water equivalent. during re latively warm midday periods. This problem i. suspected to be caused by
inadequate compensation of the load cell's temperature dependence. Otherwise, the gauge compared very
well with a nearby calibrated Seifert weigh ing gauge. If one ignores the hours when the En gauge
indicated precipitation but the Belfort did not. the total accumulation by the two gauges was very similar.
The two gauges rarely differed in hourly precipitation amount by more than 0.015 in.
Agreement between the two gauges '" os bette.- than between either gauge and a nearby snowbird.
Although the snowboard observations were highly correlated with both gauges. the snowboard received
tTom 6 to 9 pet more snowfall than the gauges over the test period. Part of this difference may have been
caused by gauge undercatch, although wind speeds were very limited during snowfall in the pro«ected test
clearing. It is specUlated that part of the difference may have been caused by downhill drifting of snow
onto the snowboard between some storms.
The observations indicated that either the ETI or Seifert gauge can provide accurate precipitaticn
measurements when protected from significant wind. The En gauge bas the advantages of requiring
infrequent servicing and providing digital. computer-compatible data without laborious manual chart
read ing.

&.&. S"".". A. IJ., flIIII A. W. H,,"Uu, 1993: It~/iIIUHu"ips HtwftIt $ 1 _ totlll '~N lilt'""
-~, fila IUId pncipitlllioff Off tOIU mollllllliJr iHuriDs. J. W__ ~, Modif'lCrIIitHt, 15, 11-'2

ABSTRACT
Field 0b5ervari0ns were made 10 leSt an En (Electronic Techniques, Inc.) precipitation gauge at the High
Altitude Site on the - . . slope of the WasatdI Plateau in Central Utah, east of Fairview. The En
gauge should require litlle servicing because it is designed to autornatic:aJly discharge its precipitation and
antifreeze mix when gauge apcity is .....,bed. The gauge then aUlOlllaticaJIy recharges itself with
antifreeze. It provides digiti2led data at a resolution of 0.01 in, which can be transm~ from ranoce
locations. lbe En gauge could provide a desirable alternative 10 conventiooal recording gauges in
severaJ applications, including evaJuarioa of cloud seeding projects. if it performs as advertised. The
testing pn>pam was intended 10 dc1amine its performance in a winter mountain environmenL
0

The 1e5tS ..-ere conductied in a small clearing wnbin a conifer forest at latitude 39 , 37, longitude 111 •
22' elevation 1200 fl The site is rated "over-pnxocted" because of the close proximity of trees ,,[ an
estimated height oear 70 fl all around the daring. However, the .ite was convenient 10 service while
testing adler in5Irumenwion in a nearby o"en area, and was satisfactory for c:ompuison of precipitation
p&IIIOS and _bomds.

There is a commonly held view that large winter orographic stenns tend to be efficient in convening
supercooled liquid water to snowfall while small stonns tend to be inefficient and therefore. are more
susr.eptible to cloud seeding. To test this conceptual picture. supercooled liqu id water flux and
precipitation amounts were compared for 4 different mountain regions in Arizona. Colorado and Utah.
Supercooled liquid water flu." totals were estimated for entire stonn periods from vertically-integrated
microwave radiometer measurements and wind speeds within about I km of the mountain crest.
corresponding to the layer
10 contain most of the supercooled liquid water. Per storm
precipitation totals were measured near the radiometer sites.

."pected
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The leSt period .... from 1400 (all times m.s.L) on February 16, 1993, until 1000 on March 28, 1993 . Data
collected earlier have DOC been anaIyzIOd because the Alter windsIIield on the Selfort weigh ing gauge was
severaJ incbes 100 bigh until the Slated sian time. That height may have been important in the very
proeected clcoring. buI ..seq.- data exist after the shield top was adjUSled 10 be oear level with the gauge
orifice top.

Comparison of stonn total supercooled liquid water flux with total precipitation revealed apparent
significant relationsh ips between the two variables al all siles. The larger supercooled liqu id water f1u.".
producing storms lended to have larger precipitation amounts. When the effect of storm duration was
removed. partial correlations coefficients between supercooled liquid water flux and precipitation were
signifICant at 3 of the mountain sites. None of the data sets supported the concept that large precipitationproducing storms are highly efficient in converting supercooled liquid water f1u.'l to snowfall. Thi.
suggests that large storms are efficient during some phases when abundant snowfall is produced. but
inefflCleDt during other phases when supercooled liquid water flux is abundanL Th is hypothesis was
tested for one weil~ed storm. Precipitation efficiency was estimated throughout the storm ' s
duration by comparing snowfall with upwind supercooled liquid water flu." plus ice flux. The prefrontal
phase was very ineffIC ienl and produced most of the total supercooled liquid water f1u.'l. The frontal phase
was more effICient and about half the flux of liquid and ice "'as converted to snowfall. The postfrontal
phase had little supercooled liquid water f1u.'l but significant ice f1u.'l. However. it was inefficient in
converting cloud ice to snow on the ground.

The En poecipillbou gauge JlI'O'IaIIO be reliable and provided good quality data. The only problem was
an occasionalla>dmcy for the gauge 10 falsely indicated minor snowfall amounts, .JSU&lIy 0.0 I in. snow
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One to a few stanm at eacb site produced most of the seasonal total supercooled liquid water flu.... From
50 to 67 pet of all stGmIS at eacb site produced small amounts of supercooled liquid.

SUIIIIAAY AND CONCLUSIONS
Storm toea/ SL W flux estimat>:s and precipitation measurements were examined with data sets from
4 moantain regioom; the Mogollon Rim of ArizDna: the Grand Mesa ofColondo; and the Tushar
Mountains and the Wasall:h Platau of Utah. Periods with microwave radiometer observations of SL W
w= limited to 2 mo on the Mogollon Rim and Wasatch Plateau. and to 5 mo at the two other sites.

An oppmaotIy significant reWionsbip (rank conelation coefficient) existed between larger flux-producing
stanm also having great£r precipitoQan amounts. When the effect of storm duration was removed. the

pm1iaI conelation coefficient between flux and precipitation was still significant at 3 of the 4 mountain
regions. Significant pm1iaI conelations existed between precipitation and storm duration (controlling for
flux) at all Ioations.
'0De of the four data sets support the concept tIIat \arge precipitation-producing storms are highly
efficient in converting SL W flux to snowf.tIl. The reverse was indicted; that is. storms with larger
piecipitatioa toea/s tended to have grarer SL W flux. This indication suggests that \arge SL W f1uxproducing storms may be efficient in snowf.tIl production during some phases and inefficient during other
phases.

One example from a moderare-si2ed Utah storms supported this concepru.al picture. A comparison of
precipitation flux to SL W and ice flux was used as a means of computing precipitation efficiency. The
prefrontal stage of this storm was very inefficient and contributed most to the total SL W flux. The frontal
stage had a higher SL W productioos rate. but was more efficient and of shorter duration. and thus
contnDuled \ess to the toea/ SL W flux. The post &ontaI stage contributed the least to the total SL W flux.
It was also found tIIat the fina/ postfroIrtaI .age was only about 60 pet efficient even though almost no
SL W existed. Much of the radar.-imaled cloud ice aw-mrt/y did DOt fall to the ground as precipitation.
The frequency of small SL W1"O'Iucing stanm «50 Mg flux per meter) was similar at all four Ioc:ations.
ranging from 50 to 67 pet of all storms. The frequency of \arge storms. with great£r than 400 Mg m"
ranged from 0 to 9 pet. Bod! the Wasatch Plateau and the Grand Mesa had a single exceptionally large
SL W1"O'Iucing storm =-ling 100 Mg m·' . In each area one to a few storms produced most of each
seasons' s SLW flux.
The storm frequency was markedly higher for the Grand Mesa. averaging 13 storms per month compared
with storms per month over the Wasatch Plateau. 5.5 per month over the Mogollon Rim and 5.4 per
month over the Tushar Mountains. However, toea/ observational periods for these mountain areas were
Iimded. While I higher frequency of storm pessages would be expected at more nonbem latitudes
(i.,,- the Wasatcb Plateau and the Grand Mesa). I longer sampling period would be needed to determine if
significant diffamces really exist in SLW episode frequency .

ti me observations of SL W. using icing rate meters and radiometers. Rapid response ~in g can be done
with remole-<:ontrolled generators.
The previous discussion concerning total SL W fiux per stonn episode may give the impression that the
only periods worth ~ing have large amounts of vertically integrated SL W. In facL Super and Bee
( 1988 ) exam ined the 2 mo of hourly (not stonn total) microwave radiometer data fro m the Mogollon Rim
to show that 44 pet of the total flux for the season was due to the 81 pet of all hours with mean cloud
liquid water amo unts of only 0_15 mm or less. Their study also showed tIIat the 5 pet of all hours with
liquid amounts in e:tcess ofO .}5 mm yielded almost}O pet of the total flux. Similar results were shown
for the Grand Mesa (Bee and Super 1986). These studies suggest that seeding may be appropriate both
when SL W is abundant and when it is lim ited. Hours with large SL W amounts produce significant nIL..
but are relative ly rare. The numerous hours with SU'all SL W amowlts also produce sign ificant flu... over
an entire winter.

6.9. S..".".. A. 8.. Il/fd J. T. McPartlJuuJ, 1993: ~/imjnlU)l6timDtn of iltcntJUd "urolT/ rom
addiIiorud lIigll ~/~anon snowfaIJ iIt III~ UPIHT Colorado Ri.~T BasiIL J. W_h", ModiFICation. 15.
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ABSTRACT
Evaluations of winter orographic cloud

~ing

projects o ften have been based on precipitation because o f

difficulties associated with evaluation by stream flow at many locations. But most sponsors are primarily
interested in the amount of additional streamflow that might be expected from successful cloud seeding.
Pn:liminary estimates have been made of the percentage increases in streamflow that might result from
increased snow water eqUivalent in the Upper Colorado River Basin. This was done by fittmg li near
regression equations to paired streamflow and snow water equivaJent observations fro m several mountain
watersheds fur which streamflow was not significantly affected by tr.msbasin diversions ~r upstream
regulation of flows. The n:gression equations were used to pred ict percentage seasonal IlJld annual
strea.~flow enhancements for a 10 pet increase in mean April I snow water equivalent.
Predicted sensonal streamflow increases ranged from 6 [ 0 21 pet. with most drainages estimated to have
10 pet or more additional runoff. Possible reasons for differences ID predicted streamflow are discussed.
The reasons include snow water equivalent rneasUTmlents that are unrepresentative of the watersheds.
variatio ns In geology and vegetation. and drainage slope and aspect wh ich affect incoming solar radiation.
It is suggested that as cloud seeding technology improves. more attention sho uld be given to ~ng
areas that ma.-umize streamflow enhancement.

a

DisIrib.Itioas of storm durations are similar in Tables 1.1 and 3. with from 50 to 70 pet of all storms
Imting \ess than 24 boun. Only 3 of I I (27 percent) of the Mogollon Rim storms listed in Table 4 were
dYl:brid

Becau:se Jeeding pocentiaI can be expected to be reIarat to SL W flux (among other facton ). the major
SL W1"O'Iucing storms obviously should be identified fo< tratmenL Identification can be done with reaI-

SUMMARY
This stUdy estimated the percentag~ increases in runoff that might be expected from 10 pet snowpack
IDCreases In IJJln:l!Ulated mountain watersheds In the Upper Colorado River Basin. Apn l I SWE data
collected by the SCS were used together Wlth GS stream gauge observations to develop snowpack·runoff
relationsh ips for 16 indiVidual drainages. Observations from (wo small e:tpenmental watersheds were
also used to deve lop linear regression equations between stream flow and near-ma.'umum SW'E. These
relationsh ips were used to estimate the percentage increase In runoff ~ jcted for a 10 p.c:t Increase In
snow acc-umulatlOfl dunng

Ii

mean season.

J9

This approach suggested that April through July t01Jl1 runoff would im.rease at least 10 pet in most
watersheds for a 10 pet increase in the mean snowpack. However, some basins indicated increased on
only 6-8 pet. Closer examination suggested that snow courses in or near some watersheds, though well
correlated with runoff, poorly replesented actual snowpack conditions throughout tile watershed. These
snow courses tended to be 10 • elevation courses for which the calculated linear regression equations
predicted substantial flow even with zero SWE on April I. In general, the hi gher the snow course
elevation, the greater was the prediction of percenlJl6e increase in runoff.
About 20 pet runoff enhancements were predicted for 2 of the basins in Table 2 and for I small
• - .nmenlJll watershed with represenlJltive SWE observations and limited slope. TY'o of these 3 basins
are •..,own to have relatively imperviou., base material. Onlv 8 pet runoff enhancement was predicted for
a second small experimenlJll watershed with vrry permeable base mate";al. It seems probable that
subsurface flow reduced the measured runoff ;:, that cl .. ;nage.
Other imporlJlnt factors believed to influence the snowpack-runoff relationships are those that cause
variability in sublimation and evapotranspiration losses (slope, aspect, vegelJltion). All five drainages
listed in Tt'lles I and 2 with predicted runoff increases less than 10 pet had steep south-facing or
southwest-facing sl<>peS which would maximize such losses. The geology of at least t vo of the...
drainages could redu~e runoff.
A given percenlJlge snowpack increase at higher elevations probably will result ill. larger runoff
Increment than the same percenlJlge increase in the low"r elevation snowpack of the basin. The evidence
in this paper supports that concept, and higher elevations usually have greater SWE, which suggests that a
cloud seeding projects should emphasize IJlrgeting of the higher elevations in mounlJlin watersheds.
However, slopes exposed to strong sola. radiation andlor sustained winds may lose much of their windfall.
As the technology of wintLr weather mod ification improves, more attention should be given to targeting
areas which maximize runoff.
The conversion or snowpack to runoff is a complex, nonlinear process. Observations front wellinstrumented watersheds, coupled with physically-based numerical models, COUld be used to provide
accurate and reliable estimates of rw.off responses to enhanced snowpack. In the meantime, the estimates
made by this simpler approach are probably reasonable, conservative first approximations. These
estimates indicated that in most mounlJlin locations in the Upper Colorado River Basin, a 10 pet increase
In SWE should result in at least a 10 pet increase in spring and summer runoff. Runoff increases up to
20 pet may be expected from some drainages. Conversely, drainages with high evapotranspiration losses
or very permeable soils may produce less than 10 pet runoff increases.
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ABSTRACT
The configuration of the Ciarir. me~ale model to a field experiment conducted over the central UIJlh
Wasatch Plateau experimental area is briefly described. Its application is demonstrated using one case
from the early winter 1991 UtahlNOAA Cooperative Atmospheric Modification Research Program.
Observations of sulfur hexaflouride and ice nuclei were uset' to 'est the model. The results were in
50

reasonable cgreement with field measurements of plume positions; however, plume concentrations were
un predicted. The model was run with a Kessler warm rain parameterization to examine the characteristics
if liquid condensate. Patterns of liquid water predicted by the model suggest that depiction of liquid water
to the lee of the crest could be due to subsi~ce warming. This complicates the estimation of liquid
water depiction through precipitation processes.

DISCUSSION
The model results were in reasonable agreement with observations of plume positioning. The observed
meandering of plumes, transport over lower terrain and shallow vertical dispersion were predicted by the
model. The model ' s elevated concentrations were smaller than those inferred by SF, o~ations. This
is likely for three reasons: I) the tracer was given an instantaneous dispersal throughout one grid bin upon
release; 2) the model predicted less vertical transport than reality; and 3) comparisons were done using
peak
observations; however, the use of average SF. roncehtrations, though somewhat ambiguO'~s,
could not explain all the ditTerence.

sr.

The model illustrated sevel3l points which should be considered in planning future winter orographic
w.......". modi(;cation "perati"ns which employ surface sou,,·-;.
Seeding material can be contined to a depth of several hundred meters over the terrain.
The horizontal and vertical positions of the release po:nt are critical. In this study the best release
points we", on the windward slopes of the barrier to lJlke advantage of terrain-forced vertical
motions.
Pooling of seeding material can occur in the valley areas, and its transport can be guided by the
character of Iown- terrain.

The most critical factor in pound-based targeting is placing the source in an area having positive vertical
velocity near the sutflce. Typically, this is windward of the crest. Areas at the crest or just downwind
showed ,mall or ne{Utti,·e ,ertical velocities in simulations. Valley sites can be poor locations because the
vertical motion rleld. may not reach low enough and the vall.y surface winds are too poorly organized to

provide consistent

uan~ .

The use ofan up"ind seeding site. e.g., the San Pitch Mountains, was modeled (not illustrated in this
paper) and found to h.... some possibility of success. An upwind release site has the advantages of
providing a broader plum • . earlier nucleation and opportunity for greater vertical transport. The
drawbacks include tar~Cling inconsistencies, increased lead time and dilution. It would be worthwhile to
try one or mo", test releases from the San Pitch MounlJlins using a mobile source of Agi . SF. is not the
tracer of choice for this because of the large dilutions anticipated while crossing the Sanpete Valley.
It would be useful to model transport and diffusion using a Lagrangian transport scheme. The Lagrangian
treatment uses a coordinate system which follows emuent particles rather than remaining slJltionary. This
eliminates the effect of the initial dispersion of tracer material and would give a better visual display of
plume characteristics. A finer innermost mesh is needed to beller simulate the effects of flow around the
terrain of the experimenlJll area. In particular, the canyons, which are important in the traMport oflow
elevation seeding material, are not well-represented in the model. Finally, the model is bemg
implemented on workstation environments. Though not possible to run the model with I fine resolution
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on a workstation, it does offer the ability to utilize the model in a field environment, enabling an
operational application in a field environment.
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ABSTRACT
The UtahlNOAA Atmospheric ModifICation Progrun conducted an observational program in early 1991 ,
with additional suP'"""'~ from the Bureau ofReclamLtion. A summary is presented of observations
obIained on me W-.:h Plateau of central Utah which includes SLW (su~led liquid water),
precipitation, AgI (silver iodide) IN (ice nuclei), air and dewpoint temperature, and wind velocity. With
the exception of AgI ice nuclei, measurements were made on 20 days with stann conditions. Silver iodide
;;,as monitored during ~ or all of a subset of 12 days when valley AgI generators were being operated.

It is sIIown that abundant SLW existed durir.g many hours, and a large fraction of these house did not have
precipitation observed on top of the Plateau. The SLW flux over the Plateau·top' s windward edge
exceeded the average precipitation on top of the Plateau. These findings suggest significant seeding
potential may exist.
Acoustical ice nucleus counter observations were adjusted to temperatures typical of AgI plume tops.
Aircraft measurements showed the plume tops were usually less than I km ahove the Plateau. The
adjusted ice nucleus observations suggest effective AgI ice nuclei concentrations were too low for
productive seeding much of the time when SLW was present. The main problem appears to be the warm
temperatures of the SLW during most storm periods. Effective concentrations of AgI ice nuclei are not
expected at such temperatures with the generators and release rates used in the Utah operational seeding
program. However, these estimates were based on a 1981 generator calibration in a cloud simulation
laboratory which may not be totally representative of winter orographic clouds. Direct observations are
needed of ice ~icle concentrations caused by seeding orographic clouds for the range of conditions
typical of winter storms.
The challenge is to develop means of routinely targeting the SLW zone with adequate concentrations of
seeding-aused ice crystals which can start the precipitation formation processes in naturally inefficient
clouds. A number of approaches are suggested wh ich could make the Utah operational seeding program
more effective.

CONClU~SANDRECOMMENDAnoNS

The 1991 data set is encouraging in that many hours had abundant SLW over the west edge of the Plateau
top. A large fraction of the wetter hours had 110 detectable precipitation, suggesting significant seeding
potential may exist if ice crystals can be produced in the SLW cloud. The average SLW amount during
the wetter hours with precipitation was even higber than during the wetter hours with no precipitation,
again suggesting seeding potential.
Huggins et al. ( 1992) presented estimates ofSLW flux per stann episode for the 1991 field season. For
the 20 days discussed here, the estimates of total SLW flux exceeded 21 00 Mg per meter of crest line. If
that amount of water was converted to precipitation of uniform intensity over the width of the Plateau
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(about 10 km) the average precipitation would be 8.3 in., almost twice the observed amount. This
calculation suggests that a substantial amount of excess SLW was transported over the Plateau as has been
found over other mountain barriers in the intermountain West (e.g., Super and Huggins 1993). The
portion of excess SLW that cloud seeding can convert to precipitation has yet to be demonstrated.
However, the " raw material" needed for seeding to be effective certainly exists in relative abundance.
The availability of abundant SLW has been "",umed for decades but has been verified only in the past
several years.
The 1991 data set also raises questions about the effectiveness of the Utah operational seeding program.
Physical reasoning was presented that suggested seeding rates may be too low, at least for warmer storms.
Admittedly, the estimates of effective IN may be flawed by instrumentation limitations and possible
unrepresentativeness of CSU generator calibrations for winter orographic clouds. However, in the
absence of better information, the observations and calculations presented in this paper indicated there is
reason to be concerned. Producticn of adequale concentrations of seeded ice particles is basic to
S Jeeessful seeding. This topic deserves further investigation in the Utah operational program in
~icular, and in seeding programs in general.
The main problem for the Utah operational seeding program appears to be the relatively warm SL W
temperatures combined with the strong temperature dependence of AgI as an effective IN. This problem
could be partially remedied by increasing the source strength of potential IN using improved seeding
generators and solutions and higher AgI output rates. However, the SLW is probably too warm for
effective seeding with IIIl: practical AgI solution and seeding rate some of the time. Even transporting the
AgI to higher, colder altitudes by aircraft seeding would frequently be ineffective because the AgI would
then be above the SL W needed to nucleate ice crystals.
This is not to suggest that more effective AgI solutions and higher output genentors should not be
employed. Anything done to increase the output of effective IN should help , . .:ding effectiveness.
However, praeticallimits exist regarding what can be done with Agl. A lIZ\;: fraction of the wi nter
storms. tending to be those with highest SL W amounts, likely cannot be effectively seeded with present
AgI solutic·.c because the SLW is simply too warm..
The problem of seeding warm SL W with AgI is not unique to Utah. The statistical analysis of Super and
Heimbach (1983) strongly suggested that the warmer, wetter half of Montana winter orographic storms
did not respond to AgI seeding. but the colder, drier storms «·9 ' C at 2600 m) clouds did respond. The
State of California has been developing a propane seeding technology because the warm SL W problem is
severe there (Reynolds, 1991 ). Propane seeding can create high concentrations of ice crystals at
temperatures colder than 0 ·C. Remote-controlled propane dispensers are much more economical than
refllOte..eontrolled AgI generators, and are more reliable because they are much simpler devices.
However, they must be located in or very near clouds to be effective.
It is recommended that the State of Utah pursue. number of approaches aimed at increasing the
effectiveness of the operational seeding program. High output generators and more effective AgI
solutions should be considered. Higher altitude release sites would increase the frequency of targeting
SLW clouds. The po'.,sibi lity of high altitude releases from mountains upwind from the target areas
deserves further exploration. Ongoing analysis suggests that AgI releases above canyon mouths may be
more effective than AgI re leases from valley floor locations. Finally. propane seeding should receive
serious anention because ev. n warm st rms can be seeded as long as the propane dispensers are located at
high altitudes within the orographic cloud.
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n.e 1991 field program f'MASW'mICnts have confirmed for the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah some of
the earlier findings from the Tushar Mountains of southern Utah. Namely, abundant SLW is available
during phases of many winter orographic storms which should provide frequent seedable opportunities.
Most of the SLW is within I km of the mountain crestlines at relatively high temperanues. n.e challenge
is to develop the..-ns to routinely target the SLW mne with adequate concentrations of anificially
nuc~ ice crystals which can start the precipitation fonnation processes in naturally inefficien. oJouds.
a.12. S,.er, A. & , I11III E.
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ABSTRACT

n.e UtahlNOAA Atmospheric ModifJCa1ion Program conducted a field program during early 1991 , with
additiMaJ support frem the Bureau of Reclomation. Sov.,.,.1 aircraft missions were flown over central
Utah's Wasatch Plateau to monitor plumes of Agi (silver iodide) and tracer gas, and mIcrophYSIcal
changes caused by the Agi seeding. This paper discusses one mission during which high-aJtitude, groundbased Agi release resulted in obvious enhancements in ice particle concentration. Fast-response
observations of ro-reJeased tracer gas, presumably collocated with the Agi plumes, were used to define
seeded zones and crosswind control zones.
Two methods were used to estimate concentrations of Agi ice nuclei effective at cloud temperatures
sampled by the aircraft. One method used tracer gas concentration measurements while the other was
based on acoustical ice nucleus counter observations. Both methods were partially based on a cloud
simulation laborat"') calibration of the Agi generator done over two decades ago. n.e methods were
compared with the ice particle concentrations apparently caused by the Agi seeding. Both approaches
were found to provicJe a reasonable first approximation for the puticulor Agi aerosol produced and the
sampled cloud conditions. However, caution should be exercised in applying the estimation approaches to
other cloud condit ion, and Agi aerosols.

SUMMARYANDCONCLU~S

A specially-instnuncntetl aircraft was used to monitor Agi and SF. plumes ro-reJeased from a highaJtitucJe site on the W.....ch Plate of central Utah during early 1991 . An NCAR IN counter measured Agi
while a fast- reoponsc detector measured the SF. tracer gas. A 2D-C particle imaging probe monitored the
IPC with in and cross"'ind of the AgIISF. plumes. Other sensors observed cloud temperature, liquid water
content, aircraft position and other variables.
Obvious increase in IPC were associated with the SF. plume on the 17 February aircraft mission.
Observations from th is mission were used to estimate concentrations of AgilN effective at the sampling
temperatures. These estimates were compared with measurements of the IPC enhancement with the SF.
(and presumably collocated AgI ) plume. n.e IPC enhancement was considered to be the difference
between in-plume IPCs and the naturallPCs in crosswind control mnes.
Two methods were used to estimate effective AgilN concentrations. One metbod was based on SF. gas
concentration measurements and the other on NCAR IN observations. Both methods relied on cloud
simulation laboratory calibrations to establish the source strength and temperature dependence of

generated AgilN. The representativeness of these calibrations for winter orographic clouds is open to
question. Nevertheless, in the absence of IPC measurements, cloud simulation Agi generator calibrations
have been used in designing several seeding experiments and operational programs.
The ratios of AgilN estimates by the two methods indicated that the more quantitative SF. observations
provided on average, about 4-5 times higher values than the NCAR IN counter measurements. n.e
d ifferences of AgilN estimates may be panially due to Agllosses by nucleation and scavenging and
panially to instrumentation limitations. Cloud characteristics and residence times are quite different
between winter orographic clouds and NCAR IN counter (and CSU) cloud chatnbers. n.e NCAR IN
counter uses a dense cloud in an attemplto compensate for the.bon resicJence time of IN.
The SF. gas measurement method provided first-approximation estimates of measured IPCs with all but
one of the estimates within a factor of six. Most estimates we:e higher than observed IPCs. Flrstapproximation estimates were also provided by the NCAR IN counter method, although values were lower
than provided by the SF.-based method.

The singl: experiment n;ponfd SUIQ!CJ IS that seeding-<:aused IPCs can be estimated by tracer gas or
NCAR IN counter observations to within about one order of magnitude for the panicular Agi generator
and aerosol used, and the sampled cloud conditions. While this results is encouraging. further
observations would be needed to test whether similar results can be obtained with other Agi generators,
Agi solutions and cloud conditions. In view of differences between orographic and simulated clouds, and
of known instrumentation limitations, the apparent good agreement from the single experiment may be
somewhat fortuitous.
Because of the uncertainties involved in AgilN estimation, and in ice nucleation processes, it is clearly
preferred to directly measure seeding-<:aused IPCs within winter orographic c louds. More directlPC
measurements must be made if the field of winter orographic cloud seeding is to advance in scientific
understand ing and credibility. However, such observations are difficult and expensive to obcain, and may
be impractical for many programs. Further testing of indirect methods may provide an alternative
approach to direct observation of IPCs. It is recommended that any further tests of indirect methods use a
current Agi generator calibration from the CSU or similar facility. Use of an improved IN counter, based
on current technology. ,",ould also be very desirable.

1995 articles and papers:
So/J. IHMDII, P. J., A. B. S"INT, G. Uul80, D. C R",ers, IIIId J. T. McPtudlllld, 1995: Co"",.",mw
cllllrllCterivrtiDlIS o/ille Ice lllIelem lIbi1i1y 01 All tleTOSDis by 111_ 1IfdIItHb. J. Wel>llleT M Ddij /cIlliD" ,
27, 1-16.

ABSTRACT
Three methods were used to assess the ice nucleating ability of different AgI-based aerosols produced
using two sol ution combUSlicn generators. The standard method employed was an isothermal cloud
chatnber which has been historically used for "calibrat ions" of ice nucleus aerosol generators.
Comparisons with historical data showed consistency over a 20 year period for one generator, but nvl for
another. Data on rates of ice crystal fonnation _re used to infer operat ive ice fonna tion mechanisms.
and make inferences to the relative ut ility of the different aerosols in the atmosphere. Comparati,..
measurements of ice nucleus effectiveness at -20 · C were made us ing two NCA R counters thlt have been
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used opentionaJly to trace the aerosols tested. Results showed that these devices can give self<onsistent
~asured in the larger cloud chamber and 250/,
of the IOIaI AgI aerosols present. These results varied depending on the ice nucleus aerosol tested,
presumably due to differences in puticle size and chemistry. Measurements of the ice-forming ability of
one aerosol (AgClo.nlo.,,~.125NaCl) were also made with a continuous flow ice-thermal diffusion
chamber. These _ t s showed that the water supersaturation dependence of the ice formation
rue by condensation-freezing for these aerosols varies by more than three orders of magnirude between
olind 7% supersoauntion. Ice formation was nearly inSlantaneous above 7"10 supersaturation for al I
aerosols capable of acting as ice nuclei. The various measurements taken will permit the quantitative
transfer of Iabontory results on ice nucleus ability to a range of expected atmospheric conditions.

.-.Its lind typically measure about 33% of the ice nuclei

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Yield values in the CSU isoIhermaI cloud chamber were obtained for aerosols produced !Tom cornbusting
2 lind j weight % AgI solutions using the MSU Skyfite generator. The yields for aerosols from the 2%
AgI solutions were not substantially different than for 3% AgI solutions, indicating that no added benefit
exists for using 3% AgI solutions in warmer supercooled cloud conditions. Comparison of 3% AgI
solution aerosols in the current tests with those tested in the MSU gen....tor in 1972 gave excellent
agreement. Ventilation of the generator at higher wind speeds increased the generator yield across the
tempenmu-e spectnlll1 tested by a factor of2 to 10 times. This is an 'lnusuaJ result for most generators at
the warmest tempenmu-es since the typical effect of Yenti lation is more rapid quenching of the bum lind
p<OCIuction of smaller particle sizes which usually are less efficient at warmer temperatures. This may
merit further investigation.
Yield values obtained using the NA we generator indicated greatly enbanc:ed ice formation activity
warmer than -10 'C for AgI-NH.I_ water solutions (2% AgI) cornpoted to earlier tests in 1978 lind
1981. Apparently, some changes to generator combustion design have been made. As I consequence, a
chemical change to a solution to produce very efficient AgIo"CIo.Zl~.125NaCl composite nuclei,
produced only a slight enhancement in yield at the warmest temperalW'e tested Hi 'C). Nevertheless,
these aerosols do oppear to offer the poIen!ial for enhanced yield at even warmer tempenmu-es. This
would have to be verified by further testing. Ventilation of the NA WC generator a higher wind speeds
was found to increase yield by about 10 times at -20 'C, but decrease the yield by 10 times It -6 ·C. This
was consistent with results obtained in previous calibrations lind is believed to reflect the dependence of
activation on puticle size (smaller during ventilation).
Examination of the ice formation rates in the isotherma.l cloud chamber indicated that the 2% AgI aerosols
produced by both the MSU Ind NA WC generators functioned by contact-freezing at temperatures warmer
than -16 ' C in the ICC. Previous tests of the 3% AgI MSU generator aerosols for higher L WC and higher
droplet concentrations in the ICC indicated faster ice formation rates in proponion to droplet
concentration, quantitatively supporting this conclusion. Ice fonnation rates were faster at temperatures
below -16 · C . The ice formation mechanisms in this tempenmu-e regime could not be discerrled.
Use of the solution containing ammonium iodide and paradichloroberu:ene in the NA WC gen....tor did
not force I rapid condensation-freezing nucleation process at water saturation in the ICC. Nevertheless,
<videnc:e does indicale that a slower condensation-freezing process did occur. This ice formation process
could provide substantial advantqes in natural clouds over aerosols which realize their greatest activity as
c:onIad-freezing nuclei . This is becall5e the ice formation rates by contact-freezing are dependent on the
droplet concentration Ilwater saturation, while the ice formation rates by condensation-freezing are 110(.
Consider, for example. I natural orographic cloud with 100 droplets cm" of similar sizes to those in the

ICC tests. In this case, the contllCt-freezing rate constants expected in the natural cloud for MSU and
NAWC natural draft Agi aerosols are obtained by multiplying the k., values in Table 3 (~.08 min" at T>
- 16 ' C) by the ratio of in the ICC versus natural droplet concentrations (100 cm" 12100 cm·'). for a
20 minute transit time at a conSlant temperalW'e through the natural cloud, this implies that only about 7%
of the potential yield (Tables I and 2) would be realized. for NA WC AglCI~ . 125NaCl a.."r050Is, the
rate would be 0. 1 min" regardless of droplet concentrations. Thus, in 20 minutes transit at one
temperalW'e, 86% of the potential yield (Table 2) would occur. An order of magnitude difference in ice
crystal formation is inferred to be possible by switChing aerosols !Tom AgI to AglCI-O. I 25NaCl. future
studies of these and other aerosols tested for this paper would benefit !Tom analysis of dependence of ice
formation rate on varied cloud droplet concentrations and humidities, in order to validate mechanisms.
The m~nts made with two NCAR counters coordinated to sample the same aerosols used in ICC
tests indicated that the NCAR counters sampled ice nucleus aerosols at about one-third of the efficiency of
the ICC at -20 ·C after dilution airflow corrections are applied to the ICC data. In comparison to raw ICC
results, such as are commonly reponed from the CSU laboratory, the NCAR counters detected closer to
_twCHhirds of the ice nuclei. There ""peared to be differences in this counting efficiency factor as a
function of the aerosol tested, but not enough data were collected to confirm thi,. Nevertheless, the
counting efficiency noted is a factor of about ten higher than measured for two other NCAR counters
sampling different AgI aerosols by Sackiw et al. (19114). This could be related to differences in the
counter response to the different aerosols tested in the two studies. Although the ice formation
mechanism operating within the NCAR counters is unknown for the aerosols tested, the amount of ice
crystals formed compoted to the ICC are reasonable if one assumes that a contact-freezing process
dominated, but was limited by the shaner residence time within the counters compoted to the cloud
chamber.
The results of the ICCINCAR counter cross-calibration should be extremely useful for quantifying the
NCAR data in field experiment srudies of cloud seeding using the aero",ls tested. The excellent
consistency notes between the two units tested was another positive result in this regard. We recommend
cross-calibrations of the type performed here for NCAR counters before use in field operations.

The CfO experiments on AglCI~ . 125NaCI aerosols from the NA WC generator yielded several
interesting results which demonstrate the utility of this technique alone or in concen with other
measurements of ice nuclei. The results, which by their nature did not permit contact-freezOng nucleation
to be observed to any degree, indicated that these aerosols required greater than 4% water supersaturation
to achieve 10% instantaneous activation by condensation-freezing at -16 · C. These co .. dltions are
probably met on some occasions during field generation due to the moisture released during combustion
(finnegan and Piner, 1988). Combined with the ICC results, the CfO results also give vital information
permining calculations of ice formation rates in real clouds. Th is will be the subject of fulW'e analyses
and experimentation . The CfO results also show that it will be readily possible to easily and
quantillltively describe differences in chemically different (e.g.. more hygroscopic or more hydrophob ic)
ice nuclei in future experiments.
Concerning the practical maner of using such an instrument simply for tracking the transpon of manmade
ice nuclei by aircraft. the results simpl) that the device should be operated at a high supersaturation to
facilitate efficient detection.
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Obscnations from a cloud seeding experiment conducted over tbe W&SaICh Plateau of central Utah were
anaIyzIod for treatment effect and were modeled The day was characterized by weak wrface winds, light
snowfall and weak convection embedded in a thin orognphic cloud during the fmal stages of a storm.
Silver ~ was released from a generaor _II up the windward (west) slope of the Plateau. Seeded
periods and locations were defined using measurements of co-released SF, tracer gas and a drifting frame
ofrefereocc. Seeded and nonseeded periods and domains were defined using the derived plume history.
A strong seeding signal was found in the occumnce of ice panicles, both on the Plateau top and at aircraft
levels. CaJcuIAltions based on WIHIIOUJIIed 2D-C probe observations along the Plateau top' s west edge
indicalal increased snowfall DIeS in tile silver iodiM plume, primarily due to aggrepIeS. Wh ile some
precipillllion gauge observations farther downwind suggested possible increased snowfall, tile evidence
was DOt definitive and any seeding-caused snowfall was quilt: limited in amount. Applications of tile
Clark mesoscale numeric:al model suggested tbe case was charactmzed by weak and shallow cloudo
princiJ-Ily driven by orognphic influences with little buoyant contribution. The simulated tracer and
cloud patterns were associated with orognphic lifting and gravity waves. The model con-ectly predicted
plume tnnsport from the release point over tile target area, but at a slower rate than indicated by field
~. The plume core was predicted to be tnnsported over the Radar-Radiometer silt: and
somew hat south of the Target site to a height of about I Ian above the Plateau in good agreement with
observations.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The 2 I February 1994 case was anaIyzIod for plume clwacteristics including seeding responses for a
single AgJ plume co-released with SF, tracer gas _II up the windward side of the W&SaICh Plateau. The
day was c:harac:terized by weak winds primaril) from the southwest with weak convection erabling
verticaJ tnnsport of AgJ to flight levels. The exposure of siu:s and mobile sampling platforms to the
plume was estimated using a frame of reference which moved with the average wind. This enabled spatial
and lanporal coordination of multiple plume encounters, and allowed a uniform objective definition of
nonseeded periods and locations. For the sampling aircraft, nonseeded portions of a flight path were 24 s
flight intervals 12 s on either side of the co-n:leased SF, plume. The nonseeded ZOIlCS for the
instrumented van were 2 km distances I Ian outside the SF, plume.
The plume was estimated to have been over panicular ground siu:s for 4.25 h and to have generally moved
from 2J 5 degrees with a short period having a more southerly component. The angular plume width over
the west flight track was estimated to have been IS degrees with I brief wider period associated with I
wind shift. Vertical plume transport '" the Plateau lop and to flight levels was rapid in the presence of
limited horizontal winds speeds.
High concentrations of ice panicles were associated with measured and predicted plumes It locations
samp led by the van and aircraft. Ice panicle concentrations and prec ipit.l~ rates were enhanc:ed.
comJ*ed to nonseeded zones, by factors of about 10 for upwind highway van measurements, 40 for west
track aucraft measurements, and variable amounts for east track aircraft passes. Ice water contents were
always grader in the plume than in the nonseeded ZOIlCS. Puticle trajectories and concentration patterns
indicated that most gJOWth and precipitation occurred near the west track. where there was the most SL W
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lvailable. Aggregation of high concentrations of ice particles appeared to be the mechanism for greater
precip iation rates in the plume. Little snow was left to fall ov... the eastern ridge oftbe Plateau. Winds
were atypically light during this experiment so that seeded snowfall for windier cases might be expected
to settle further eastWard.
Comparisons of precipiwion totals between seeded and nonseeded gauges were suggestive that seeding
may have produced a limited snowfall increase ov... the period of the experiment of perhaps 0.5 mm at
some gauges. Howev..., ooe eastern seeded gauge n:ceived less snowflll than two nonseeded gauges also
on top of the Plateau. Analyses of observations and phY' icat reasoning suggest that most seeded snowfall
settled to the Plateau top before crossing to its east edge. aDd perhaps before reaching the middle of the
Plateau top At gauge T ARSW. In retrospect, ooe or more gauges would have been useful along the
upwind highway a few Ian nonh of RRS.
Updrafts predicted by the Clark model were associated with the windward edge of tbe Plateau and were
generally limited to 0.5 m s" near the surface. There were areas of stronger down drafts ov... the Plateau,
reach ing speeds of - 1.5 m s·' . The complex gravity wave pattern forced a secondary maximum of tracer
material several km south of T AR and some additional condensation over tbe northern portions of the
eastern fl ight track.
The model suggests the case had weak... transpon and diffusion of tracer material over the Plateau than
ind icated by fie ld measurements. The plume transpon time over tbe Plateau was slower than reality:
howev.... the model ultimately simulated transpon of AgJ into liquid water c loud over the Plateau_ The
beights to which the simulated plumes were transported were in reasonable agreement with aircraft
observations. but the simulated lateral spread was excessive at tbe surface. The model" s smoothed terrain
like ly contributed to the less organized transport because the simulated canyons were shaJlow enough to
limit the fun nel ing of the poorly organized surface winds. The actual ternin consisted of a pronounced
canyon downwind of AHS wh ich likely limit..-d crosswind horizontal dispersion WIth in the canyon. The
simulated clouds and ice were weak and shaJlow because buoyancy was not part of their formation. It is
believed that buoyancy from solar heating did contribute to the observed c louds. and for that reason also
contributed to a more vigorous vertical p lume transport than was simu lated. Overal l- the model simulat ion
produced a reasonable first-approximation of real ity.

In summary, AgJ seeding during th is experiment produced strong microphysical evidence of markedly
enhanced ice particle concentrations on the Plateau top and at aircraft levels. Plumes ~ Ieased on the
windwud slope were readily transported over the Plateau in spite of lim ited horizontal winds. Plume
widths were limited- sugge>ting seeding generators at simi lar high ahitude sites should be spaced no more
than 5 Ian crosswi nd. Horizontal dispersion from other high altitude sites could be more or less than from
AHS depending upon local topography.
Seeding apparently increased the snowfili. especially on the western portion of the Plateau top. but
accumulations were limited. Seeding appeared to significantly increase the aggregation of snowflakes
along the upwind highway. Best estimates of snowfall rates caused by seeding are 0.4 mm h" based on
2D-C estimates along the upNind highway (Table 2) and less than half that rate from gauges on the centra l
and eastern ponions of the Plateau top (Sec. 6) Of course. SL W amounts were quilt: limited during th is
week and dimin ishing final portion of the storm. so seedi ng potential would be expected to be q uite
limited as well.

Overait the resu lts of th is experimentation are in general agreement with the current physical
understanding of bow wi nt... orograph ic seeding should worX.
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aircraft nights were suspended due to severe turbulence aDd icing. The system therefore allows
measurements to be taken in a wider variety of storm situations. including those where cloud liquid is
primarily confIDed to regions below the minimum altitude allowed for aircraft terrain avoidance.

A9STRACT

Several case studies were used to document !be cross-baJTier tendencies of SLW. Some cases revealed
marked temporal variability in the spatial distribution of liquid while others documented relarivelv steadvstate conditions over periods of several hours. Numerous individual c:ross-burier profiles aDd m.;' avera!e
seasonal profile indicated that the ma:<imum liquid depth occwnd considerably upwind of the center of
!be plateau. Comparisons of mobile and stationary radiometer da!a also proved very useful in verifying
thIS feature both temporally and spatially. Local topographic features. such as a minor valley aDd ridge on
top of the plateau. influenced cloud liquid development, but the general trend ofliquid depth to decrease
from west to east was most likely due to removal by growing precipitatio. particles. the lack of vertical
motion over the plateau top and downward motion upwind of the eastern edge of !be plateau due to a
westward tilted nmuntain wave. The removal by precipitation was supported by daIa that sho",-ed
seasonal precipitation maxima downwind of liquid maxima. The depiction of water across the top of the
plateau bas cloud seeding implications. in that a radiometer positioned on !be windward slope or near the
west edge of the top will likely overestimate the supercooled water that is available for precipitation
augmentation by cloud seeding. The relatively infrequent number of observations across the plateau top
warrants JUrthcr observations to verify the genenJ decrease in cloud liquid.

_t

Previous SlUdies of !be spetiaJ distribution of supercooled liquid water in winter storms ""'" mountainous
taraiD were pcrfonned primarily with insIrumented aircraft aDd ID a lesser
with scans from a
-x...y mic:mwa\'e rwiiomcur. The present work describes a new -m.ique of mobile rwfiometer
operatioa thalwu succcssfally used during numerous winter storms that occwnd over !be Wasatch
Platcau ofCermaJ U1IIb ID delamine!be imegrued ckpch of cloud liquid warer relative to horizontal
position 011 !be IIIOUIICain t.rrier. The technique bad !be advantage of being able to measure total liquid
from !be taraiD upward, witboul !be " - ' tarain avoidanc:e problems thai research aircraft r.ce in cloudy
coaditions. The rw1iomcur abo coIlec:tJOd da!a during several storms in wbicb a research aircraft could
DOl be opaared because of severe turbulenc:t aDd icing conditions.

Rcpemd rwiiomcur transacts of specifIC regions of:be plaleau showed signifJCant variability in liquid
,...,. depth ""'" 30-60 min time periods, but abo reveaJed that !be profile of orograpbically generated
cloud liquid was consistent, regardless of !be absolute quantities. Radiometer liquid depth generally
increased across !be windward slope of !be piaIeau to a peak near !be western edge or the platcau top aDd
!ben decreased across the relatively flat lOp of !be platcau. These observations were consistent with
regions wbere maximum IIId minimum vertic:aI velocities were expec:ted. aDd with depletion of cloud
liquid by 8IXfttionaJ ice ~Ie growth across the mountain burier. A com~ of da!a from the
mobile rwiiomcur and a SIaIionary rwfiometer verified !be general dec:rease in liquid depth from !be
windward slope to !be lOp of !be platcau and abo showed thai many liquid warer regions were transient
mesoscale farures thai moved across !be platcau.
Impl~ of !be results. relative to !be seeding of orographic clouds. were that seeding aerosols
released from valley-t.sed geueraton could at times be inhibited by stable conditions from reaching
~ supercooled liquid water regions and. as found. by otben, !be region of cloud most likely to be
enc:ounIered by In AgJ seeding &gem released from !be ground was also relatively warm compared to !be
ic:e-forming capability of !be puticular agent used in tt.e.;e experiments. Also. one convective case study
that exhibited relalively -.n tcmpenrures in !be cloud ~ indicated that even in conditions that permit
vertic:al1nMpOrt to supercooled liquid zones. sufficient time for ice panicle growth aDd fallout from
seeded plumes on Ibis plateau may be 18cking.

With knowledge of cloud base height aDd temperature. the mobile radiometer measurements were found
to be useful in developing estimated vertical profiles of cloud liquid. The adiabatic assumption used will
not charactenz.. the typical precipitating stann situation. but the average estimated cloud thicknesses
agreed relative ly well with the -mean" conditions during one aircraft flight aDd "'i th earlier lidarradiometer studies on another mountain barrier in Utah. The cloud seeding implications in both regions
were similar; supercooled liqu id was often Ivailable. but the temperatures in the lower cloud laver "'-ere
genenJly warm compared to the activation temperature of the silver iodide compound used in 0 tah. The
profiles also demonstrated the need for cloud seeding aerosols to be del ivered to liqu id zones as far
upwind as possible to increase the probabil ity of particle trajectories term inating on the plateau.
This study represents one application of the mobile radiometer platform. Addillonal ",or!< is planned for
the use of the data in verification ofthrec-dimensional cloud mode l .-esults for:be Wasatch Plateau (Cluon
and more detai led water budget studies for this mountain barrier. using a two-rad Iometer mW>od.
-
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CONCLUSIONS
A mo'>ile microwave rwiiomcur sy51em bas been developed that has proven to be very useful in !be study
of oropapbic liquid cloud development. The sy5Iem ..... opaared during numerous winter storms on all
watber rc.ds that ao5S !be Wasatth Platcau of central lhab. In addition to !be measurement of
microwave emission by liquid water aDd water vapor. !be measurement of outside air tempenorure
permiued!be det.oction oftempenorure inversions in !be mountain-valley sy5Iem. Location measurements
were made using ~ Iandmarb IIId r-..d markers. but !be sy5Iem bas DOW been equipped with a
gJobaJ positioning sy51em (GPS) so atmospberi<: da!a aDd location da!a can be merged into the same
dataset.

ABSTRACT

ear"

An experimental fie ld program was conducted on the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah In
199 1
Objectives included monitoring of the transport and dispersion of val~ ·released .. I,er Jod~ and
associated microphysical effecu '" itbin the Sttded clouds. Silver iodide ICe nucleI were monitored "acoustical ICe nucleus counters in a truck. an aircraft and at I Plateau-top observat~ An .u"Craft· .
mounted Ice partIcle imaging probe was used to search for ICe pamcle concentration differences between
the seeded cloud aDd cross",i nd. non;eeded cloud . Other Instruments monItored wind. cloud liquJd water
content temperature aDd other parameters of interest.

Provided an adequaIc r-..d networIt is available. !be mooile rwi~ can collect da!a in all but the most
.dverx conditions. Several experiments on the plareau were conducted by !be mobile radiometer when
60
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Six experiments are described in detail ~ting all aircraft sampling period during which valleyrelea5ed AgI (si lver iodide) was transported to bod! Plateau-top and aircraft altitudes. Embedded
convection was presem during 1M: of the experiments which probably enhanced vertical Agi transport.
Cloud t.ses wac generally a few hundred meterS below the Plateau top with one exception which had
t.ses above the PIaIau. The valley-n:1cased Agi consistently had • pronounced ~';'-..aJ gradient above
the P\aIeau. CClOCaItI'alioos of Agi ice nucleL effective at -20 'c. were typically at least an oroer of
maguitude Jess at lowest aircraft aItitudcs than found 011 top of the P13teau. Silver iodide was seldom
deucted as high as I Jan above the Plateau top.
No evidence was found for enhanced ice pmticle coocentrations at aircraft aIt:itudes during the three
experiments with sampling 2'OIIC ~perarures of -9 · C and above. Howeve<. suggestions of increased i~
pmticle coocentnIions were found when sampling 2'OIIC tJ:mperatuRS were colder. Silver iodide i~ nue"';
estimIres. effective II prevailing supercooled liquid cloud tJ:mperatures. were lower than believed
desir3bIe for effective seeding during the three experiments with warmer cloud at aircraft sampling
altitudes.
The results ~ted are believed to indicate that = t operationaJ cloud seeding in Utah produces
insillllificant increases in ice pmticle conc:entrarions and snowfall rates during warmer storm episodes.
The-main problem appears to be th.u concentrations of effective ice nuclei are too low for the typical
mildly supercooled liquid wale< clouds reached by the Agi. Seeding appeared to m.ar1<edly iocl'e3Se the
ice pmticle cooc:entration in colder supercooled clouds. and precipitation observations suggested
associab:d limited snowfaJI incrases during some cases. A number of recommendations are made for
inaasing ice pmticJes concentrations in the warmer supercooled liquid clouds.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The evidence available suggests it is re3>:onable to assume that ground-released AgJ is seldom <ransported
Ian above the !'13teau. This is in agreement with "",lie< observations over othe< mount3in
barriers. Because cloud temperatures are usually only , lightly sUpC1"Cooled in th.s 5hallow seeded laye<.
the challenge is to produce enough AgilN . •fficrtve at slightly sUpC1"Coo led tJ:mperarures. An abund3nce
of observations exists in the intennountain West to demonstrate that the lowest ~ !Iometer over mounC'm
barriers is often too warm for significant nucleation with conventioD3l types of I ,gI and generato~. and
typical "'lease rates. The problem is even more serious in the Sierra Nevada. wh."h led the $Ia:e of
California to investigate propane seeding (Reynolds 199 1).

as nigh as I

Aircraft 2D-C probe measurements of !PC WC1"e =inod fo r possible microphysical ch3r.ges associ3teU
With the Agi seeding. NCAR counte< c bservations WC1"e used to estimate :he average positions of lite AgJ
plume (or. ""'"' likely. intenningled plumes). and in-plume !PCs were compiU-ed with natural !PCs
crosswmd from the AgI.
The main findings of the si:"< previously described expe<iments are 5WIlITIarized in Tables I and 1. NCAR
counter measurements and a recent cloud simulation laboratory generator calibration were used to
estimate AgilN concentrations effective at in-plume aircraft 5aIIIpiing temperatures in Table I. The most
important and reli3ble values in Table I are the !PC increases based on observed diffenonces in ::D-C
particle unaging probe meas=ents within and crosswind from seeded zones.
T 3ble I shows increases for both the estimated AgJ ()j concenrations and lite observed (PC enhancements
as the seeded zone letnperatures decreases. l'Oo discemable inCI'e3Se occur.ed 10 seeded zone !PC 10 the
first three experiments whC1"e temperatures WC1"e no colder than -9 ' C. V.II~ seeding dunng the fi rst
expenment of::! March may have inCTe3Sed the !PC. The second expenment of : March and the ' lOgic
e"penment of 6 March both strongl~ suggest IPC enhancements withm lite seeded rone. The 6 March
case "'owed !PC increases from both temun-following and constant a10tude passes. The two expenments
WIth apparent !PC increas<S had the coldest clouds_ below · I::! · C at am:raft s:unpling altitudes.

Six early 1991 seeding experiments were examined in which Agl released from • netWori< of eight .,a11ey
gmentors. was obser.-ed ove< the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah. These experiments. cot'T<SpOlK'ing 10

illrcnft sampling periods over the Plateau.. were selected as all available cases with valley-released Agi
deucted at aircnft aItitudcs over the Plateau. Tbenfore. these cases are not ~tative of valley
seeding in general. ValJey-re1eased Agi was not tnnsported to Plateau top and aircraft altitudes dunng
some ocher early 199 1 sample periods (e.g... Super and Holroyd. 1994: Super. 1994 ).
All the storm periods reported herein had SL W cloud over the Plateau as rt1e3SUTed by microwave
nodJomete< and am:nIl aJthough amounts were ve.y limited in the coldest experiment and the SL W was
",.. II .oo-e the Plateau top during anothet experiment. Five of the experimenul periods had embedded
coovect>on pres<nt. The sixth period. the coldest stann sampled during 1991. expenenced passage of a
meso5CaIe feature whICh may hav. aided tnmport OVe< the PIateau_
Silv... IOCbde IN were measured by CAA..:ousticaIIN counters in an aircnft. In a "-",heel dnv. ,.hlCle
and It a fi-..cd .11le near the had of a major canyon_ Concentrations of AgilN. effective at -20 'c In each
NCAA counter' s cloud chamber. were often hundreds per liter at the fixed site and along the upwind
highway followmg the PIarau top' s wmdward edge for a 6.7 Jan nortlHauth distance. COIICentrallOnS at
lowest atrcnft sampling aItitudcs were typICally over an order of magnitude las tIoan along the Plateau
lOp. These ~ts irdicate a caJSistent. rapid decrease IJ1 valleJ.-released AgilN concentratIOnS
wttb
abo¥e the PWau_ LrttIe AgJ IN were found as high as I Ian abov. the Plateau top. and the
atrcnft SOIDdlmeS overflew the plume while within 600 m of the Plateau top.

bel""
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Tallie t -Summary of results for SIX valley seeding exoenmenlS. All values are averages for Itle
. - zone. The IPC calculaoons 1QJ'1Ored partICles smaller than 00 _m Size.
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observaoons were made oelow cloud case

The AgilN estimates In T3ble I and the e.tmwes o fsreding<aused IPC are 111 reasouble agJ'~eTllent
wben It IS recogn~ tIw not all "'&liable AgJ IN WI" nucleate ICe cryst31s. especl3l~ ... hen cloud L WC
IS limited. The type of -\gI used IS expected to resu lt ID COIItact nucleation. a slo'" process The de~ of
agreement between Agi ()j and !PC "1 T3ble I ma~ be fOrtUltOUS. InstrumenlaoOll IUnltllooos md the
uncerwnues 111 the ~t3Uveness of cloud chamber ~.,...,or ",,"branons result 10 lack of precision
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for the Agi In estimates. Estimates of seeding-caused IPC are also approxi mati ons, but should be
significantly more accurate than the Agi IN estimates.
None of the estimated average Agi plume widths of Table ' are as wide as the 40 km north-south extent of
the Agi generator n.:twork. The median plume width Table I is 25 km, suggesting tha, e ither some of the
indi vidual generator plumes were not transported over the Plateau or that the aircraft were simpl y
overflying some plumes. The latter case is suspected to be most common because the ge nerators were .11
located in similar valley floor locations. Moreover, observations along the upwind highway indicated that
when Agi was transported over the Plateau, it usually was fou nd all along the 6.7 km north-south extent of
the highway. These highway observation ••~ggest that Agi from multiple generators was usually
transported over the Plateau when any Plateau-top transport was occurring.
(, .,rvations fro m the network of 5 precipitation gauges could not be expected to be concluSlv< regarding
the effectiveness of seeding since only a limited number of non-randomized experiments were conducted.
However, the gauge observations may be suggestive and they do not set upper limits on possible snowfall
enhancement. No seeding effects wou ld be expected at gauges FVC and HAS on the Plateau ' s western
slope.
The gauge observations given in Table 2 do not provide evidence of significant seeding-related snowfall
increases on top of the Plateau during two of the six experiments because hardly any snow fdl . Little Agl
IN reached the high-based SLW cloud of28 February so no significant response to seeding would be
anticipated. Limited snowfall rates may have been caused by seeding during some of the other
experiments, each of which had cloud base located below the Plateau top. Seeding may have incrcased
snowfa ll particularly during the first experiment of 2 March and the single experiment of 6 March. But
any enhancement of snowfall rates was limited, especially on 6 March as shown by the average hourly
rates in Table 2.

Tablo 2.-5ummary of precip~ation network measurements du ring six early 1991 experiments from
west to east over the Platnu. Values are pverage hourly precipMtion rates in mm h·' for the indicated
time periods. The tiMeS correspond to the aircraft sampling periods lagged by 15 min.
MMDDlExp.

MST

022811
0301 ,:
030112
030212

1345-1635
1140-1425
1700-1845
1030-1125
1315-1445
1635-1930

030611
030611

FVC
0.0
0.18
0.29
0.28
0.0
0.0

HAS
0.0
0.18
0.87
0.55
0 .0
0.0

DOT
0.0
0.37
1.60
1.79
0.17
0.26

PTC
0.0
0.46
0.73
1.10
0.0
0.13

PTE
0.0
0.69
o . ;~

0.69
0.17
0.09

The minor snowfall amounts of the second expenment of 2 March raise special cause for concern.
Supercooled liqu id water amounts were relativel y abundant as rneasured b)' microwave radiometer and an
aircrafl probe. Further. the mission was term inated early because of aircraft icing. Relati vel y high Agi IN
concentrotions were transpo:-",d up to aircraft altitudes where clouds were certainly cold enough for
.uc leation of muc h of the Agi . A noticeable increase in IPC resulted in the seeded zone. However. in
spite of the apparently quite seedable conditions and transport of Agi to di rcraft altitudes. the valley
seeding did not result in significant snowfall on the Plateau top.
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INTRODUCTI"o.j
A series of limited cloud seeding experiments was conducted from December 13, 1994, through March II ,
1995, on the Wasatch Plateau (hereafter Plateau) of central Utah. The primary purpose of the experiments
was to investigate the ability of Agi (silver iodide) to create significant ice particle concentrations within
orognophic (mountai n-induc<d) cloud at slightly superc.lOled temperatures. However, a secondary
purpose was to document microohysica l effects of high altitude liquid propane seeding. The evidence
obtained from a limited number of liquid propane seeding experiments is the subject of th is report.
The experiments were simple in design. Liquid pro"..,e was released in I-h "~.Ises" from a single HAS
(High Altitude Site) on the Plateau 's windward (west-facing) slope. Microphysical effects of the propane
seeding were observed at a fixed downwind site (the Target) on the Plateau's top west edge. Both sites
are indicated on Figure E.I . Instruments at the Target permitted verification t~at propat.!-seeded cloudy
air passed by the Targel and permitted monitoring of ice particle characteristics before, during, and after
each passage of seeded air (each pulse). Various instrumentation at both sites provided supporting
measurements of wi nd. air temperature, and the presence ofSLW (supercooled liquid water).
(Figure E. I not included here)

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
The IPC obsernllons during the seco nd experiment of March 11th, talcen together with those from March
5th. both argue for impro' ed fie ld documentation of propane effectiveness, especially at temperatures
above -5 C where .'\81 " belie,·ed ineffective. It may be that higher propane release rates are appropriate
for slightly supercooled temperatu res. There is no doubt that prop.ne seeding can increase snowfall at
such temperatures "'hen c~ccss SLW is avai lable. The questions yet to be answered are what release rate
is required to prod uce si[Ulificant snowfa ll, and is such . release rate economical? The potential
impurtance of being able to seed slightly supercooled cloud. which is found in abundance. especially in
Califo rn ia bu. throughout the intermountain West as we ll, is too great to ignore these questions.
The approach used in t~'" experiments can provide valuable information to partially address the
effecti veness of propane seeding. It is recom mended that several additional propane seeding experi ments
be conduc.ed on the Plateau between the HAS and the Target. These experiments are simple and
economical. and tarl!eting of the Target site is routine wi.h southwesterly flow. Future experiments of th is
type should concentrate on periods with no more than very light natural snowfall. It is usually not
possible to detect microphysical changes caused by seeding during higher natural snowfall rates because
of the variabil ity of such snowfall .
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ABSTRACT
Liquid propane dispensers were tested on the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah during the winters of 199293 and 1993-94. Remote operation ofthc: radio-controlled dispensers proved to be highly rel iable, in large
part because of the mechanical simplicity of the devices. A prototype fully-automated liqu id propane
seeding system was tested during early 1994 on the west (windward) slopes cf the Plateau. An icing rate
device was used to <'erect supercooled liquid water at the center station of three exposed propane
dispenser stations. Wind speed and direction and ai. temperature were also monitored at the center
station. When certain predetermined weather criteria were met. the three propane dispensers were
automatically turned on. Propane continued to be dispersed until one of more of the weather criteria were
out-<>f-bounds for 2 h.
Post season analysis of recorded data showed that the fully-automated seeding system operated as
designed for the most part. Some minor problems were encountered, but can easily be corrected.
Recommendations are made for simplifYing the automated decision process.
A means of detecting supercooled liquid wlter in the absence of commercial electrical power was also
tested during early 1994. It proved to be prl'-'ical and reliable. Accordingly, the technology exists to
operate fullY-lutomated networks ofliquid propane dispensers in remote mountain locations. Costs of
such networks would not be excessive, and reliobility can be expected to be high. However, further
physical experimentation is recommended to document the effectiveness of liquid propane seeding for
snowfall enhancement because such evidence is quite limited.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A propane dispenser was ~ during the 1992-1993 winter, well up the west slope of the Wasatch
Plateau east of Fairview, UIAh. The dispenser was based on the design of Reynolds (1989, 1991), with
some modifications. The dispenser was turned on and off by a data logger/controller upon receipt of
appropriate mio signlls from I villey base stations. Human intervention and I computer were used to
initiate the rad io signols. Vorious data were logged at the site and perindically downloaded to the base
station.
A tech nician WIS often at the dispenser _,te, monitoring its operations, while a second technician turned
the system on and off. These visual observations helped to conr"," the very reliable operation of the
propane dispenser.
Further testing WIS done during early 1994, in two different modes. In the first mode. two dispensers
were used during physico I seeding experiments with system stan-up and shutdown done as in the prior
winter (human intervention, radio telemetry and computers ). The physical seeding experiments hive yet
to be analyz>ed and reported, but d ispenser operation WIS 19ain very reliable.
The second testing mode involved I prototype seeding system which WIS automaticilly turned on and off
occordi ng to weather obscrvltions. The wOlther (S LW. wind and temperature) WIS monitored at I central
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dispenser. That dispenser, and two satellite dispensers. were controlled by the presence/absence of SLW,
Wind measurements, and (redundant) air temperature observations.
The automated seeding system had some problems, but they are considered minor and easily correctable.
The system generally functioned very well, especially considering that no visits were ."ade to the
dispensers once testing staned. Some improvements should be made in the data logger program . A more
rigid holder for the propane stn:am temperature sensor would eliminate the cycling problem experienced
by the Bald Mountain dispenser.

It is recommended that future use of an automated propane dispenser system use simplified criteria. The
presence of SL W wo uld continue to be measured b) a Rosemount icing rate device well up the windward
slope. Seeding would commence as soon as the first Rosemount cycle occurred. Se..-ding would continue
for some time (about 2 h) after the last Rosemount cycle in an episode. Wind speed and direction could
be monitored but are not believed essential because SLW rarely occurred unless wind speed and direction
were appropriate for targeting the Wasatch PlatOlu. (It is anticipated that most north-south oriented
mountain ranges would experience similar conditions.) Some propane would be reloosed during
essentially unseedable conditions if only SLW presence/absence was used to control seeding. However.
the amount of wasted propane is expected to be ",inor.
A thermoelectric generator-banery-inverter combination, as used at the HAS in early 1994. is a practical
means of powering a Rosemount icing rate device. a data logger/controller. a propane dispenser and radio
gear at an exposed remote location in all wealher conditions. This system could be the master station
controlling a number of satellite dispensers located at similar high altitude sites crosswind of the master
station . All sites should be chosen where local SLW prnduction is expected. If one wanted to be sure that
SLW e xisled at each dispenser, each site could monitor SLW with a Rosemount device. This would be a
superior but more costly approach.
Propane di spenser lesting in California and Utah in recent year.; has demonstraled the feasi bility of a
completely automated system that is both reliable 'lid economical. Analysis of the early 1994 physical
seeding experiments should improve understanding of the snowfall-enhancing capability of propane
seeding. Pflor research leaves no doubt that propane seeding can markedly enhance ice crystal
concentralions with liquid cloud at or below 0
However. it is recommended that the ice crystal yi eld
o flhe c urrentl y· used (in Utah) propane nozzle and release rale be documenled. The previo usly-c ited yie ld
values of 10" to 10" ice crystals per gram of propane are based on invest igations done over two decades
ago. T hese stud ies used different release rates and nozzles than recently used in Cal iforn ia and Utah. It is
of obvious intere st to test the c urrent design to determine whether yield val ue are as high as expected.

0c.

Additional key questions 10 be answered concern ice crystal growth and fallo ut times downwi nd o f
propane di spense r sites. To be effective, propane dispensers need to be wi th in SLW c lo ud. or at leasl not
far below SLW c loud base where saturation with respect to ice exists. Th is requi res thaI dispensers be
located well up the windward slo pes of mo~ntain barriers. Suc h siting limits the time (distance) availabl.
fo r ice crystal growth to snowflake sizes and fallo ut to the mountain surface. There is conce rn that this
ti me (d istance) may freq uenlly be too limitrd for significanl snowfall to occ ur before the seeded ice
crystals are carried into the lee subsidence zone where subl imation and evaporation occur.
Another concern with high a lt itude releases of propane (or AgI) is Ihal c rosswind di spersion may be
limited. requiring that the crosswi nd spaci ng of generalors a lso be lim ited to avoid unseeded " gaps"
between seeding plumes. It may be possi ble to have greater spaci ng between Agi ge neralors localed
fu rther down s lope or in upwind va lleys thereby req uiring fewe r seeding sites. Of course. use of lower
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altitude sites assumes adequa.. routine transpon from them into SLW cloud zones as well as adequate
source strengths.

It is recommended that analysis of the early 1994 microphysical observations, and additional future
observations, be combined with numerical modeling to address the above concerToS. A sophisticated
microphysical mod.l. combined with a two or three dim~~sional airflow model. should be adequate to
address ic. panicl. growth and fallout trajectories.
It may be that only relatively wid. mountain barrier.; off.r suffici.nttim. and distanc. for propane
seeding to routin.ly affect snowfall on that barrier. In that case. the best use of high altitud. propane
seeding may be in seeding a secondary downwind barri.r similar to the Bridg.r Rang. Experiment target
(Super and H.imt.ch 1983). In any event, the frequency of orographic SLW cloud at temperatures too
warm for AgJ nucleation is significant over mountains ofth. w.st.rn U.S. That fact alone argues for
continued .xperimentation with alternative seeding methods such as rei .... of liquid propane which
might augment AgJ seeding when sl;ghtly supercooled clouds are present.

1996 articles and papers:
&'If. Griffllll, D. A., 1996: POIrlllilllllPpilclll/ott ofnsllltsfro", tllr NOM lllmospll~ric ",odificQ/io"
tIIr cottdlld of II UI"" wmlU ororTtlpillc ciollll urdiJrg prograttL 13111 Co"f.n"c~ 0"
Pftlttttrd ""d I"~rtrttl We1llltu Modiru:DIiD", Atltlflltl, GA. A_ric"" Mdrorologlclll Society. 118120.

provtUff to

Growth times and trajectories of natural and augmented precipitation
appropriate to intercept the int.nded target area.

si~

hydrometeors are

Target/control.valuations of the effectiveness of the Utah operational cloud seeding program have
indicated apparent increases in target area p<e<:ipitation in the range of 10 to 15 perc.nt (Griffith ... al..
1991). Recent app lication of Monte Carlo techniques to tbcso evaluations indicat. the results are
significant.

APPUCATION OF PROGRAM
These results suppon the first of the three conditions listed in the Utah conceptual model (Background).
This is an impon&nt verification of what was assumed to be true of Utah storms based upon observations
made in other geographical arca5.
. Transpon of valley-released silver iodide/SF, over Utah mountain barrier.; has been documented. Since
the supercooled liquid water is predominately located at low level on the upwind slopes of mountain
barriers and the generators are located in valleys upwind of these barriers, the silver iodide nuclei are
encountering the preferred supercooled liquid water formation zones. This is also an impon&nt. :ult
related to the second pan of the Utah conceptual model (Background). In some cases valley-released
silver iodide/SF, is nO! transponed over the mountain barrier. These cases generally occur wh.n there are
low level atmospheric inversions. An interesting observation on some cases indicate nucl.i "pooln under
these <onditions which are sometimes subsequently scoured from the vall.y and transponed over the
barrier with the passage of a synoptic feature. This may sugg.st that valley generators should be operated
under trapping inver.;ions ahead of the passage of synoptic features. NA WC seeding criteria have
typically precluded operations under these conditions.

INTRODUCTION
An operational wint.r orographic cloud seeding program has been conducted in Utah in moSl ~inter .
seasons since 1973-74 (Griffith et al .• 1991). This program utilizes n.tworks of valley based s,lver ,od,d.
generators that are selectiv.ly turned on and off during the passage of winter storms through the State of
Utah. Generators are sited upwind of target mounta in barrier.; and are operated upon instruction from
North Ammcan Weather Consultants' (NAWC) metcorologi .... located in Salt Lak. City. The goal of
the program is to augment mountainous snowfall for subsequent use for irrigation and municipal wat.r
supplies. The program is funded by counties. water conservancy diSlricts and the Stat. of Utah. Division
of Wat.r R.sources.

BACKGROUND
The des ign of the Utah operational cloud program is based upon the results of.arli.r research programs
(i .• .• C limax. Colorado River Basin PilO! Project). Three general hypothesis constitute the conc.ptual
model for the program.
SuffICient supercooled liquid water is present in winter storms over Utah to permit seeding
material to nuc leate and grow additional precipitation sized hydrometeors.
Silver iodide seeding material released from ground generators can reach socdable locations ir.
suffici.nt ly dilute but wide-spread concentrat ions to affect a significant ponion of a storm.

Location of manually operated ground goneratol5 at the mouths of canyons on the windward slopes of
target barriers may offer a preferred location for Iranspon of silver iodide nuclei over the barrier w hen
transpon from valley locations is ineffective.
The plume spread from ground based releases of silv.r iodide and SF, (I 5 to 25·) suggest that generators
should be located at • spacing of 4 to 5 km apart upwind of the barrier in order to achieve plume overlap.
The spacing currentrj used on the Utah operational program is on the order of 16 km.
Remotely controlled generators may be effective during periods when valley based gen.rators arc not
effective. The addition of such generators in high yi.ld. high water value locations would offer an
improvement to the current Utah operational program. Such operations are substantially more .xrensive
than vall.y based networks thus the restriction of suc h remote generators to high yieldlhigh water value
target locations. NA WC has installed manually operated si lver iodide generators at higher elevation areas
where local res:dents can be located to operate the units.
Th. improvement in efficiency ofth. NAWC manual silver iodide gen.rator. as documented in the CS U
tests. is an impon&nt result. The supercooled liquid water d.tected in Utah winter storms is frequentl y in
the 0 to - IO · C range. It i< in the -6 to - IO · C range that the recent CSU tests indicated improVed
efficiency over earlier tests.
Information fro m the Utah AMP suggest higher concentrations of seeding material are desirable. A
change from a 2% to a 3% by weight mixture of si lver iodide in ac.tone along ",ith the d.n ser spaci ng of
seeding generators would provide a means of increasing these: concentrations.
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ABSTRACT
This peper examines !be tramport of swface..released silver iodide (AgJ) over the Wasatch Plateau of
central Utah during inversion conditions. Other case studies of tramport have been reported for the
Wasatch Plateau. For example, Super and Huggins describe l:lrgeIing of valley- and canyon-released AgJ
in an analysis of surface observations (19928) and ajn:raft observations (I 992b) from the 1989-90 field
season. Surface silver-in-snow and real-time ice nucleus (IN) measurements indicated that AgJ was
tramported lip the cany"" over !be WlSlIch Plateau but in limited amounts. C<H-eleased sulfur
be:ufluoride SF, was det<cted by the aircraft for one of five flights. These two papers highl ighted the
difficulty in wgeting.-ling material. Heimbooch and Hall (1994) modeled various release
configurations in a case which had neutral stability and no imbedded convection. They found tramport of
seeding material over !be Plateau also demonstra!ed that downwind depletion of liquid water (L W) was at
last in pert due to subsidence warming within a gravity wave ~nern . Holroyd et al. ( 1995) reported on
!be analysis of!be 21 February 1994 experiment which had weak surface winds., light snowfall and weak
convection in thin orographic clouds over the Plateau. On this date AgJ and SF, wer~ co-released from a
si1e pert of !be way up !be windward side of !be Plateau. A microphysical seeding signal WI>S associated
with !be IN plume both II the surface and aloft. Modeling results of transport were reasonably close to
observations for this case. Bruintjes et al. (1995) applied !be Clarit model to three cases from !be 1987
AriziOnaINOAA Coopentive program. Each of these had a single point-source of SF, . Results from field
observations and !be modelled them to conclude that !be transport and diffusion of seeding material are
dependent upon the flow and stability conditions around the valley release site, and gravity waves
stimulated by !be upwind Iena;n.

DISCUSSiON
The tramport of AgJ released from three valley sites was examined for an experiment conducted on
7 February 1994. Sulfur hexafluoride was also released on this date from !be mouth of a canyon lOCated
on the windward side of the Plateau. The observations indicated tramport of the AgJ over !be Plateau
mostly with in a shallow layer in spite of being released in a stable surface layer with weak and sometimes
easterly winds.
At the RRS and T AR site, concentrations of 100 in L .'. effective II -20 · C, were commonly sampled. The
temperatura at this sites were approllimately -6 ·C. The IN effectiveness of !be generators and solution
used in the valley is 2.5 orders of magn itude less for -6 · C (DeMon.1 aI., 1995), giv ing an effective
concentration of 0.24 IN L·'. There were, however. periods having c:oncentrations of several thousand per
liter effective 11 -20 · C suggesting c:oncentrllions on the order of 5 L .' . No IN or SF, plumes were
det<cted over !be W tnCk. The only sign ifICant IN plume detected by the ain:raft was over the E track in
!be vicinity of the TAR site al3 .5 km MSL (minimum IFR elevation). For the acoust ic IN detector.
indicated spread of an IN encounter is due to actual spread plus a temporal component from mixi ng within
the cloud chamber (Heimbooch ~I aI.• 1977). For this reason, e>timating the peak c:oncentration of IN at a
point is risJcy for ain:raft sampling. Adjusting for cloud chamber mixi ng, !be maximum concentration of
IN was less than 20 L ., effective at -20
The temperature at this level was -8 ·C implying the
mallimum c:onuntration of effective IN was less than 1.5 L .' . The IN w-geted zones of supercooled L W
over II last some portions of !be Plateau, though indications are that th is was in a very shallow layer

.c.
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except during a limited time for one ain:raft pass over the TAR site. Later in the experiment, few IN were
encountered at the surface on the Plateau .
For the present case study, the modeling suggests the valley-released AgJ had an initial vertical impetus by
the gravity wave mechanism which pro,ided transport above the surface inversion. This was followed by
orographic fon:ing in a more organized westerly flow. The model confirmed the confinement of the
plume to a shallow layer and subsequent lifting due again to a gravity wave was further eastward in the
vic inity of the TAR site. It may be possible to exploit the influence of gravity waves in surface-based
seeding strategies. This was explored by Heimbooch and Hall ( 1994) who applied the model to several
soun:e configurations. Super ( 1994) suggested that targeting might be enhanced if releases were from a
mountain upwind of the Plateau (San Pitch). For the current case, we suggest thai the upwind side of this
barrier would be appropriate. Figure 6 also indicates that !be W side of the Sanpete Valley could provide
some in itial upward impetus; however, the subsequent downward portion of the gravity wave could have a
detrimental influence on targeting. Releases further upwind of the current valley sites have the
disadvantage of greater dispersion which would reduce the concentrations over the target. and greater
difficulty in horizontal targeting. Also, the increased fetch would make targeting more difficult.

8.11. H~imbaclt, J. A.. IUfd A. B. SII/M,./996: SUrfld4lUr6 tlt~ UrjTw"a o/~ II uro, "" IIt~ ,,111<0_
01JHlSI stllIisticai apuUrte"ts. J. AppliLd Mdtorology. J5. 1551-1567.

ABSTRACT
Simulations of randomized winter orographic weather modification e.xperiments were used to explore a
possible cause of the many inconclusive reSults from previous statistical experiments. There is increasing
evidence that the response to clo ud treatment is highly variable due to differences in the availabil ity of
cloud liqu id water. seeding agents. targeting effectiveness. and other factors. For th is reason the
simu lations desc ribed in th is paper focus on the sensitivity of previous ly applied statistical tec hniques to
different responses to seeding. Data fo r the simulations came from two soun:es: the Bridger Ranger
Experi ments (BRE). conducted during the two winters from 1970 to 1972. and SNOTEL (snowpack
telemetry) data from the Boise. Idaho. area during the winters of 1985-92. The principal foc us is on the
BRE data from w hich 6-h experimental un its were extracted. This is because previous ana lyses of these
data support the not ion of a variable treatment response. T wenty- fow-hour e" perimental units from the
BRE and Idaho datasets were also incorporated into the si mulations .
The si mu lations indicate a se nsiti vity to the size of the fract ion of seeded un its. wh ic h had a treatment
response with the power of the test being significantly reduced as the frac tion of seeded units showing a
response decreased. It is suggested that past esti mates of experi mental duration. based on the simple
model that assumed all seeded units have the same response were overly optimistic. The results may
partially explain the high frequency of inclusive results from past statistical cloud seeding experiments.
The implications of these results is described for past and future statistical weather modification
experiments.
MO',e Carlo techn iques were applied in si mulat ions that assumed a randomized target<ontrol experiment.
There were five models applied. which involved adding a percentage or constant responses to.1I or a
fraction of the seeded units and capping the maximum increment. E.xperimental units were randomly
selected from a ponl of no nseeded cases. The selected units were randomly seeded or not seeded. and the
seeded units were again randomly selected to have all or a fraction of them show. treatment effect ",h ile
keeping the net seasona l response approximately constant. For example. in the case of one o ut of three
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seeded units showing a treatment response. that , 'it would have triple the response of a simple model.
which had each seeded unit sh- 'wing a response. Net treatment responses were l1ken from the most
successful partitions found for b>e BRE. Experimental units were added until a 0 .05 one-tailed P level
Wti achieved, wbere P is the pn:bability of incorrectly concluding that there is a positive ~ing effect
when none exists (type lerro' ). Each simulation Wti repeated 1000 times to estimate the number of
experimental units needed to reach a specified power level (I - PJ. where fJ is the probability of a type II
error-the probability of not detecting a treatment response wben one exists.

the e><perimenters may have been very fortunate in the specific population of units that nature provided.
Buta replication of the experiment may take several times as long to complete. If the P value does not
reach an acceptable a level. it may simply be that insuffICient time Wti allowed to bave a reasonable
chance of achieving a significant result. That is, ~ing may have been effective but Wti undetected
because the number of experimental units was too limited (type U statistical error). The only correct
conclusion is that seeding effectiver>e5S was neither proved nor disproVed.

SUMMARYANDRECOMMENDA~S

impact on estimated experimental duration. Unfortunately, present knowledge of treatment response is
limited. However. model I. the most commonly used model. is likely unrealistic. Its use results in overlv
optimistic estimates of experimental duration.
.

lbe nWn purpose of this paper is to explore how variable responses to ~ing might have affected the
Statistical power of the test of past experiments. This was done by examining how the experimental
duration might vaty for winter orognphic cloud ~ing statistical designs that were c:or.unon in the past.
using different assumed responses to treatmenL Most previous investigations assumed that each treated
experimental unit would have the same percentage precipitation increase. Increasing evidence shows that
this simple model is physically unrealistic. Seeding likely results in large percentage increases from a
fraction of cases that are particularly amenable to treatment, but has little or not effect on the remaining
cases. This result is likely true for other type of weather modification (rain augmentation. hail
suppression). so the results in this paper may have a more general application beyond winter orogr>phic
cloud~ing.

Monte Carlo techniques "'-ere first applied to simulated experiments using nonseeded 6-h data from the
BRE. Seeding response models had • percentage of precipitation increase to all or a fraction of seeded
experimental units. Onl~ the one-tailed probability level a = 0.05 was considered in all simulations.
Following the results of the exploratory statistical analysis ofS for the cold partition, a
precipitation
increase of 66", "'-as approximated in each experiment. These simulations were calculated with all
available nonseeded cases '" ith main ridge temperatures of -9 'C and colOO and • westerly wind
component at 700 hPa

".1

lbe number of units mju ired to achieve statistical significance varied considerably with the different
assumed treatment responses. For the 6-h BRE dataseL only. single wint... of randomized ~ing would
be required to achl<"\e a & 0 .05 ",·ith a power of 0 .9 if.1I treated experimental units responded with a 66",
increase (model II. Ho"'e\er. if only one-sixth of the units responded. though each with a 396% increase.
almost six winttB of .~perimentation would be mjuired to achieve the same a and power levels. Similar
results were obtained "'Ith the BRE and Idaho 24-h dalaSets. Simulations that limited ~ing responses
to the smallest or null accumulations indicated that there was linle likelihood of detected with an effect
with cor.lidence.
Simulations were also d.Jne in which a constant increase in precipItation amount Wti added to all or a
fraction of seeded units partitioned by natural precipitation accumulation during the experimental perioo.
These simulations also demonsInted a sensitivity to the character of simulated precipitation increases for
all the datasets. These simulations reinforced the experimental design issues highlighted by the models I.
II and m presentations: more experimental units are needed if only a fraction of treated units respond to
seeding.

lbe simulations illustrate the importance of considering power as well as a in experimental design.
Conducing a randomized seeding e"periment without some ph: sically reasonable estimate of power is
very much I "crap shoo!". An accepcable a level may or ",oy not result in the time allowed for the
experiment (often determined by the sponsor's patience and resources). If the des ired a level is achieved.
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When a serious effon is made to consiOO both a and power in the experimental design, the treatment
response model sh-ould be carefully selected. The ;>articular model chosen has been shown to have a large

This presents the e"perimenter with a dilemma. It is imprudent to design a statistical cloud ~ing
experiment without reasonable a and power levels. However. accurate power-level estimates may be
beyond the scope of present physical understanding. The best course for future investigations would
therefore be to improve physical understand ing before designing more statistical experiments.

lbe implications of these results are sobering. lbej suggest that previous statistical experiments may
have been handicapped by the assumption of a simplistic treatment response model. which led to
overestimates of experimental power. 1be number of experimental units required to achieve giver. a and
power levels may be far larger than estimated for most past experiments. which could paz ,i"lIy explain the
frequent finJing of io"onclusive results.
A number of points must be considered in designing future statistical experiments. FirsL strong predictorcovariate relationships with target area precIpitation are necessary to reduce the number of experimental
units ",.~ed to detect. ~ing signal. Second. panitioning based on a solid physical understanding is
needed to reduce the number of experimental units that have minimal or no response to ~ing. Third.
improved statistical techniques could be useful. but their development may be difficult in view of
uncertainties of how treatment responses vaty among the population of treated units. Fourth. and most
imponanL a much improved physical understanding is needed prior to the development of any future
statistical des ign. Over a decade ago. Braham ( 1981) made a strong case for improving Out physical
understandtng before conducting any further - black box- experiments that had a major emphasis on
demonstrat ing precipitation changes at the ground. Schaefer ( 1990) also argued for a bener physical
com prehension of the effects of cloud ~ ing. lbe results of this paper strengthen the case for improved
physical understanding prior to further statistical testing of cloud seeding.
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INmODUCTlON AND BACKGROUND
Since 1981 a program to evaluatr the cloud ~ing operations of the state of Utah has been conducted tn
southwestern and central U-,j,. The research IS pan of the Atmospheric Modification Program (AMP ). a
cooperative venture between six states. the avajo Nation and the National Ocean ic and Atmospheric
Admin istration (NOAA ) The Utah project is concerned with the fMdificallon of winter orognphic cloud

systems to augment snowfall in mountainous regions. and ultimate ly to increase runo ff in th , spri ng and
summer months.

Prioc to 1990 the project focused on the evolution ofsupercool~ liquid water (SLW) in winter storms
over the Tushar Mountains. Long et aI. ( 1990) and Sassen et aI . ( 1990) docume-oted the imponance of
synoptic. mesoscale and IocaJ topographic forcing in SL W develooment. Super and Huggins ( 1993)
summarized SLW flux estimates !Tom four seasons of microwave radiometer measurement in the Tushar
Mountains and the Wasatch Plaleau, finding that nearly all wi"rer storms contained supercooled liqu id
water that was 00( being converted to precipillltion aUgmerlllltion potential of winter storms ~ coml"'ring
SL W and precipillltion fluxes. All these studies found that significant snowfall aUgmerlllltion potential
existed. provided an appropriate cloud seeding technique could be applied at the pr-c>per time and location
to convert excess SLW to ice crystals. and ultimately to snowfall.
Beginning with a tkld program in 1991 on the Wasatch Plateau, the Utah AMP shifted its emphasis to
studies of cloud seeding aerosol dispersion !Tom silver iodide ground-based generators in valley; upwind
of the plateau. and from generators positioned partway up the windward slopes of the plateau (refem:d to
IaIer IS high altitude generators). and to studies designed to detect the effects of seeding. Supercooled
liquid water studies focused on the spatial distribution of SL W across the plaleau using a new mobile
radiomtter technique. Huggins ( 1995) sununari=l the first mobile radiometer experiments !Tom 199 1.
finding an expected maximum in SL W depth over the windward slopes.. with decreasing depdls across the
top of the plaleau due mostly to removal by precipillltion. Griffith et .:. (1992 ). Heimbach and Hall
( 1994). Holroyd et aI. (1995). and Super (1995a) report the resuhs of plume dispersion studies. including
the modeling of plumes. and the detection of microphysical seeding effects during seeding e:<perimenlS in
1991 and 1994. Aerosol plumes from high altitude and valley-based generators bave been detected
tnquently (somewIw less tnquently for valley releases) by ground-based platforms no the plateau, and
by a.imaft flying above the plaleau.
There remains a need for funber evaluation of seeding plumes. poL~icu1ar1y to determine the tnquency
with whicb they reach appropriate altitudes (temperarures) and liquid water conditions for ice cr,-,uJ
nucleation by the siMr iodide compound ClUT'etltly used in Utah' s operational project. Aithougn some
indications of microp/lysicaJ effects from ground seeding bave now been docwnented. it remair.s to more
ful ly quantify the impKt of seeding on precipitation under various winter storm conditions.

This paper focuses on the use of the mobile radiometer. in conjunction with another ground-based mobile
instrument platform. to docwnent cloud conditions within seeding plumes. and to show funber evidence

of the nan..1ll depletion of SL W acro;s the Wasatch Plateau. Results are presented for one case study
~ the impacts of high ahitude seeding ~ apparently deten ble on radar.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A multip le radiometer techn ique was used to demonstrate upwind/downwind differences in SL W depth.
which bad previously been indicated by mobile rad iometer passes across the same mountain barrier An
example from 7 Fd>ruaty indicated downwind depths averaged about 0.5 mm less than upwind depths
dunng a two bour period of comparison over a 10 Ian distance. Converting th is depth difference to . flux
difference, and then ",,"verting the fl ux to a prec ipillltion r2te over the 10 Ian distance. indicates.
1 62 mm h" precIpitation r2te wou ld bave been requ ired to account for the d ifference i,1 SL W ac ross the
plateau top

,.

A second case ~. !Tom 26 January sho",ed the capability of the mobile radiometer to characterize the
SL W conditions with in ground seeding plum.:s. when used in combination with aerosol detection
instruments. Tllese mobile sYstems are advanta2roUS in szround-based seedin2 experiments. where plume
d ispersion and SL W de,elopment are often bighly dependent on local t~phy. and diffkuh to mon itor
solelv with ain:raft. The case in this study showed that the cloud seed ing plume was frequently coinc ident
",ith 'a SLW ma.~imum gener2ted by a local ridge. However. at 5 Ian !Tom the seeding generator there "'as
no consistent observation of SL W depletion wil.hin the seeding plumes. possibly because the temperature
was relati ve h' warm for the A2.I compound in use. and without rapid nucleation near the generator. the ice
concentratio~ from contact nu~leation alone would have been relati\'el~ low.
The th ird study described a case where seeding plume locations were "'ell documented at the surface and
a loft. The cloud "'as confined to a shallow layer within about 600 m of the mountain banier. and the
seeded plume was shown to have penetrated vertically through this region. The temperatures were
oplimum for ice fonnation by Agi. and the relatively slow wind speeds allowed ample gro",th time for ice
in itiated near the up", ind edge of the Wasatch Plateau. The case .. as marlte<! by the appearance of.
plume-shaped radar echo whose position and ~riod of existence matched that of the seeding aerosol
plume. Radar and precipitation intensities .. ere enhanced within the aerosoVr2dar plume. in contract to
rt2K-ns both north a.ld south of the plume. One precipitation measurement with in the plum. about 12 km
do~l1"' i nd of the 2enerator. exceeded 3 mm o,er a [WO hour period. This compared to a measurement of
0.6 mm outside U; plume. Ice crystal microphy, ics measurements are e:.:peeted to help detenn ine
"hether these results represent a "'ell defined seeding signatures.
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INTRODUCTION
Cloud seeding experiments conducted dunng the 199-1--9 5 ",int.,. on the Wasatch Plateau (Plateau ) " f Ctab
in ..'cstigatcd the ability of silyer icx1i ~ (AgJ) to create a significant ice particle concenrration ", im,"
orographic (mountain-induced ) cloud. Agl lce nucleation has been in'estigated in laboratories. but
orographic cloud charac teristics ra ise q ~ions about laborato~ resu lts. Laborat~ clouds ba'e h l ~er
droplet concentrations and liqu id water conten ts. are mc= homogeneous. and ha'e less turbulence
The expenments a lso documented microphys ical effec ts o f hi~ altitude liquid propane seedi ng.
Pu blished results of propane effectiveness (Hicks and Val i 19 73 : Kumal 1982 ) sho", enough , anabill~ to
Jusril) further fie ld testing. especially at temperatures ahove -5 ' C '" here Aglls expected to be
incffecti .. e.
Agi or liquid propane "'IS released In I-h ""Ises- from the High Ahitude Site (HA S) at "~o m ele' allon
on the "'est-facing Plateau slope. The site IS exposed to ", inds from south throu~ "est as ele,"IJons
decrease rapld l~ ", .th dIStance. Mlcroph)"ca l effects of propane seed ' ng "' ere obsened at the TilI¥et on
the Plateau top ' s "'est edge at 2855 m. ~ .2 km northa.st o f the HAS Instruments ,enfied that seeded
cloud) air passed b) the TilI¥et and monitored Ice pal11cle characteristics before. dunng. and after each
passage of seeded .Ir \each pulse ) Instruments at both Slles pro, ,ded measurement of " Inei a ir
temperature. and presence of supercooled liqUId "'ate,

SUMIIARY AND

REC~

CONCLUSION

ENDATlON

The seeding aperimmts produced obvious changes in microp/l)-.icaJ ~ and snowfall dunng
periods with va)' limited IWUraI snow&Jl. One of these experiments used an AgJ release .... hik HAS and
Torga cloud tanpentures were near ·9.0 and ·IO.7 'C The resulting seeded IPC and snowfall was
estimated at 140 l"' and 1.0 nun h· l . respec:tiveIy. J.1 km easI-northeast of the HAS at the Target.
The S<Cood experiment released liquid propane at HAS cloud and Targe' temperuures of ·33 'c and
'c. respecm.-.:Iy. Propane seeding was estimated to have enhanced IPC ~ about 30 L· and ""'.... fall
~. 0.25 mm h· '. Higher propane release r2f£S _y be appropriate for these slightly supercovled

- 1.5

tempenrures.
A thin:! cq>erur>eDt .... it!! AgJ seeding cooduc:ted after the secood did DO< ~ !PC dunng temperatures
near ·_5 'c at the HAS and -1.0 ' c at the Torga. These experiments have p<O,1ded valuable
infurmat:ioo to putiaJly address seeding effectiveness. Additional seeding experiments should be
=nducted on the Plateau between the HAS and the T&r2et. These experiments are SImple and
«ooonllaL and wguing of the Torga site is routine ~ south .... esterly flow at the H.... S . Future
expenments of this type should cooc:entrale on periods with no more than v~ light natural snowfal l.
Deucting mlCTC>p/l)-.icaJ changes aused by seed inf during higher IWUraI sno.....fal l rates IS d ifficult
because of the ,-viability of such snowfall.

1997 artietes and papers:
U4. Cripps. D•• . . . /J.. Abba<r. 1"7:
19. U-87.

n.~ IrM of t:qGCit.turc~

to tkUct i.cilrg. J. Wetltlto

."fodific~1I.

The U!ah Slate DivUion of Water Resources cUJTell~ opnues ,...,.-eral cloud seed Ing sites in the Uui
1l1OWlIains. The sites use ICing probes :0 dctec:t supercooled liquid water: the presence of ..illch indicates
b.-onbIe c:ooditions for cloud seeding. Propane is released into the a~ .... hen supercooled Ikjuid
~ IS present prov-ding refri~ ....-bid! f'r-= existing W2ter droplets leading evmtual~ to
precq>ttation. A<XUI1lIe satSing of ice. and thus the presence of supercooled liquid water is critical to
effi<:omt use of ~ in this process.
Cumntly. icmg probes designed for the ~ ind~ are used to dctec:t the ~e of supercooled
water The probe comists of a vibnll"3 rod ..-bich is extended into the atmospi>ere and ice bu ild up on the
rod ClWSn the
of., bntion to shift. It is thIS shift of fr<quency that is detected and processed to
control propane retease. ""ben icing IS ddec:ted. the dec ISIOn to release propane is mack. and then the
c:urnn1 b.1l1d up of ICe on the probe is ~Ited off and the detectIOn cycle begins &pin Propane IS released
"""""uous~ after IC lDg IS detected unnl an ice ~ cycle ot<:Un.

n-..-.JeD<)

The probes U1 use lire expemtve. requJre an AC P""'''''' 5OUr<%. and have moderate~ hIgh po..n
requu-ernents. The cmt and p"""'" requu-ements of these probes proh iblt .. idespread ~elopmcnt of
cloud seedlng.ms thIS peper presents research on an altemative ICIng probe based on I c:apacrti'e
measure of ICII1g c:oodinoos. Research on thIS icing sensor IS being spc:>m<>m:l ~ the C!ah SlUe o;'lSion
of \Ii ate!' Resources.

'6

~elopmen{ of an tee sensU1g ~>tem using capacln\'c ICing probes sbo\olos pron'llse to that such a ~stem
rna" pro.. e to be an lDCxpen5 I \OC and re hable ahemathe to IC i ng probes cu.rrenli~ to usc. Pre l untn~ tests
has" 21"oien fa .. orable results and h.a:\o c encouraged further capac lri... e probeI ice sensmg. S)Sletn de--clopmenl.
De'~ lopment IS no ... focused on probe shape and ICe. me lt wate r shedding capabIlities.

&.J5. H~u.rJJocit . J. .-t. . /J.D. HaJl lVtd ,-t./J.. SItpU. l1J97: ."f1Hh1u.: IVId oburv~tU of.aJJ~ -nf~tlMd
mvu iodid~ dllri7rg a staiJl~ "'Utter storm oyer tilL 1f'1ZSQIc1t Pl4leDlI of CraiL J. ffi'lZIitu J/odlfu:~".
19.33-41.

ABSTIIACT
An (..'(penment ~as conducted o"er '. . t:1h ·s \"':asatc h Plateau ..... hich. due to ;table conditions. resulted In
unnpec:t<d tTanspon of Slher Iodide (Ag] I and sulfur he:uf1uoride (S F, ) tra<:er gas from ,al le~ floor and
.:an'on mouth locations The Ag] Ice nuc le I
and gas ... ere transponed 'enlcal~ more than I Ian
J.bo~e the "aile" re lease Sites In spite of the eXiste nce of a .. all~ ·based In"er5 I00 beneath a sarurated
pseudc Olcilabal;c la)ocr The Plateau top 'Was ""ell-target b,. N a.t me surface. hO'AC' eT. f~ ' .... en- found
at a ircraft s.z:npung I~e ls. The SF, was pcx>r~ tJ.!!:cted. .... lth most of~ surfac e pc1lCtI"3.uons ~ a
mobile sampler bemg In the \'a lle~ Of In '1 can~ on KCCSSlb ie ~ higlr\olo3. north of me re lease POint. There
... ere o n l ~ three Stn311 . ,rborne penetrations of the SF,

(r.-.,

~pp l ied to thIS case The mode l
2etlCn Jh i 2...x;.d I~cn' .... lth the fie ld obse"3UOOS and o ffered some Insogbt In to the ~r
tn ~ hlCh·[he tT3c"er ~lerui "as transported o .. er the Plateau The mocJel wggcsts tha~ the.-\gJ ""as
1;'1I1I3 Ih, rran sponC"d from the surface through the m \CfS lon' ~ ~ gra" l~ .... 3"(' i.'lC'Chamsm. 'tIIhcreas the
F, It ~ I~ had" li m it ed InllLa) \crtlcaJ Impctu5 t.hrough olllabanc monon.

The fou r·<lImcnsIONI I rne<OSCale model of Clark and assocIates ... as
il1o~ed

DISCUSSION
The transport of ... gl rde&>ed from th= 'all~ ,ues "' 0; eum lned for an e.'P<nrnent .:oodUCIed on .
- Fe~ 199-1 S" lfur heun uonde ... as . lso re leased from the mouth of a can~ "n IOQted.bout I > .m
east of th~ northern·""", "'f.l ~nera o r The ~" au"ns ,nd ,cate transport of the .... g] o,er the P lateau
despite Its beln£. n:'lc.asc-d In J stable surface l a~er Urtlth .... ci .l.nd sometimes easter~ .... mds
... t both the RRS JnJ the T.... R Site. concentrations of 100
L ... ere ,omrnon~ sarrpled "" th the
counter. c ITect l\C I I ·: O:C The tem peratures at these Sites \IoC1"e approXHnare . -o :C The
acoustJcaJ
r.-; e eet" cne~ of the ~t"" and solution used IS 2 ) orders of magl1lrude less .. -0 'C th.1n at ·:0 'C
(De \ton e1 3 1 IQQSl. gr\lng I n cfTecu'\c COfKent"'auoo ofon~ 0.:.111' L- at ~ P!.ale.au-tcp Sites There
..... ere. ho""c\cr. prenod:s Iu" Ing concenuauons (If $e'eni thN.sand per l:ler e rTecu\c at ·:0 :C suggesting
cffeco,e concmtnuons on the Of'dcr of ~ L

' 0 ~ . Of' SF, plu1'M'S .... ere dC1ected b~ the alrcran on ~ "'est trac \lo I.:n .:oukj s.a.n:.ple 00
~r th.JJI
-;00 m aoo'e 2l'OUIld le 'cl Tbe cnl' sUl:TIIticar' r.-.. ph.• J'Tloe detee-ted .1h."Ift ""a.; o 'er the east tr3\: I me
~1C1n ~ of the- T -'. R Site up to j 5 ~ \ (SL tmlnl mum IF R Cle"3l1('f11 For the acousth': . counte r, the
Ind lc.aled spread of an ('. encounter IS due to actu.al spread plus a cmp....'Va 1 ':1.."'Mponent rTcm ml'\'lng "" ,thin
the cloud chamber tHcunbach C't a1 19 -- \ For thiS reast..~ . est1m.ltlO~· ~:.-< ':OCKnHnt l,,"n of
.at l
I

.....

point is difficult for aircraft sampling. Adj usting for c loud chamber mi xi ng. the max in l... m aircraftmeasured concentration o f lN was less than 20 IN L" effective at -20 "c. The temperatu re at this le ve l
1
Wa! _8 °C. impl ying the maximum concentration of effective IN was less than 1.5 L· . Zones of SL W
over the Plateau we", targeted by lN , though mdications are that this was in a shallow layer. Later in the
experiment, IN concentrations on the Plateau were reduced to near-background leve ls.

For the present case study, modeling suggests that the va lley- released AgJ had an initial vertical impetus
by the gravity wave mechanism which provided transport above the surface inversion . This was fo llowed
by orographic forcing in a more organized westerly flow . The model confirmed the confinemen t of the
plume to a shallow layer and subsequent lifting again due to a gravity wave further eastward in the
vicinity of the TAR site.
It may be possibl to exploit the influence of gravity waves in surface-based seeding strategies. This was
explored by Heimbach and Hall (1994) who applied the model to several source configerations. Super
(1994) suggested that targeting might be enhanced if releases were fro m a barrier upwind of the Plateau,
in this case the San Pitc h Mountains. Targeting from high altitude releases is generally successful
provided there is an organized cross-barrier wind component. On the other hand. va lley releases ha ve
uncertainties in :e""s of reaching the target and doing so in sufficient concentrations (ibid) . Therefore.
the gravity wave mechanism would be best exploi:ed with valley releases which can " load" an ent ire
valley floor with high lN concentrations. The wave structures can be wide ranging depending on speed
and stability, mak ing a broad source area or pool of aerosol advantageous. Seeding fro m the va lley sites
could not take advantllge of fast-acting forced-condensation nuclei (Finnegan and Piner 1988) because the
temperatures are frequently above -6 "C (Li and Piner 1997). Therefore, a contact nucleant wou ld be
appropriate provided thl gravity wave mechanism contributed to a deep enough lifting to reach
sufficiently colder temperatures.

The criteria for j udging the possibility of gravity wavc excitation are uncomplicated: (I) a cross-barrier
wi nd component exists, and (2 ) the atmosphere is stable For the laner. this implies potential temperature
increases with height which includes moist adiabatic pro files commonly observed in project soundings. A
more objective c-iteria can be devised using the Froude number. Fr. T:ti s is a Itondimensional ratio of
vertical pert urbation to horizontal wind speed.
Fr :

vh I U.

where U= cross-barrier wi nd speed. v z the Brunt-Vaisalla frequenc y (Eq. I), and h = the height of the
barrier. Gravi·.y waves are stimu lated when Fr < I (Brui ntjes et al. 1995), a criteria el\Si ly tested with a
sound ing. For Froude numbe rs between I and 2. high amplitude waves can be form ed over the lee slope
of a ba rrier (S mo larkeiwicz and Rotunno 1989). This suggrsts that for low wind speed and hi gh stability
condit ions, the lee of the San Pitch Mountains cou ld be a re tSOnab le re lease zone. Howe ver. dilution. the
subsequent downward pon lOn of the wave and horizontal ta rgeting issues complicate thi s application. For
the current case, Fig. 6 suggests that the upw ind side of thb barrier would be appropriate .
S"per ( 19958) suggests the Utah ope rati" nal network in the Sanpete Valley, though so metimes successful
at targeting the Platenu. often provided low concentrations e ffective &( the ambient temperatures.
Effective targeting would req uire a strong source configura, ion with many mor..: generators andlo r tligher
output generators. Figure 6 also indicates that the west sidt of the Sanpete Valley cou ld provide some
initial upward i mpetu s ~ however. the subsiderU':e portion Of 'he grav ity wave cou ld have a detrimental
influence on targeti ng. Releases further upwind of the cu rrent valle) ites have the disadvantage of
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greater dispe,sion which would reduce the concentrations over the target , and greater difficulty in
hori zontal targeting.

8.16. Super, A. B., and E. W. Holroyd, 1997: Some plrysical noidenu of Agl and liquid propane
seeding effects on Uta/r's Wasatclr PlatealL J. Weatlrer ModijicaJion, 19, /l-11.

ABSTRACT
A series of d .. lid seeding zxperiments were conducted on Utah 's Wasatc h Plateau during the wi nter of
1994-95 . Their purpose was to permit phys ical assessment of the effects of both silver iodide and li~ uid
propane seeding, particularly at only slightly supercooled temperatures. Seeding materials were released
in I-hour pulses from a locati on well up the plateau ' s windward slope. The terrain often channeled the
seedi ng plumes to an observing site. or target. located at a canyon head on the plateau top ' s upwind edge.
Snow particles were detected at the target with a vane-Inounted 2D-C optical array probe whose strobin g
speed was governed by an anemomete r. Ag! nuclei were detected there by an NCAR ice nucleus counter
to confirm the presence and successful targeting of seeding materials.
Seeding with AgJ under co ld conditions produced obvious Idrge increases in ice panicle concentrations
and meas urable increases in precipitation at the ground during one experiment. Seeding with Agi under
only slight supercoo led conditions. in which the contact-freezing mechanism is not expected to be
effective. typically produced a negligible ice particle supplement. A forced condensation-freezing
mechanism may have been operable during two experiments, producing detectable enhancements in the
ice particle concentrations. but funher verification is needed. Liquid propane seeding produced
measurable in creases in ice partic le concentrations in some experiments. showing it to be an alternative to
AgJ at only s lightly supercoo led temperatures.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Some of the seeding experiments produced obvious changes in microphys ical characteristics and snowfall
during pe ri cds with very limited naturnl snowfall , Others produced none. as expected. because of intense
natural snowfalls. relatively warm cloud temperatures. drier conditions. or poor targeting of the materials.
Naturnl variability masked some of the results or created misleading contro l intervals, Though only a few
of th e experiments were relatively free of such complications, this operntiona l sty le design with a va riety
o f cloud env lronmenlS was intentional . It provided a range of conditions like ly to be: encr untered in
operational seedin g programs. Furth ermore, the stress on physica l. rather than statisti cal (see Heimbach
and Super. 1996) verificat ion of the experiments provides a basis for seeing what happened with each
experiment, even if the natura l variability was a complicating faclor.

One of the case study experiments (Dece mber 15) used an Agi release while cloud temperntures we re
relati ve ly cold. near -7.8 at th e HAS and -10.4 "C at the TAR. The resulting seeded IPC and srowfa ll was
estimated Jt 140 L" and 1.0 mm h·1 respectively. 4.2 k.m east-northeast of the HAS at the TAR. This
experiment provides conv inci ng evidence thAt Ag i seeding can produce significant snowfall under cenain
cond itions.
A second ,ase study experiment (March 5) released liquid propane at HAS cloud and TAR temperatu res
of -2. 1 "C and -4 . 1 "C. respecti ve ly. Propane seeding was estimated to have enhanced IPC by about
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30 L·I and snowfall by 0.2S mm h· l . Higher propane release rates may be appropriate for these slightly
supercooled temperatures.

1998 articles and papers:

A third case study experiment with Agi seeding, conducted just atler the March 5 propane seeding, did not
enhance IPC during temperatures near -I .S · C at the HAS and -3.6 ·C at the TAR. It was too wann for
the contact-freezing mechanism to operate efficiently, and apparently the forced condensation-freezing
mechanism was also ineffective in spite of AgJ rele... within supercooled liquid cloud.

propan~

8.17. Holroyd, E. W., a"d A. B. SlIfMr, 1998: Experim~"'s .,illl plI/s~d sudi"g by Agl a"d liqllid
i" sliglilly sllfHrcoo/~d .,i",u orograpllic clollJls ov~r Ulall's Wasatcll Plat~alL J. W~atlttr
Modificatio", 30, 51-76.

ABSTRACT
The second experiment of March II th had a HAS propane release into a cloud temperature of 0.9 · C with
TAR temperature of-3 .0 ·C. This experi ment suggests the seedi ng resulted in about 15 L" IPC
enhancement at the TAR with perhaps 0 .1 mm h·1 snowfall.
These March Sth and M. ; h II th results both argue for improved 'ield documentation of propane
effectiveness. especially at temperatures wanner than -5 ·C where Agi is believed ineffective. Higher
propane rele... rates seem appropriate for the slightly supercooled temperatures (-I to -2 . C) experienced
at the release site during tl.ese two experiments. It may be that the propane rate used, 6000 g h" , is
appropriate for colder cloud temperatures. Unfortu nately, no successful propane experiments were
cond ucted when HAS temperatures were in the -2 to -5 ·C range.

There is no doubt that propane seeding can increase snowfall at temperatures wanner than -5

°c when

excess SLW is available. The questions yet to be: answered are what release rate is required to produce
significant 'nowfall and is such a release rate economical? The potential importance of being able to seed
slightly supercooled cloud. found in abundance especially in California but throughout the intennountain
West as well. is too great to ignore these questions.

Tw<' experiments conducted on January Sth suggested that the forced condensation-freezing mechanism
may have increased both IPC and snowfall when HAS temperatures were between -3 .0 to -3.7 · C and the
TAR was near -5 .5 ·C. If verified, such warm temperature Agi nucleation wou ld have important
ramifications. But additional evidence is needed to ensure that these preliminary suggestions are not
simply the result of natural variability. There is linlc other evidenc~ from this series of24 experiments on
9 <liffe rent days that high altitude AgJ seeding was effective in IPC enhancement when Plateau top
temperatures were wanner than -6 °c.
These experiments have provided valuable infonnation to panially address seeding effectiveness. Data
from the su bsequent season are now being analyzed . Additional seeding experiments should be conducted
on the Plateau between the HAS and the TAR. These experi ments are simple and economical. and
targeting of the TAR site is routine with southwesterly flow at the HAS. Future experiments of th is type
should concentrate on periods with no more than very light natural snowfall. Detecting microphysical
changes caused by seeding during higher natural snowfall rates is difficult be.·.use of the variability of
such snowfall .

A series of orographic cloud seed ing experiments were conducted on Utah's Wasatch Plateau during the
1994-95 and 1995-96 winters. Their purpose was to pennit physical assessment of the effect of both
si lver iodide and liquid propane seeding, panicularly at only slightly supercooled temperatures. Seeding
materials were released in I-hour and half-hour pulses from a location well up the plateau ' s windward
slope. The telT8i n often channeled the seeding plumes to an observation sit• • or target. located at a clll\yon
head on the Plateau top's windward edge. Snow panicles were detected at the target with a vane-mounted
2D-C optical arraj probe whose strobing speed was governed by a heated anemometer. Agi nuc lei were
detected there by an NCAR ice nucleus counter to confi nn the presence and successful targeting of
seeding materials.
The experiments were carried out in cond iti ons both fevorable and unfavorable for expected effecti veness
of the seeding agents. There was no evidence for the effectiveness of Agi plumes injected lI,to clouds at a
release site temperature warmer than about _3 °C and target temperature of about -5 °c. Increases in ice
particle concentrations and precipitation rates were observab le for ASI seeding with target air
temperatures colder than -6 °e.

Liquid propane was re leased into air al temperatures of -0.4 to -3 .4 · C. resulting in about 10 ice panicles
L· I at the target with only one re lease nozzle and about 20 L"' fo r two nozzles. The difference in ice
panicle concentrations formed by adding the second nozzle was statistically detectable at a 6 percent level
or bener. depending on the measurement type. While a temperature dependence of the liquid propane was
not observable over such a small temperature range. the experiments have shown that liquid propane is an
effective seedi ng agent for slightly supercooled clouds at temperatures where Agi is ineffective.
Seeding plume detection appeared to be limited during periods of abundant natural snowfall. The larger
natural crystals appeared to compete for the available supercooled liqu id water and may have removed
many of the seeded embryos by aggregation.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The previous resnlts on the first winter o f experiments (Super .nd Holroyd. 1997) slressed c.se studies.
parlicu larly for those examples with !lJl obvious seeding effect. This paper examines the entin:: set more
from an operational point of view, searching for consistency of increases in concentrations and
precipitation rates over all experiments. A natural data set was created to provide an indication of natural
variability.
The seeded data set was panitioned into a se t of ""'ject" cases which should appear natural. the Agi cases
which should have limited effects at wann lemperatures. and the propane cases. The "reject" cases indeed
appeared similar to the natural data ser. Both the A~I and propane cases showed increases in icc panicle
concentrations and precipitation rates as measured by the 2D-C for panicles up to 0 .8 mm sizes. All three
panitions shuwed the same relationships (not presented) and scaner as in Figure 3 between ice panicle
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concentration and precipitation rate for the natural data set. That indicates that the mass and termina l
velocity relationships for seeded crystals .... re about the sam. as for natural particl.s.
The strong.st increases w.re for the propane cases. which had HAS release t. mperatures ranging only
between -0.4 and -3.4 .c. Th. use of on. nozzl. produced conc.ntrntion increases for small particl.s of
aboutt.n L-' and two nozzl.s abouttw.nty L·' . Precipitation rat. increases of 0. 17 mm h" for 2 nozzl.s
are adminedly small. but th.y are a 37% increase ov.r that in the natural data set for the sam. siz.s.
Additional growth times for a trnv.rse great.r than the 4.2 Ian should furth.r boost the precipitation rat.
until the crystals hit the ground som.wh.re downwind.
No increases w.re found in the gag. measurem.nts for the AgJ and propane cases, though th. nozzl.
number analysis showed a strong diff.renc. whon the second nozzl. was added.
The seeded volume of cloud is not known and th.refore the total production rat. of ic. particl.s cannot be
accurat.ly compared to the rat. of release ofth. seeding ag.nts. How.v.r, an estimate can be mad. to
examine the ord.r of magnitud• . Holroyd.t al. (1988) found a plum. dispersion angl. of about
IS d.grees at distances close to the surfac. release sit. of AgJ g.n.rators on the Grand M.sa of Colorado.
Usi ng a half-angl. from the c.nt.r lin. of7.5 d.grees in both the horizontal and v.rtical directions, th.
plum. cross section at the TAR. 4.2 Ian downwind from the HAS. can be approximat.d by a half circl. of
radius SSO m. The average trnnsit tim. for the propane .xperim.nts was 17.0 min. yi.lding an av.rag.
wind speed between the HAS and TAR of 4. 1 m s·' . Two nozzl.s released liquid propane at about 6 to
8 gal h" or about 3 .7 g s·, . producing about 21 ic. particl.s L" Combining th. flux of particl.s through
the plume cross section at the TAR and the rel.ase rat. yi.lds a production rat. for liquid propane of
• bout 1. 1 x 10'0 particles g" between -0.4 and -3 .4 · C . Super and Holroyd ( 1997) quoted oth.r
inv.stigators of liquid propane production rat.s of 10'0 to 3 X 10" . 10' to 10". and 10" particl. s g" at
similar t.mperatures. Finding 10'0 particl.s g" remaining 4.2 !un downwind aft.r losses to coagulation
and .vaporation and to the trees and ground. appears to be of comparabl. magnitude to those previous
estimates.
Operational use of liquid propan• . costing SO.80 gar', using two nozzl.s at 7 gal h" indicates a mat.rials
cost of SS.6O h" for a seeding un it that produces a plum. about a kilom.t.r wide at 4.2 Ian downwillrl with
an increase of al,out tw.nty particl.s L" at only slightl y supercool.d conditions. Th. precipitati('~ rat.
increase according to the 2D-C was 0. 17 mm hr '. According to Tabl. I. the gage equival.nt rat.
(dividing by 0.56 to conv.rt from 2 D-C rates to gag. rat.s) is 0.30 mm hr" for the small particles.
Additional growth tim. could result in larg.r amounts of precipitation.
For comparison. the materials cost for operating a NAWC AgJ g.n.rator is 8 g h" is about $20 h". Th.
production fro m suc h a g.nerator is highly depend.nt on the nucl.ation t.mperature.

These experiments show that AgJ appears to have no effect when released at similar t.mperatures and
comparabl. or great.r effect at TAR t.mperatures cold.r than about -6 · C - . though the data are noi sy.
Therefore the use of liquid propane as a seeding ag.nt at only slightly supercooled t.mperatur.s is an
effective and inexpensive means to boost ice particle concentr3tions downwind in orographic clouds.
A future experiment should try to document the fallout panern with downwind dIStance of precipitation
generated by the use of liquid propan • . That could be accomplished in a strnight canyon with road from
the ge nerator to the crest and beyond. The best experim.nts will be with only trace natural snowfall.
pe~ ining the use of numerous snowboards scanered downwind and crosswind to suppl.m.nt recording
preciPitation gages and • mobile 2D-C probe.
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Th.s. Wasatch Plateau experiments had a relativ.ly simpl. d.sign involving pulsed seeding from an
.I.vated site on the upwind slopes of a major plateau. The local terrain chann.l.d the plume towards the
targ.t 4.2 km away at the windward .dge ofth. :rest with good probability of actually hining that
,"strum.nt.d targ.t. Admin.dly, obs.-rvations taken over the middle or downwind port ion ofth. Wasatch
Plateau top lik.l y would have d.monstrnt.d increased growth of seed.d crystals and associated increases
in seeded snowfall . However. such a design. whil. providing a bener simulation of operational seeding
from high altitu '. sit.s. would gr.atly reduce the odds of proper targeting. Th. pulsed seeding sty I• . with
Agi tags for the liquid propane cases_allowed num.rous .xperiments during most storm periods. Even so.
natural vari abil ity of snowfall made it chall.nging to detect the results of seeding. Periods with non. to
trace natural snow did show obvious seeding effects. Periods with an abundance (\f !=now or strong
show.rs tended to mask the seeding signal. Th. larg. natura l crystals I) dominated the precipi:ation gag.
m.asurem.nts. 2) presumably swept out many ofth. small seeded crystals through aggregation. h.reby
I.ssening the:r del.ctability by the 2D-C. and 3) consumed orographic supercooled liquid water (SLW).
th.reby starving the growing seeded embryos.
The experiments described by Holroyd .t al. (1988) showed that Agi r. leased from similar sit.s on the
Grand M.sa w.re easily d.tectabl. at aircraft levels from an abundance of small. growing ic. particl.s.
Those experim.nts had a nore compl.x d.sign (Super. elol.. 1988) and were more expensive 10 carry ou t
in t.rms of .quipment and manpower. Super and Hoe (1 988) d.scribe some of those experiments during a
period of linl. natural snowfall. Seeding .ffects w.re readily observable at aircraft levels. but
observations at the surface had variable success in demonstrating the presence of the seeding plume. The):
suggested that in the "failed" experiments the embryo ice crystals did not have sufficient residence time in
the presence of SL W to grow to sizes that would fall to the surface. The Bridger Rang•• xpe rim.nts
described b) Super and Heimbach ( 1988) used aircraft to d.tect ground-rel.ased Agi seeding effeclS .
They \\'erc present when SL \V was available and absent when it was minimal. It therefore appears that
d.tecti on of seeding eflects is strongly influ.nced by the amount of time that seed.d crystals spend in the
presence of SL W. The competition for that SLW by larg.r natural snow particl.s and the sweeping ac ti on
(aggregation) whereby natural crystals remove seeded embryos from the air mean that there ma) be linle
or no sC'''d ing affecls to detect at the surface if there is an abundanc: of natural ~ n ow_

In conclusion. it remains highly desirable to further physically document the effectiveness of winler
orographic cloud seeding under various conditions. However. thiS goa l remains challenging even with
sophisticated .quipment and abundant manpow.r. Progress has been mad. und.r NOAA ' s Atmospheric
Modification Program. However. it seems that future progress is physically verifying weather
modifications effectiveness will depend on other sources of support. at least in the ncar-tenn.

8.18.

H~imbach,

J. A .. A. B. Sllp~r, and W. D. Hall, 1998: Mod~/ing Agllarg~/ing ~JJul;"~nesslor
clasus in Ulah. J. W~alh., Modificalion, 30. 35- .(0.

fiv~ g~n.,alh~d ~'~alh.,

ABSTRACT
Rawi nsonde observations from the I~I .lId 1994 UtahINOAA field programs w.re <trallfied '"to five
classes based on temperature profiles. Th. classed soJ nd ings w.re used to ini tia liz. the Clark mesoscale
model to si mulate the Ag i transport from thr•• operallonal ge nerator sit.s in the valle) upwind of the
Wasatch Plateau," c.ntral Utah. The goal "' as to g~n.ral ize ranges of co nditi ons which \\ ould allo\\
successful targeting of valley-rel.ased Agl. Not unexpectedl y. the most unsta ble ",und ing class produc.d
the best targeting. This class was the co ld.st of the five . producing more .ffectiv. Ice nuclei from the
avail. ble Agi because ofth. t.mperature dependence of th is ice nucleating agent. In g.neral. the model.d
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results were in agreement with selected case studies of field observations. Wind characteristics were also
shown to be important for successful targeting.

8.19. Waul, M. A., R.. D. Borys, tutd A. W. HMggUu, 1996: Combined SlIIellite Re",,," SellSilfg tutd
GrolUfd-Based MellSlln_ntsfo, EWlllMIIio" ofOollll Sudilfg OpPO"lUfiti~ tutd Eflrds. Jf'o,ts"op

0" nl<onticailllfd Procticai Aspects of Iteriolfai PncipiJllliolf ElflltutU_lIt ProgTtUrllM fo, til<
Middle EIISt IIIfd MediteTTlllfetut, Bari, Italy. 11 pp.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this paper is to describe the general character of transport and diffusion of valley-released
AgJ under various stability negimes observed in the Plateau region. Five sounding types were partitioned
from the 92 soundings talr.en during the UtahlNOAA AMP 19'11 and 1994 field programs. The five
composite soundings covered a reasonable span of reality. The Clm p,odel was initialed by each class
and run using stimulated releases of AgJ from 3 valley sites.
There are several fac tors highlighted by the modeling applied in this investigation. most of which were
confinned by fie ld observations.
There is a fiequent tendency for. low-level northward drift of valley-released of AgJ in the
Sanpete Valley .
Under some circumstances there can be • westward or northwesrward drift of AgJ in the Sanpete
Valley in spite of organized westerly flow aloft.
Strong up",ard motion over the lee slopes in possi ble under some stability and speed conditions
because of grnity wave transport.
Mcct\anical (orcing is important tor transport over a barrier.

INTRODUCTION
The Atmospheric Sciences Center (ASC) of the Desen Researc h Institute (DRJ) has conducted field
programs in weather modification and c loud seeding for more than 30 yean. in several states of the U.S.A.
and in other countries. These studies have included detailed research on the microphysical structure of
cloud. the effects of aerosol on c loud droplet and ice crystal c hemistry. and the use of remote sensing
instrumentat ion to charncteriLe cloud evo lution and ident ify seedable conditions. This paper describes
some of the recent results of these ongoing efforts.

n.

Sat.llite remote .. D.iDg of dropl.t-aerosol param.t.rs

m.

Im ..... t ofaerosol OD cload micropbysicaJ proc:essos

IV.

GrouDd- based remote semiag of liquid water aDd vapor d i.tribatioD

(A good discussion of spatial and temporal SL W distributions on the Wasatch Plateau is given in this
section .)
(No summary or conclusions section in this paper)

Targeth lg from ,alley releases is poor for classes 0 and E which comprise 180/, of the soundings
released during the 1991 and 1994 field programs.
Though properl~ targeted. the effectiveness of the AgJ can be handicapped by warm temperatures
over the Plattau. This was particularly true for class 0 whic h com prises 5% of the sou ndings.

Class A appean to hold the best prospects of effective cloud seed because of the successful
targeting and charactC'ristic cold temperatures. Thineen percent of the soundings were class A.
A clear transport and diffllsion categorization was evident in the modeling results, implying that modeling
of th,S type could be u",ful for operational planning. For example. model runs could be made at locations
being considered for SCC'dIDg as demonstrated by Farley et al. (19-17). The application of the model must.
however. be tempeted ",ith interpretive skills. The sensitivity of the m<><'.1 resu 's to wind direction and
speed complicate the fonD.lttOn of generalizations. To estimate specific details of a case through
modeling. " IS preferabk to model individually. initializing with the most detailed parameters available.
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